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SENATOR WYNONA M. LIPMAN (CHAIRPERSON): Good morning. We're going to 

begin this hearing on sex discrimination in marriage and family law. I'm sorry 

we' re beginning late, but we had some adjustments to make. 

Welcome to the Commission on Sex Discrimination in the Statute's public 

hearing on Se:;-; Discrimination in Marriage and Family Law. 

I would like to introduce the members of the Commission present this morning. 

I will start on my riqht. This is Clara Allen, Director of the Division of Women, 

and this is Alma Saravia, who is the Executive D.irector of the Commission. She 

is our right arm. I am Wynona Lipman, Senator. This is Theodosia Tamborlane, public 

member. This is former Assemblywoman Greta Kiernan and this is Phoebe Seham, public 

member. I hope that we will get to know each other a little better as you testify. 

The Commission on Sex Discrimination in the Statutes was created by Governor 

Byrne to conduct a thorough review of the statutes containing sex-bas.ed classifications 

and to propose i' comprehensive modernization and revision of those statutes. In 

October, the Cornmission released its first report, "Sex Discrimination in the Employ

ment Statutes." Marriage and family law is the second in a series of studies. 

Today, 93% of the American families fit patterns other than the traditional 

role of a breadwinner father,· homemaker mother and two or more dependent children. 

Families are changing and are significantly influenced by a variety of 

c~:':crnal forces such as goverrnnent policies, the industrialization and organization 

of our society and the media's image of families. 

Divorce and separation are increasingly coilli~on options when marital problems 

seem insoluble and these options in turn create new problems among children and 

parents. 

A majority of adult women now work outside of the home and their wages 

are vitally important to the maintenance of the family. 

The sex roles of men, women and children within families are being re-

defined. 

As a result of these changes within the family, we must develop new approaches 

to the care, custody, support and rights of children and to the rights and responsibilities 

of adults J_n tnc t::-aditional and non-traditional families. 

To meet the needs of our families, we must therefore re-examine our laws 

and revise those that are sexually discriminatory ir. view of contemporary standards 

of equality. 

Now, we would like to ask those persons who are not on the agenda, who 

came ~o testify, at some point, to come and sign the sheet, so we will know who 

you are and put you in a position to testify. 

Now, I would like to call, first, Ms. Joan Wiskowski, who is Deputy Commissioner 

of the Department of Labor and Industry. 

J 0 A N H. W I S KO W S K I: Good morning. My name is Joan H. Wiskowski and 

I <1m the Deputy Commissioner of the New ,Jersey Department of Labor and Industry. 

I appreciate the opportunity to testify, once again, before this Commission on Sex 

D.scrimination in the Statutes, and I &~ confident that today's public hearing on 

sex discrimination in marriage and family law will be as successful and productive 

as the Commission's public hearing on sex discrimination in the employment statutes, 

held Gr June 27, 1979. Senator Lipman, you and the distinguished members of the 

Corrun:: .. csion on Sex Discrimination are +-o be commended for the atter.tion which the 

Commission's initial hearing on sex discrimination in the statutes has brought on 

the issues of civil service reform; Worker's Compensation Act reform; unemployment 
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compensation reform; stereotyping, per s~: w290 J~ff~tenLials or equal pay for 

work of equal value; increased membership of wome:-. •.in commissi•:>ns, boards and agencies; 

and sex neutral language for all propos,-d 1.cc;isli:itL•.·rn and administrative regulations. 

I am also pleased to hear that Senate' f_>i :'..l s---7'H3, as introduced by Senator Lipman, 

to implement recornn1endations ar:d legi,;J ati ve rev i'''-~uns made by the Commission on 

Sex Discrimin;i_tion in the ftatutc.s, >- Le·:_:n repor ~-ed out of committee. 

This mor nir;q, I would 1 ike to ::iddru;s _,1! i >;sue which I feel is very important 

for all of us in New Jersey, one w!-:.icl: cuts c1cr'l«c1 t.:v, C'x~1mission' s interest in 

sex discrimination in ,•J;!plc Imc:nt ar.:·1 ::--k ,.''.)1n_::1J.s. i·.cri' ;; intc:rc:.:t in sex discrimination 

in marriage and fai;iily law. The is,;c:c' is ch.i Jt.1 :.i_rr:, t'.1-' no<:d for expanded, quality 

child care sei:vices in New ,:;c rsr,•y, given the lac:'< '-' f a·.k·quate 1 preser:t provisions 

for child care, and in parLicular, the lack of effip!uyc· involvement and interest 

in the provision of child core scrv'ces. 211-.- l-'1c1: ~)' dl.' cnt tu• yive11 to thE: child 

care issue in the past is, l feel, a fc:-r, '.Jf discrirn_· rc1tion which affects the entire 

family. Given the positive effcc:ts tha': supportive·- sctc·ices such as child care 

have on employability; Lhat in·:reas'-'d e>mfJ:)y-C1bili ty hm_: on potential employment; 

and that employment bu.E or. fl'11:_ 1y -~1~·-X,7"": 1.-,.i.lure: C..) me<kc quality child care available to 

those who :·Ged .i.t fm·ces fa.mi.lees t._, e:~ther forego employment. opportunities for 

one member of the family or, ,._~, i''. ::i··.:· ,_·asc r_of th,; ::;inglc-headcd household, requires 

tho.:-. t'a.·1ulies sett.le for mj_ninn:u:n cus':::>c1 ial care o~- no care at all. 

As the hearir.g on Sex dtscrir;•ii;.:1• .. ion in thr: emp 1 oymcnt statutes demonstrated, 

women with little work Pxper.;_cnce, oa1:t~iculir.iy displ;ic-·d homemakers, forced to 

provide for a f arn.l ly, i ncurrcd a l:::ing- 1_ angc prob l r>I' ._,: " Jack cf a credit rating 

in a so-called credit economy, as well 'iS a lack ot: :';.:.,c-:.JL sc:ct:rity benefits or 

hospitalization ;:rnd other medical ca.r-Ec- .>:CJ"·flts. l:>,_l'"''f> that this situation 

would be improved a great d·'°aJ if E:"~p:~cy,1l~ L.ty dr'\'Cho;_-n".'nt "'crvices and supportive 

services such as child car,,: w·:·:·c: readUy iJJailablo t·' ~;uch individuals who need 

these services. I would also Lke '.~u :~ce tbat r:ur soc1 al sscurity laws be amended 

to allow women to participate while " c:mployed" "'" lk'uscv1ives. 

An important extensio11 of t:hrc need for sucp«<er . .ive services and employability 

development services such as child Cct!'' :s _i,, U1c c:u.<J oL child support and alimony. 

When eithLr the custody of <l child ;.:; .:onsi_d.,r•:d, 1~r ,, 1.Lr0.ony proceedings take place, 

an important determinant in a',;arding custo.:y or u.Umor'.y is the present and potential 

employability of the parents invoJved. In the c.1f;>2 o·' ai i.rnony, the court's consideration 

oE prior work experience and futui:::e c'n~··loy1bi lily is important factor in determining 

whether alimony should be 1,dyed and, i~ so, how ;nuch. If the assumption is made 

by the courts that the spouse to be U'cei viny- a1irn0ny can and should work, there 

is a very real need for emr:.·loyability ~evclopment servic,:;s and support services 

such as child care to enab_le the spoi.:sc• to reach his or her employment potential. 

A spouse's employment history and f:mplv[1'cc:1t potential are also important 

factors in the case of child custody. ElnE>loyment potential is obviously enhanced 

if quality child care is available to the pare:1->:.. Tn addition, the possibility 

of one parent being able to arrange foc quJ}ity child care services for the 

child or children in question, should bP t3!~en into consideration by a judge presiding 

over a child custody case. In particular, thf_; a·,n:i.LlabiJ.i.ty of quality child care 

services would be: a very important factor in 1.he Cd'.3e c1f single custody. 

I would like, now, to discuss an attitudinal chdnge which is required 

in New Jersey and throughout the nation regarding the prc·visiun of child care services. 

I view tho the present shortage of adequc;tv child care faci.i.ities to be, in large part, 
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a c1iscriminiltory act of omission, rather than conunission. Government, labo~ and both 

public and private employers each have not been responsive enough to the increasing 

demands a.nd nec"ds for quality child care services. In terms of considering the 

variety ol flexible approaches to providing such services,. neither have they been 

as innovative or responsive as I feel they should. As I detail for you the demand 

for quality child care services and the different approaches towards increasing 

the availability of these services, I would ask the members of the Commission and 

those participating in or attending this heari»g to keep in mind what is the under

lying premise of both this testimony and the Commission. That is, as the role of 

the farai ly changes in society, we' re confronted with new problems and new ways to 

deal with the changing role of the family. These problems require new and innovative 

solutions. Just as many of the State's laws contain discriminatory provisions based 

on sex and ref 1.ect policy j udguTients which are no longer acceptable or meaningful 

in society, so have our attitudes toward the provision of expanded child care services 

failed to reflect the realities of a society whose labor force has undergone dramatic 

compositional changes due to both cultural and economic factors. The spiralling 

inflation and divorce rates and the increasing number of single headed households 

and displaced homemakers has created an employment imperative for many parents 

of pre-school and and school-aged children. In accordance with these changes, we 

need to create a new and revised perception of the role in which government, public 

and private employers, and organized labor and the business community must play 

in the provision of quality child care services. 

The resolution of the issue of the demand for child care services would 

accomplish three objectives: 

l. Enhance the labor force participation of presently employed and 

unemployed parents in New Jersey, particularly, single heads-of-households, 

displaced homemakers and parents with low incomes; 

2. Improve the economic standing of many families in New Jersey; 

3. Provide quality child care services to many children in New Jersey who 

have heretofore received inadequate can~ or no care at all. Such 

yuJlity child caru would curtainly uid in the uducational, social 

and psychological develoµT<ent of these children. 

At the Commission's initial hearing on sex discrimination in the statutes 

and the reports subsequent to that hearing, the increases in female participation 

in New J·ersey' s labor force has been well documented. A number of those individuals 

who testified attested to the fact that women with young children have been entering 

and will continue to enter the labor market in increasing and unprecedented numbers 

during this decade. Several speakers testified that the inadequate supply of and 

quality of child care centers and facilities presented a significant obstacle to 

the employment aspirations of many members of the potential labor force. In addition, 

a number of other forums have brought out the need for expanded quality child care 

progr&us in New Jersey. The Governor's Task Force on Unemployment in Atlantic City 

held public hearings at the end of 1979 and the impact of the public hearings was 

to demonstrate the real need for child care on the part of employed and unemployed 

residents of the Atlantic labor market area. A 1978 study of women and employment 

questioned personnel directors of businesses in Ocean County regarding the greatest 

obstacJ_es women face when applying for employment. The directors agreed that inadequate 

trans~ortation and inadequate child care facilities were the two g=eatest obstacles 

to employment. Finally, a 1978 survey conducted by the Rutgers University Occupational 

Advancement Project identified inadequate child care services as a primary reason 
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for union members and their families not participating in either educational or 

employment and training programs. 

I would just like to briefly discuss the extent of the need for child 

care services, as well as explain a few of the economic and social consequences 

which result to the family, given the lack of such services. 

A study which was recently completed by my office, entitled, "Employer

Subsidized Child Care---A Study of Child Care Needs in New Jersey", indicates that 

as many as 195,000 women who are already in the labor force have children of pre

school age and are probably in great need of child care services. 415,000 working 

women have children of school age between the ages of 7 and 13 and may be in need 

of child care services. Furthermore, of this group of 880,000 working mothers in 

New Jersey with children under 13 years of age, nearly 82,000 of the women are single 

heads of households with over 42,000 of these women earning lEss than $7 ,000 annually. 

There is another group of women who are outside of the labor force in New Jersey 

totalling approximately 20,000, by our estimates, who would want to enter the labor 

market, but cannot because of home responsibilities or discouragement about their 

chances of finding a job, and I would just like to say that this is a very conservative 

estimate. Therefore, there are at least 910,000 women in New Jersey who have children 

of school age and pre-school age who are working or want to work. 

Looking at the number of children of school age and pre-school age, there 

are approximately 1.9 million in New Jersey under the age of 13. Of this group, 

approximately 1.1 million are school aged and about 700,000 are of pre-school age. 

Of this group of almost i.9 million children in New Jersey under the age 13, approximately 

half have working mothers. Of this group of close to one million, 466,900 are between 

1 and 5 and 489,000 are between 6 and 13. 

If you are anticipating that the next statistics I will present will represent 

the number of children in New Jersey actually receiving child care services, you 

are correct. It was curious to me, because it seemed very small, but we continued 

to check the figures and they are accurate. The number of children in New Jersey 

receiving child care services at the State's licensed child care centers is, at 

rrost, 69,000 or 3.7% of the total number of school or pre-school aged children in 

New Jersey, and only 7.2% of the children of school and pre-school aged children 

with working parents. This figure does exclude home care arrangements and care 

which takes place either in the home of the child or in the home of a friend or 

a relative. Most of these arrangements are exempt from State licensing regulations 

and, as a result, very little is known about the number of children receiving child 

care in this manner or about the quality of such child care. It becomes clear that 

we have not come close to providing the necessary level of quality child care service 

in New Jersey. 

The study conducted by my office also examined the costs associated with 

the provision of child care in New Jersey. While costs do vary according to such 

factors as the type or quality of the service rendered; the number of paid staff 

at a child care center; and the ages of the children to be served; our study indicated 

a tremendous disparity between the amount of funds expended for the State's existing 

child care system and the amount necessary to meet potential demands for child care 

services. Using methodologies which are probably a little too complex to go into 

here, although they are available for your review, the annual cost for providing 

comprehensive, quality child care in New Jersey is estimated to be approximately 

$1.8 billion--exceeding, by a great measure, the present expenditure of $171 million 

for child care. 
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If the figure of $1. 8 billion is reduced to terms applicable to individual 

families, it becomes apparent that the cost of developmental child care often greatly 

exceeds the average working family's ability to pay. A 1971 study performed by 

the Mathematica Corporation found that a family will not pay more than between 10 

and 15% of ic.s annual income for child care services. The study also found that 

without financial assistance, most families would opt for informal child care arrange

ments, which are more convenient and less expensive. These facts, in combination 

with the very high cost of quality child care services, demonstrate that both government 

and employer involvement is required for the provision of improved child care services. 

The combination of three factors--the cost of quality child care to the 

individual family; the need for child care services; and the relatively minor involvement 

to date of the employer com1m~nity in the provision of child care in New Jersey--

poses some interesting questio,.:s to all of us gathered here today. 

Who c.rn afrord to prov1.de their children with quality child care services 

in order to allow the parent or parents to participate fully in the labor 

market? Is the lack of institutional arrangements for the provision of 

affordable, quality child care, in effect, discriminatory? 

Should the individual family have to shoulder the financial burden of 

quality child care alone? Should the parent opt for less desireable, 

less expensive child care services, or worse, no care at all? 

These are difficult questions, but I suggest that there are answers. While there 

is no comprehensive system of child care in any state in the United States today, 

there are numerous instances of child care services being successfully delivered. 

Variables, which I mentioned earlier, such as cost, location and extent of need, 

have led to different institutional arrangements for the provision of child care, 

involving family, the employers, gov'.~rnment and the community. Child care has been 

provided in the home of the child, at a relative's or friend's home, at the parent's 

site of employment, at schools and at community child care centers throughout the 

State and throughout the nation. 

I would like to encourage industry involvement in the provision of child 

care servi.ces and some of these institutional arrangements, which are already underway 

on "' pi lot basis throughout the country, have ranged from the provision of total 

or developmental child care services to the mere provision of information about 

the availability of such services. The five most prevalent models for the provision 

of child care services are: 

l. Employer-owned centers. 

2. Purchase of service. 

3. Voucher payments. 

4. In-kind services. 

~. Employer consortiwns. 

Industry has participated, to some extent, in the provision of child care 

services for reasons tJ:-~ey list as: 

1. Employee relati_ons or goodwill. 

2. The advertising effect of being known as a company which provides such 

services to employees . 

.:i. A:s a benefit to attract and retain local and skilled labor. 

4. lncreased worker productivity. 

5. Decreases in worker turnover and absenteeism. 
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6. Tax considerations. 

7. Overall cost effectiveness to their business. 

I suggest to you today that we must strive to increase the role of the private sector 

relative to child care. 

State govern~ent, while somewhat limited in its ability to provide direct 

tax and financial incentives, can and should take on a leadership role in encouraging 

local and regional firms to provide child care services for their employees. At 

the state level, we can take an aggressive position in alerting businesses to the 

profit and tax benefits which they can realize. We can advise business of the resources, 

both financial and technical, that are available to assist in the organization of 

quality child care services. We should incorporate child care services as a part 

of our economic development efforts. As an example of this approach, in New Jersey, 

we are in the process of exploring with the PO rt Authority of NE"w York and New Jersey 

the possibility of establishing child care centers in Lheir proposed urban industrial 

parks, for tenant firms in those parks. 

Other ways in which state government can facilitate the development of 

child care services include the following: 

l. Coordinating and making available all information on industrial child 

care. 

2. Providing techinical assistance to companies interested in establishing 

centers and including an explanation of licensing requirements and 

procedures. 

3. Making known all possible financial and tax incentives available to 

providers of child care centers. 

4. Sponsoring education campaigns on the need for child care centers and 

the benefits to workers in the private sector in helping to meet those 

needs. 

5. Locating and making available, at a minimal or no cost, underutilized 

public buildings for pre-school and after school child care services. 

6. Providing grants, interest free or low interest loans to make available 

capital investment or start-up funds to non-profit organizations establishing 

child care centers. 

In conclusion, Senator Lipman and Commission members, in the testimony I have 

presented, I have attempted to very briefly and superficially describe the magnitude 

of the need for child care services in New ,Jersey and relate this need to the issue 

of sex discrimination in the marriage and family law statutes. I believe that the 

basis of this relationship is that expanded child services would allow for greater 

participation of women and men in the labor force and in educational and skill training 

programs. It has become apparent that such work experience and attachment to the 

labor force are important considerations in the determination of both alimony and 

child support cases. 

We are, in effect, confronted with the challenge of enabling present and 

potential workers to utilize and develop their talents, while, at the same time, 

providing for the care of their families. I do not feel that government, labor, 

business, or workers alone can adequately satisfy the real and qrowing demand for 

child care services. Rather, I feel that a partnership among government, business, 

labor and workers is necessary to affect the very large changes that we are discussing 

here today. 

As the lack of adequate child care services is the single most important 

obstacle to the full participation of women in the labor force, I believe that government 
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must assume a position of leadership and .i.:1volve business and labor in a meaningful way 

in our efforts to address the need of the family and of working parents with quality 

child care services. 

;)r,e of the major conclusions of the study that was completed by my office 

is the considc .. ~a.tion of child care as a fringe bcnefi t to be bargained collectively 

and that appears as if that bas the greatest promise of expanding the adequacy of 

child care. I appreciate the opportunity to testify and I'm available for any questions 

tht you might have. Ti1ank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. Clara? 

MS. ALLEN: I don't have a question, but I wonder if you would elaborate 

a little bit on the extent Gf the concept of child care as we found it in Atlantic 

City, with the need for child care centers 24 hours a day? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes, and thank you, Clara. I would just like to make 

note of the fact that Clara is a member of the Governor's Task Force on Unemployment 

in l\.t.lantic City and we've all taken a very special interest in the access to employment 

opportunities, especially for women, in the Atlantic City labor market area. At 

a public hearing that held at the end of the year, the people who had testified 

before us spoke about the particulC'.r type of demand for employees in the Atlantic 

City labor market area. Given the casino gambling employment and the fact that this 

i.:o :1 2 4 hour a <iay operation, child care is no longer spoken of as day care. It 

is 24 hour around the day child care service. There is no where, to my knowledge, 

in this State or elsewhere, where there is a provision for 24 hour child care. The 

women were very concerned, of course, that it would be their children who would 

be suffering, as a result, and had made very affirmative statements to the Task 

Force for considering soluticins to the child care problem in Atlantic City. I don't 

know if that's enough of a remark. 

MS. ALLEN: That's fine by me. I just wanted to open the thinking to 

the fact that 2 4 hours a day, even though we' re now talking about Atlantic City, 

could also be an acceptable theory in many, many other communities where you have 

;:-ound the clock operations in corporate life. 

.'\1.S. WISKOWSKI: I think the one comment that I would like to make about 

that is, in our discussions with the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 

the finrrs that are going to be housed in the industrial parks will be three shift 

operations and our discussions with them have not centered only upon day care, but 

upon adequacy of care for the three shifts. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Theo? 

MS. TAMBORLANE: Joan, I have a couple of questions. In the studies that 

you've done with regard to existing facilities, looking at the ones that are supported 

by businesses, what percentage, if you have a figure, roughly, of New Jersey businesses 

are now providing any kind of child care services or support systems, such as paying 

for child care as a fringe benefit? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Very few. I don't have a percentage, but it probably 

wouldn't even equate into a percentage. There are some notable exceptions. Hoffmann

LaRoche has been a leader in the field b.Ed provides a voucher system for child care 

services for their employees. 'fhere are other exceptions to that, but I would say 

that, gc'nera l 1-:, there has bt:en a lack of int ere: st in the use of child care or a 

consH:' 1:ati<,n of L.he child care benefits by employers, I think not so much as a 

dc1i& '· ,)f the ne.ed, but just a lack oI awareness of the demand. .L ".:hink this results 

largely from the fact that in the last ten years, we have had an unprecedented number 

of worrwn enter the labor force and an unprecedented demand for child care services, 
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that just wasn't there in that nUIT\ber before. I think it is a question of catch

up and it is my feeling that government should assume the leadership in raising 

the consciousness level and helping to catch-up a little more quickly. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: Another question that came to mind when you were speaking, 

while in New Jersey, New Jersey law establishes equal financial responsibility for 

support on both parents. We've moved ::rom the common law where men were looked 

at as beinc_r traditional.ly the financial support for the family into viewing both 

parents as havinc_r financivl responsibiliti,~s and you alluded to the fact that when 

a marriage ends and there is a divorce, divorce awards are often with the understanding 

that both parents will go to work, depending on whether or not that possible given 

the day care situation. 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes. 

MS. TAMBORl,/\NE: I have two questions related to that. One would be whether, 

again from your studies, you have broken down by counties where the day care centers 

are, what the availability is? That could be, perhaps, distributed in some type 

of an educational p:i::ogran1 to the judges that are sitting in our matrimoniaJ courts 

throughout the State, wi Lh thQ consideration that they have, again, this information 

as ':.hey' re sitti.ng thr~r~~ and rnald.ng these decisions. Secondly, would you recommend, 

may.be· above educ at ion in this area, that per.haps a statute be enacted of some type 

which would be directly relevant to the existing financial support laws that are 

on the books, that would speak to this issue of child care? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes. In answer to your first question, the study did 

break down the availability of child care by county basis and that information is 

available, certainly, to the Commission and we would be happy to make the report 

available also. Secondly, yes, I would recorrunend such a statute be drafted. I 

think it's important to have child care be an essential part of the deliberation 

by a court. l think, also, that there are resources available which, perhaps, are 

not known to the court beyond the child care facility and the availability of those 

child care facilities and services. For example, displaced homemakers can qualify 

for an entire program of a~ployment counselling by our State Vocational Rehabilitation 

Agency if the proble:ns associated with their becoming a displaced homemaker, the 

trauma associated with getti,1g back to thE: labor force prevents them from eJllployment 

so that we can do with trair.ed cousellors und the entire program of employment counselling 

in addition to locating child care faciliti8s and services, counselling, assertiveness 

training, medical care, psychiatric and psychological counselling that would be 

nece:>sary to support the employment. So, J would like to say that I would be in 

agreement with that type of statute. 

MS . T AM:BO RLANE : ':!'hank yo cl. 

MS. KIERNAN: Thank you, again, for coming before us again, Joan. You 

always have an articulate and interesting statement to make and it's a pleasure 

to sit across the table from you on any occasion. I was very interested in an article 

that was in the Bergen Record this past wec2k about illegal aliens and the number 

o.;: thP,nt that are working in Bergen Cour.ty u.s assistants in the home, minding the 

children, In other words, doinc: personal child care, and the women who were interviewed, 

who :1ave hired people lil<;.e this say the reason that they have done so is that they 

canno':: find child care anc thc~y don'':: want just a "housekeeper", but they want someone 

that the children can relate to, where they really feel there is some status and 

some stability in the home. I wondered if you had some comment on how we' re going 

to make, i E we develop these child care centers, which I thoroughly agree with you 

that we mL:st do, make ':h::1t the kind 0£ posi '..:ion that American women and men would 
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consider a position of status, that they would like to go into that business? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Okay. I think the point that you're bringing out about 

the illegal aliens is a very important one. By our conservative estimates, we have, 

probably, about ~ million illegal aliens working in the State of New Jersey. The 

State of New York has about twice that many and those are conservative estimates. 

I do not know how many of that number are people who are taking care of children 

in the households, but I would expect that it would be fairly substantial, given 

the lack of alternatives for families. I think the primary way to give dignity 

to the profession of child care is to pay for it. I think that in our economy a 

salary often is an indicant of the level of worth associated with the employment. 

Child care is very expensive. It's difficult for people who are earning $10,000 

to pay for the cost of quality child care. I know about a year and a half ago, 

I spoke with Commissioner Klein about the cost of child care in the licensed facilities 

and about that time, the cost was $55 per child and that was not a profit making 

venture. That was State licensed child care. So, it is very expensive. 

MS. KIERNAN: For what period of time was the $55 per child? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: I'm sorry, that was per week. 

MS. KIERNAN: In a group situation? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: In a group situation, in a State licensed child care facility. 

That is very expensive and you can see if you had one or two or three children, 

if you're earning about $10,000, it becomes prohibitive. I think those are two 

confounding problems. We need to pay for the service in a way that we'll be able 

to recruit people of talent or with an interest or career motivation toward that 

area. However, most consumers of these services are not able to afford what it 

would cost for that care. I think, therefore, that we must really pursue, since 

most employment is in the private sector, we must really pursue private sector employment 

opportunities for child care and that is considering child care as a fringe benefit 

which can be bargained. If that's the case, if the employer community will consider 

child care as some form of fringe benefit, whether it be on a voucher or a partial 

payment basis or fee for service or actual construction of the facility adjacent 

to the workplace, I think we'll be able to pay for a certain quality. If we can 

pay for that quality, I think it is incumbent upon us to produce the work force 

that has the skill level who will be working in the industry, and to do that, I 

think we have to establish training programs in our community colleges for that 

purpose. So, I think if we can, number one, pay for the quality that we want and 

we need for our children, and number two, provide a career path which incorporates 

training and upward mobility in the field of the child care industry, using our 

community colleges as the basis for providing that care, then I think we'll be able 

to, number one, get around the cost, and number two, certainly get around the problem 

that there is a lack of people, not only in New Jersey, but nation-wide, who are 

really equipped to deal with children in child care facilities. 

MS. KIERNAN: Do you think, again, another incentive to business would 

be some kind of tax incentive? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes, absolutely, and I have a reason for saying that. 

We, last January, began to implement the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program. That 

was a program which gives employers throughout the nation, under their corporate 

income tax, an advantage for hiring people who fall in certain categories, seven 

targe~ groups. Displaced homemakers, by the way, are just being added within the 

next month. They will be the eighth category added. New Jersey moved forward very 

aggressively on the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program. In fact, about two months ago 
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New Jersey had about 52% of the vouchers nationwide. As there has been a catch-

up, we've fallen a little behind in the statistics, but we can see a very real impact. 

Employers were much more interested in hiring people from these seven target groups 

because of the clear bottom line advantage it has given them and it was a very sizeable 

tax benefit for them. The second thing is that it was not complicated or cumbersome. 

There was very little in the way of red tape. They didn't have a lot of people 

knocking on their door asking them to employ certain target groups. They just did 

it through their normal corporate income tax and corporate accounting functions 

and it was very easy, no red tape. So, they were able to put people to work very 

quickly. It's been very effective in New Jersey and, as I said, there is some catch

up going around the rest of the country, but I believe targeted jobs tax credit 

is a useful comparison for the type of program you're talking about. 

MS. KIERNAN: All right, thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Pheobe? 

MS. SEHAM: You raise all kinds of fascinating things and I would like 

to go and talk to you about some of the things you are raising, but we don't want 

to take too much time here. I too would like to have copies of some of the reports 

and studies that you refered to. I would like to ask you specifically, when you 

talk about counselling available for displaced homemakers, your definition of "displaced 

homemakers" is the one that I have heard, which is that this is someone who has 

no children under 18 and therefore does not qualify for welfare. If that is your 

definition, then child care is not one of her needs, but I do understand that there 

are many definitions of displaced homemakers. Another one which sometimes is used 

would require CETA eligibility for most of the programs I know of which are available 

for displaced homemakers. Will you tell me whether your counselling involves either 

of these definitions? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: All right. That's a good question. I was using the term, 

"displaced homemakers", probably more broadly. Our vocational rehabilitation program 

in the State can provide employment related services to anyone who wants to be employed 

but cannot be employed because of some kind of barrier, whether that be a barrier 

related to an orthopedic handicap, a psychological-psychiatric handicap or whatever. 

You do not have to be CETA eligible to receive those services. So, if you're a 

young woman with two or three children and you're divorced or separated or your 

spouse is absent, and you want to return to work, if you have an employment objective 

and you have a barrier to realizing that objective, DVR can provide services, a 

full range of services, and they are individual services. An individual rehabilitation 

plan is developed by a trained rehabilitation counsellor and that counsellor stays 

with you for the course of the year while you're working within that plan to realize 

your employment objective. The only criteria for the provision of services by DVR 

is that there be an employment objective. 

MS. SEHAM: Can you give me an example of the kinds of barriers that would 

apply? Is it simply having been out of the job market for X number of years, would 

that qualify as a barrier? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: I'll give you a real life experience. Not too long ago, 

I was doing a tour of some of our State offices in the Monmouth County area and 

one of the places I went to was our DVR office in Monmouth County. As I usually 

do, I asked about the nature of the referals that have been coming in for the past 

month. Did the people there notice any shift, any difference in the kinds of referals? 

What they indicated to me was that they had. They had noticed a number of inquiries 
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coming in from people who would be considered displaced homemakers and what the 

women coming in had discussed with the counsellors was the trauma associated with 

returning to work. It wasn't an orthopedic barrier. It wasn't even what could 

be described as a psychiatric barrier. It was the kind of barrier which prevented 

them from really feeling that they could go to an employment interview with assurance 

and confidence. There was a great deal of trauma associated with their personal 

situation and that was compounded by the trauma of their going forward and presenting 

themselves to employers with confidence in their background. So, the kind of services 

that would be made available to those people would be employment counselling and 

support services. Some of them required only minimal kinds of services and some 

of them required extensive counselling. The interesting thing was that in various 

other areas of the State, as I usually do my county rounds one day a month, the 

same problem came up in every vocational rehabilitation office. The new clients 

that they were seeing were displaced homemakers and I think that they were not really 

restricting that term to what we really know the term to mean under the CETA legislation, 

but they were meaning, broadly, women who had not thought that they were going to 

have to be the financial support of their family. They now faced that situation 

and needed assistance. 

MS. SEHAM: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I would like to ask a question related to the statute 

that you said you thought may be necessary. Are you saying that the State should 

expand its contribution to day care centers and establish more day care centers? 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes, not necessarily at State cost, but by encouraging 

the private sector to give consideration to that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That's a different kind. That's encouragement of the 

private sector. 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We have several different levels of day care, now, in 

the State. If a day care center is entirely State supported, then, there is a different 

contribution, but if there is only a contribution from the Division of Youth and 

Family Services, that's different. 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: So, we have a rather steep, uphill battle every year 

to maintain the community day care centers, those which only get a contribution 

and do not get money for the entire operation from the Division of Youth and Family 

Services. So, I think that we may find more resistance than we realize in trying 

to accomplish this. However, if the need is great enough, there is a tendency, 

also, as Phoebe has mentioned, to use target areas to get poor mothers off welfare, 

to establish day care centers and pay for day care centers only in this area. The 

picture that you present is a broad spectrum. All kinds of young mothers need day 

care centers. I think it is in this area that we also need to address particular 

attention so that all the criteria will not be based entirely--when a young 

mother is separated and must support her family, her income is not so large, although 

she does probably receive support payments. Usually, the criteria is the income 

of the family, all together, and so we have to think of different criteria. You 

certainly have presented some provocative moments for all of us. I'm sure that 

we have to have a new concept, entirely, of what day care means in this state. 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Senator, I would just like to make one comment with respect 

to your very good comment on targeting. Yes, targeting is absolutely essential. 
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This was the broad picture. The same picture could be targeted or I could present, 

if time had permitted, a more targeted approach and I think that's very important. 

The closest that we come to success in a targeted approach is through our WIN program, 

our work incentive program,and last year, 1979, we were able to place a little bit 

more than 10,000 AFDC mothers into productive employment, unsubsidized employment 

as a result of the WIN program, which provides, as a very essential component, child 

care. Not only did this program provide these 10,000 women with some sense of dignity 

that they deserved and some sense of confidence in themselves and their families, 

but it also allowed the State to realize $17 million in welfare grant reduction 

expenses as a result and I think that that is a concept which has proved very, very 

successful nationwide and we should give more consideration to that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, very good. 

MS. ALLEN: Could I make a comment, before you leave, on this matter of 

involving the private sector in day care. It is kind of a new concept to people, 

but in the field of collective bargaining where one talks wages and fringe benefits, 

a new concept happened many years ago when we talked about including health benefits. 

At that time, that was particularly outlandish and now the concept of child care, 

braced by the amount of women in the work force, who help to make up the collective 

bargaining demands that will be placed before employers, should certainly enhance 

the opportunity of child care becoming a fringe benefit. I don't like the term, 

benefit, because those sort of things that are negotiated become a part of the cost 

factor to the employer, their operating expense, and it does have another value 

to the worker, in that it is not taxable income to the worker. 

MS. WISKOWSKI: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you for coming, Joan. Mr. Howard Danzig, attorney? 

HOWARD D A N Z I G: Thank you Senator Lipman and members of the Commission. 

As Senator Lipman just mentioned, I am an attorney. I don't know whether that is 

good or bad because we have, along with the judges, been criticized for many of 

the problems that people face in going through our divorce system. My practice 

is mainly in the area of divorce and child custody. There are many, many issues 

that this Commission will have to face. I am here, really, to testify only with 

respect to the custody statutes, specifically, N.J.S.A. 9:2-3 and 9:2-4. I will 

not read to you what these statutes provide, but will skip over to a suggestion 

amendment of these statutes to try to point out the difference. 

On page 3 is a suggested amendment to 9:2-3. Now, that statute is the 

basic statute that governs how the courts operate in custody matters and how these 

cases begin. The significant change here that I propose is that the child not be 

removed from the dwelling place, which is the family home, at the time one of the 

parents moves from the dwelling place to live separately, until the issue of custody 

of the child is determined, as provided by law. The purpose of this change is to 

avoid a problem that we face every day, where two people are still living together, 

one wants to leave, doesn't know what to do with the children and so takes the children, 

thereby disrupting their lives. At one time, this was done very frequently. Then, 

the Roberts case was decided by the courts, which required a hearing before one 

spouse could force the other spouse out of the house. At one point, you could just 

file a complaint saying, "I've been hit, I've been beaten," and the judge would 

throw the alleged guilty party out. After the Roberts case came in, you couldn't 

do this so easily anymore, so we found the parent who was ready to leave just taking 

the child. That has got to be stopped and statutes such as this will do it. It would 
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maintain the status quo until the court could make a decision. 

The second statute at issue is 9:2-4 and the reconunendation is that it be 

entirely deleted to be replaced by a joint custody statute. At present, the statute 

makes no mention of joint custody, but some judges think that they have the power 

to award joint custody and others don't. Some judges believe in joint custody as 

a personal matter and will award it. Others don't. We must take away from these 

judges that kind of power to employ their own personal beliefs in deciding the 

lives of other people's children and a joint custody statute such as that proposed 

on page 3 and 4 is the suggestion. 

Moving along ~o page 5, courts routinely incorporate separation agreements 

in uncontested divorces where the parties have agreed as to which parent shall have 

custody of the minor children. Similarly routine are court determinations in contested 

cases, where only the financial aspects are lititgated, the parties having agreed 

un who will hav~ custody. In these cases, the court makes no inquiry as to the 

fitness of the custodial parent or the wisdom of the parents' decision on custody. 

Thus, consentual joint custody in the above settings should stand on no different 

footing than should an agreement granting sole custody. In other words, you and 

I can agree to get divorced and we can agree that you will have the child or I will 

have the child, regardless of whether we are fit or unfit, and the judge will not 

look into that decision. If you and I agree that we should share custody, the judge 

should not look into that decision either. He either should look into all of them 

or none of them, but should not be able to take it upon himself to say, "I don't 

believe in joint custody and I'm not going to let you two parents have joint custody," 

which is happening in this State. 

The real issue to be faced by our courts is how to resolve custody disputes 

between two fit parents, both of whom want custody. I'm excluding for consideration 

the situation where one parent is fit and the other is an alcoholic or a junkie. 

Judges don't have problems dealing with those cases. We're talking about where 

two ordinary, nice people both would like custody of their children. 

Our present system of awarding custody to one of these two fit parents 

is not a viable method of dealing with the children of divorce. This is especially 

so where one parent is willing to share custody, but the other insists on sole custody. 

Judicially imposed joint custody, rather than judicially imposed sole custody, which 

is what we have today, is the logical alternative. 

Joint custody is not easy and it may fail in some circumstances. But 

no worse failure than the result of our present method of adjudicating child custody 

disputes can be imagined. Research has documented the abnormally high rates of 

agressive, antisocial and uncontrolled behavior in children of divorce, and their 

tendency to feel abandoned and rejected. It must be significant that their rate 

of psychological examination at outpatient clinics is twice that of other children. 

Removal of the non-custodial parents' parental rights and obligations 

frequently creates a new post-divorce battleground over support and visitation. 

The courts are januned with the results of this fallout. The final result is that 

t:1e non-custodial parent feels emasculated and cheated. He may ignore financial 

obligations and fade out of the lives of the children. Or, the battling continues 

for years or, as is happening with greater frequency, the non-custodial parent kidnaps 

the children. None of these results are good for the kids. 

The real losers, of course, are the children. They see a father who has 

little or no authority and a mother who may subtly or overtly disparage the father 

and undermine what little relationship is left between the father and child. Feelings 
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of guilt and abandonment, yet conflicts between love and hate for the father and mother 

emerge. Needless to say, the eventual dropping out of their lives by the non

custodial parent or the non-custodial parent's kidnapping the children and thereby 

removing the other parent from their lives, becomes the most cruel and final blow. 

There is a way to avoid these problems. It is a method to preserve a 

father's sense of self-worth, of parenthood. This in turn will cause him to contribute 

more willingly to the support of the children and make him less critical of the 

mother's decisions. This attitude of cooperation on his part should negate a good 

deal of the hostility on the part of the mother. The stage will then be set for 

more responsible action on the part of both parents in fulfilling their obligations 

in the best interest of the child. 

Give the children both of their parents after the divorce by preserving 

both fatherhood and motherhood albeit the familial home is broken. 

Joint custody, split custody, shared parenthood, whatever you want to 

call it, is the method for preserving parent-child relationships. 

Shared parenthood does not necessarily mean that the children divide their 

time, their living time equally between father and mother. Rather, shared parenthood 

is primarily a psychological and legal concept, not a logistical one. For it is 

the psychological or emotional devestation that creates the post-divorce turmoil 

which is scarring all parties to divorce and threatening to create in our army 

of children of divorce, a new lost generation. 

To turn that negative psychological or emotional response around and make 

it work positively is the goal of shared parenthood. The first positive effect 

is that in joint custody, there is no "winner" and no "loser". Both parents are 

awarded joint custody, assuming both are fit and both want custody. 

The father no longer feels beaten by his former wife or cheated by a system 

that he otherwise sees as unfair. Parental rights, as well as financial obligations, 

remain his. The mother can no longer use her title as custodian of the children 

against the father and further deprive him and the children of the love and affection, 

nurturance and companionship that the law dictates is the child's due from both 

parents. Both parents are put on notice that they have mutual obligations and rights 

and that cooperation between them will be looked upon favorably by the courts and 

that lack of cooperation will be punished. 

Shared parenthood means that the psychologically damaging phrases such 

as "I have custody, you don't" and the term "visitation" will be discarded. Each 

parent will have physical custody at different times, but they both will always 

have legal custody. 

More importantly, the emotional impact on the children is positive. Since 

they know they still belong to both parents, the feelings of abandonment will be 

diminished. They will be more secure in their knowledge that both parents love 

them and want them. They will grow up knowing both father and mother as authority 

figures. Idealization or rejection of one parent will be minimized. 

There is opposition to the concept of awarding joint custody over the 

objection of one parent, that is, where one parent says, "I'd l:ike to share these 

children," and the other says, "No, I want them for myself." The thesis is that 

if one parent objects to it, then joint custody won't work. Presumably, so that 

theory goes, since you can't force cooperation upon an objecting parent, don't bother 

to try. Yet, where that objecting parent is the mother, the chances are nine to 

one that she'll end up with sole custody. Thus, there is no incentive for her to 

settle, and where she prevails, the court wi 11 actually be awarding custody to the 

very parent who eschews cooperation. 
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The belief that joint custody should not be imposed upon a parent who 

wants sole custody emanates from the belief that divorced parents can't make decisions 

together. The conventional wisdom is that since the parents couldn't communicate 

with each other while married, mutual dealings after divorce should be kept to a 

minimum. Let them go their separate ways and make new lives for themselves, is 

the theory. and where are the children while they are making new lives for themselves. 

The inescapable fact, however, is that judges who espouse this theory 

are ignoring the public policy of this State. The law is that the welfare of the 

children is paramount. Certainly, divorced parents should make new lives for them

selves, but not at the expense of the innocent victims of divorce, their children. 

The welfare of the children demands both children after divorce. The 

law also dictates that there be cooperation after divorce between the parents. Go 

into any courtroom, on any day, and listen to what the judges say about cooperation. 

They tell the people to cooperate. But then, look at what the judges do. The courts 

pay lip service to this concept by refusing to set the emotional stage for cooperation 

that shared parenthood presents. Instead, the court seeks cooperation in the winner 

take all roulette, which,by its very nature, stifles cooperation. 

Why is it assumed that joint custodial parents will fail to cooperate, 

that the required contact will cause more, not less, bickering? Why is it assumed 

tr.~t just because two people couldn't handle, while married and while locked in 

combat in court, the myriad issues that need resolution in marriage, when relieved 

of all but one issue, the children, cooperation will be just as elusive? Certainly, 

the litigation posture forced on the parents in our adversary system, in order to 

prevail, is not a fair test of their ability to cooperate. Yet, routinely, we hear 

judges comment that the parties have demonstrated through that very litigation itself 

that they can't cooperate. Well, of course they demonstrated that because our system 

forces them to try to prove the other side a bad guy. 

Married parents, by the way, disagree as to their children too. They 

learn to cooperate and so can divorced parents. One will get his way on one issue 

in exchange for the other prevailing on another. Finally, there is always the court 

to whom the parents can always turn to resolve their disagreements, and the penalty 

should be that the loser will pay both his own attorney's fees and those of the 

other parent. Will joint custodians really go to court to ask the judge to decide 

what summer camp the children should go to, knowing that one of them will have to 

pay several hundred dollars for that decision? 

The other argument against joint custody is the belief that joint custody 

creates instability for the children. This argument is grounded on outmoded hypotheses 

concerning child rearing, just as outmoded as hypotheses of people who think that 

children shouldn't be in day care centers, and is not based on any empirical evidence 

that joint custody doesn't work. 

This argument against joint custody is based on the belief that children 

need roots, that they can't have two homes. This argument is a idealization rooted 

in happier times, when families didn't divorce and remained in the same neighborhood, 

indeed, the same house, for generations. It fails to recognize that the American 

family has changed, that divorce is all too often a reality, that over 3 million 

divorced mothers with children under the age of three hold full time jobs, that 

50% of all American women work, and 67% of all divorced women work. That's why 

we h~.ve the kind of important testimony that my predecessor here gave, that in 

our mobile society, the entire country picks up and moves once in every seven years, 

that mental health experts have discovered there is a substitute for a mother's love. 
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The new roots for the American children are the relationships with their 

parents, not their house. They are often the only roots that our children have 

in our society today. Yet, in refusing to provide our children with both parents, 

the courts are destroying the very concept of roots that they seek to preserve. 

This objection, the roots, or logistic objection, also fails to come to 

grips wiuh the fact that shared parenthood is primarily a psychological concept, 

not a logistical one at all, and that the logistics are incidental and changeable, 

depending upon the needs of the people involved. 

Joint custody does not pretend to foster love and affection between divorced 

parents. Rather, it seeks to minimize custody battles and post-judgement motions 

by defusing the issues of this sensitive area. Most of all, it seeks to improve 

the well being of children of divorce. 

Why should a parent be compelled to accept joint custody? The answer 

is very simple. Cooperation after divorce is the goal of all of us. If litigants 

knew that the courts (1) encouraged cooperation; (2) penalized the lack of cooperation; 

(3) award joint custody as a presemption--and that is what the proposed statute 

suggests; (4) will award sole custody, as between two fit parents, to the one who 

desires joint custody, meaning if I desire joint custody and my spouse says, "No, 

I want the whole ball of wax," then I get the whole ball of wax; and (5) if the 

litigants also knew that the courts will remove joint custody from the parent who 

proves uncooperative after divorce, the "winner" and "loser" atmosphere in custody 

cases will lessen. Litigants will have more respect for the system, which they 

have none at the present time. Backlogs will shrink. Fathers will more willingly 

pay support. Judges will not have to make hair-splitting decisions as between two 

fit parents, and most importantly, we may help the children of divorce who are presently 

being ill-served by our system. 

Joint custody may not be for everyone. Both parents must be good and 

must be fit and both must want custody. Those are the sole prerequisites, however. 

The mere fact that one parent refuses to agree to joint custody voluntarily should 

not automatically result in a court refusal to award joint custody. Nor should 

the pre-divorce bickering result in a conclusion by a judge that post-divorce relationships 

will remain poor. Obviously, if there were no pre-divorce bickering, there would 

be no divorce case pending. The courts have an obligation to our children to attempt 

to ameliorate the post-divorce situation. Joint custody must be given a chance 

and must be enacted in this State, as it has been in four other states, most recently, 

in California, just the beginning of this year. 

I thank you for the opportunity to testify before this Commission and 

I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Clara? 

MS. ALLEN: Yes, Mr. Danzig, you indicate that the issue is between two 

fit parents and in describing fitness, you gave the example of an alcoholic or a 

junkie as unfit. Do you term alcoholism to be an illness? 

MR. DANZIG: Oh, absolutely. I'm only using what I think is an incorrect 

view, but the view that prevails in courts. There are a lot of things that are 

sicknesses. When I said an alcoholic or a junkie as being unfit, what I was refering 

to was, if you have two parents, one, because of the illness of alcoholism, is really 

not capable of providing a good environment for the child, at least until he or 

she is cured and the other parent is. There, perhaps, joint custody wouldn't work. 

There, perhaps, the child should be awarded to that parent who doesn't have the 

problem. But, why, when you have two fit parents, neither one of whom has any problem 
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that anyone might say might make it difficult to raise children, why should one win and 

the other one lose? That's where the concept of fitness comes in. Now, don't ask me 

to define fitness. 

MS. ALLEN: That's what I was going to ask you. 

MR. DANZIG: One of the problems is that judges have such incredible discretion 

that if you brought every matrimonial judge before this Commission and asked them 

to define fitness, you would get a different definition from every single judge 

that sat here, and to me, that presents a terrible problem because you're giving 

the power to decide the lives of their children to 21 different judges with an incredible 

discretionary power, much of which, because we're dealing with child rearing, has 

to do with the way they were reared. Let me give you an interesting example. While 

nine out of every ten custody cases results in the mother getting custody, there 

is some midwestern state, I think it's Wisconsin, where there is a female judge, 

who is a divorce court judge, and she routinely awards custody to fathers and when 

asked why, she explains that her mother died when she was very little and she was 

raised by her father, so she knows fathers can do it. Now, that's an equally absurd 

basis on which to award custody. But, unfortunately, our judges bring to these 

cases their own backgrounds, their own experiences. 

MS. ALLEN: So, what you're proposing here would not change the status 

quo in determining fitness. 

MR. DANZIG: Well, it would. 

MS. ALLEN: In what sense? 

MR. DANZIG: Where there is no unfitness proof by one side, where they 

can't prove whatever fitness is or unfitness is, then automatically, they don't 

get custody. Now, what this as a practical matter means, when two people go into 

two different lawyers, the wife goes to lawyer A and the husband goes to lawyer 

B, to discuss a possible divorce and what their rights are, the lawyer is going 

to say, "Well, in this state we have joint custody which means you both are going 

to share the children." He'll say, "Mrs. X, is your husband a bad guy, is there 

anything wrong with him", and she'll say, no. Meanwhile, his lawyer will be asking 

him if his wife is bad or has any problems and if he says no, then each of those 

lawyers, independently, is going to tell their clients, "Well, we're not going to 

have a fight over custody because you both are going to win," and they can both 

walk out of their lawyer's office kind of happy. One of the problems is that a 

lot of women don't want to face the societal stigma of having lost custody. So, 

they fight even though they think their husbands should share. If that issue isn't 

presented to them, they can go around and say, "Yes, we share custody, it's the 

law of this State." I think that's a healthy thing for mothers. 

MS. ALLEN: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Danzig, I just want to ask one question. In your 

concept of joint custody, if you made it up, the mother and father would share equally 

in the number of months and days of the year? 

MR. DANZIG: No, 

SENATOR LIPMAN: 

not necessarily. 

Would you discuss that? 

MR. DANZIG: Yes, ma'.:om. Joint custody is really three things. It is 

a legal concept, a psychological concept and a physical concept. The legal concept 

is that you and I have a child. When we get divorced, we should still have that 

child. We both should have certain rights and responsibilities as well. Let me 

give you a sinple example. Right now, the non-custodial parent doesn't get report 

cards. The non-custodial parent doesn't automatically get invited to parent-teacher 
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conferences, and very often, when he calls the school up and expresses a desire to be 

invited, the school recoils and says, oh, oh, because they're not used to dealing 

with this situation and very often, they have to go to court and spend good money 

on lawyers to get a report card. If they had joint custody, they're entitled to 

those kinds of things. The custodial parent, at the present time, can decide, without 

even conferring with the non-custodial parent, as to the future of this child. Now, 

they're both custodial parents. They both have the legal right and obligation to 

plan for a child's future. That's the legal aspect of it. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That isn't the aspect of it I'm discussing or questioning. 

I'm just asking about the practical living arrangements. 

MR. DANZIG: The second aspect is the psychological, it makes everybody 

feel better. The thing you're concerned with is the living arrangements. That's 

the least significant. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I'm suggesting that, perhaps, if the child, if they're 

not going to live under the same roof--

MR. DANZIG: No question about that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. If he split between one for sometime and 

the other one for sometime, would he not, in a measure, also, make his behavioral 

change? 

MR. DANZIG: No, I don't think so. First of all, he need not even be 

necessarily be split. I know of joint custody arrangements where the mother lives 

in California and the children live out there during the school year and the father 

lives in New Jersey and the children are with him during the summer. I know of 

other arrangements, where, believe it or not, the children stay in the marital home 

and the parents shuttle back and forth. There are all kinds of physical arrangements. 

There are other ones where the children spend one week living in the father's place 

and one week living in the mother's place. Now, obviously, that can only be done 

where they live very close by and the children can walk home from school or to either 

place. There are myriads of ways that you can deal with the physical ramifications 

of custody. That's the least significant problem. It's the legal concept that 

we've got to get across to our judges and we've got to get across the fact that 

psychologically it is better for everyone concerned. Then, the physical aspects 

will fall into place. It depends on a lot of different factors. 

There is one other area of legislation, which I don't want to go into 

at any length, and that is the establish~ent of a family court, which has been talked 

about for I don't know how long, but nothing seems to be done about it. It is some

thing that, perhaps, is beyond the scope of this Commission's study. You have, 

goodness knows, an awful lot of things to do as it is. But, a family court would 

also go a long way to establishing the legal rights of our children and equalizing 

the legal rights of our male and female parents in this state. There is an incredible 

discrepancy as to the quality of our judicial system from one county to another 

of what our system provides. For example, in Bergen County, you can get free psycho

logical evaluations from Bergen Pines, a county institution. This helps people 

who can't afford to hire a high powered psychiatrist to come into court and tell 

a judge what he thinks should be the custody decision. Other counties, you don't 

have that. We need much more support for our judges. They cannot do this kind 

of job alone. They're not trained to do it and they don't have the time to do it. 

The backlogs are huge and something must be done. I think, initially, the changes 

in the statutes that I have suggested is the best possibility, short of anything 

else. 
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MS. TAMBORLANE: Mr. Danzig, you certainly, this morning, have presented 

to us some things that the Commission has been thinking about in reviewing the statutes 

that we have, including the ones that you pointed out to us this morning. In the 

very emotional statement that you have made here, you certainly have evidenced to 

us that you have a broad knowledge about the existing situation with regard to custody 

in New Jersey today. I think that I can support, personally, one of the things 

that you are talking about, in terms of the concept of joint custody because I am 

a non-custodial parent who, many years ago, traded away custody in order to achieve 

the economic status that I had to have because I did not have resources available 

to me being a woman in the home for many years raising small children. So, I can 

relate to what you are saying and I would like to just say the non-custodial parent, 

the emphasis throughout your testimony is on it being the father and I think that 

is shifting. There are more women, also, from what I have heard talking to attorneys 

throughout the state who are being advised to give up custody, if necessary, in 

order that they can get themselves on their feet and live in an atmosphere, especially 

if there has been a battering or beating towards them, but not toward the children. 

So, we're going to see more women as non-custodial parents if the existing system 

is allowed to continue. My concerns, however, with regard to joint custody and 

with regard to the proposed changes to the statutes that you made, are two. One, 

with regard to joint custody, how do you see the support will shift, the alimony 

will be handled and that decisions affecting the children in regard to education, 

health, etc., what are the legal rights in all of these areas going to have to be, 

what changes will we have to see if the concept of joint custody becomes the presumption? 

MR. DANZIG: I think there will be a lot of changes that will be for the 

better. I think, first of all, they will depend on the given situation, firstly. 

For example, if, in your joint custody agreement, the children live with you half 

the time and with your ex-husband around the corner half the time, then obviously, 

the support provisions will be quite different because you each will only have the 

children half the time. Then, where one parent lives in California during the school 

year and the other lives in New Jersey and has them over Christmas and during the 

summer, I think it will be a much more equitable distribution. You will sit there 

rw:ith your lawyers and instead of fighting and spending thousands of dollars over 

who is going to have the children, you will be spending time discussing the nuts 

and bolts of it, meaning the kinds of things you are concerned about. We've now 

agreed, because it is the law of this State that we share. So, let's not waste 

time beating each other over the head. Let's discuss how we can share most fairly. 

How much do you need to take care of the children for the period of time that you 

are going to have them? How much do I need? Can we afford it? If we can't, then 

maybe we have to do something different. I think it will make lawyers' jobs, in 

some ways, a lot tougher and, in some ways, a lot easier because we'll be dealing 

with what we know best about, which is the nuts and bolts, not the emotional things 

which judges and lawyers are not trained to know about. We're trained in the law. 

We're not trained to decide whether you're a better parent or I'm a better parent. 

Take that decision away from us. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: So, what you're saying is that with joint custody as 

the presumption, these things will be easier to be worked out, that you really don't 

know or have any feel for what the courts would or would not do in terms of legal 

rights. 
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MR. DANZIG: Well, right now, the courts are awarding joint custody. Some 

courts are and some courts aren't. I don't think that they should have that power 

just because you and I live in county X. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: I understand that. 

MR. DANZIG: Why should we spend $30,000 on legal fees to have a judge 

tell us, "I don't believe in joint custody," and if we live in county Y, in the 

same state, we know because the judge agrees, in fact, likes it, we don't have to 

spend any money on lawyers. I'm in favor of lawyers not earning the kind of money 

they're earning in these cases. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: The other question, with regard to the statute and your 

statement that the physical place is least significant after the divorce, and your 

statute indicates that you have a feeling that the physical location is most significant 

prior to the divorce by mandating, as you suggest in the statute, that the child 

not be removed from the marital home and in order to remove the child, there is 

an affidavit process that should be gone through. My initial response to that is 

that might, in some instances, be detrimental to the children, especially in a case 

where there is a battered woman and her children, who, perhaps, cannot wait to get 

affidavits through the court system before she can take her children and remove 

them, one evening, say, for instance. What is your response to that? 

MR. DANZIG: I think that, certainly, is an important exception. What 

, I'm talking about is not removing them for one evening to save one's bodily health 

or emotional health, but to avoid the situation where I just decide that in order 

for me to win, it is better for me to leave and sneak off someplace with the kids 

so that by the time we get into court, the judge says, "Well, the status quo is 

that these children are with their father now, so I'm going to leave it that way 

until a final hearing," and then we sit around for about a year and a half with 

the backlog before we come to the top of the list to have a judge try the case. 

Then, we get to court and the judge calls the lawyers into his chambers and says, 

"Look, I have a lot of cases, these kids have been living with their father for 

the last year and a half and I'm inclined to leave the children where they are," 

before he has heard one word of testimony and where we can spend nine months trying 

Doctor X and two years trying IBM, you walk into court and tell a judge that this 

a custody case that is going to take two days, they go off the wall. Two days to 

try a custody case? Well, these are these kids' lives for crying out loud. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: Thank you, Mr. Danzig. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Greta? 

MS. KIERNAN: Thank you, Mr. Danzig. I am inclined to agree with you, 

basically, with what you are trying to do here. I always felt that two spouses 

divorce each other, they don't divorce their children, nor do their children necessarily 

divorce the parents at the same time and that there ought to be a different agreement 

made at that point about whose feelings are what and who is best served by what 

is about to happen to them. I think, probably, the basic question we should be 

asking, given our mandate, is, do you believe that the effect of the current law 

is discriminatory against either sex? 

MR. DANZIG: Yes. It's mostly discriminatory against the children, but 

given your mandate, if nine out of every ten children--let me give you this hypothetical. 

You have a town with two schools in it. In one school, 90% of the kids are black 

and in the other school, 90% of the kids are white. Is there discrimination being 

practiced in that town? I think there is and I don't care what excuse people might 

give for why the schools happen to be set up that way. I think that anybody who 
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would say that there is no discrimination would be rightly branded a racist. If 

nine out of every ten children that come before our courts wind up in the custody 

of their mother, I don't see any difference. There's something wrong. You can't 

tell me that nine out of every ten mothers is a better parent than their spouse. 

MS. KIERNAN: Now, when these cases that you're talking about, the nine 

out of ten, those would be cases where both parents indicated the desire for custody? 

MR. DANZIG: Right. 

MS. KIERNAN: These are not cases where they both did not have that desire? 

MR. DANZIG: No. We're talking about where both fight it out and each 

one wants custody. 

MS. KIERNAN: You feel, although it is not in the law, it happens, that 

it is discriminatory against men who wish to have custody of their children? 

MR. DANZIG: What I'm saying, I guess, this statute, because of its vagueness, 

because it doesn't really come to grips with the problem, it gives the judges the 

kind of discretion that lead them to rule in a discriminatory way. 

MS. KIERNAN: Because of their basic background and what they bring to 

this decision, as every other decision. 

MR. DANZIG: Right. But, this is a unique area because in almost all 

cases, juries decide the facts. So, you at least have six or twelve people, so 

somewhere you may get a sympathetic ear. Here, one person decides where these children 

are going to live and none of us know what that person's background is, interestingly 

enough. You know, there are a lot of places where you apply for a job and they 

give you psychological tests to find out if you're attuned to that kind of thing. 

Judges are appointed. In fact, right now, there's a commission of the Supreme Court, 

in response to the angry cries of the public of this State, that's looking into 

our matrimonial system and most judges don't want to sit as matrimonial judges. 

It's a punishment, practically. I don't want my child's life decided by a judge 

who is not happy making the decisions he's making or because he wanted to be a judge 

and in order to become a judge, he had to take this particular assignment. These 

are extremely sensitive issues and we're dealing in a situation where the wrong 

people are making the decisions. 

MS. KIERNAN: I read the report that you are refering to and I guess I 

get to the point where I begin to wonder whether this should be handled at all in 

the courts, whether there ought not to be some other mechanism. 

MR. DANZIG: I think there should be a very different mechanism. 

MS. KIERNAN: That's a different subject and we probably shouldn't get 

into that at this point. Just one other question, you say, in your testimony, lack 

of cooperation would be punished. Now, I'm trying to think of a situation in which 

we would really have a lack of cooperation between parents with joint custody. An 

example that comes to mind would be, perhaps, a custodial spouse who would say, 

"I want the child to attend the private school that I attended, I believe in a private 

school education for my child," and the non-custodial spouse would say, "I've always 

believed firmly in the public school system and I want my child to have that kind 

of an experience. Finances are not the problem, but it is my gut feeling that this 

is the right place for the child." What happens if they cannot agree? 

MR. DANZIG: In the present system, where you have custody and non-custody, 

the custodial parent wins. In fact, there's a fairly recent decision on religion 

where the two parents were of different religions, married, the mother converted 

to the husband's religion, they got divorced, the mother got custody of the children, 

reverted back to her religion and changed the children's religion in midstream, 
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and that is her right because she is the custodial parent. What we're really doing 

is we're abdicating when we say, "just because you have custody, everything you 

decide is right." That's an abdication. It is running away from the more difficult 

decision which you are going to have in joint custody, where you have two people 

who think they're right. Your example, the one who wants private school and the 

one that wants public school, let's deal with that issue, let's decide. Maybe the 

public schools in this particular town are not good, on an objective scale and maybe 

the child should go to private school. Let an arbitrator decide that. Let a judge 

decide that, based on the facts, rather than saying, as we do now, "Well, the custodial 

parent says private school, so that's what it is," or the custodial parent says, 

public school. So, no matter how crappy that school is, to use the vernacular, 

the kid goes to that s choo 1. How would you like it if you had a gifted child and 

your spouse had custody of that child and that child was being sent by your spouse 

to the worst public school in the State of New Jersey? You wouldn't be happy and 

a judge probably wouldn't help you out. But, with joint custody, a judge might 

and he would be helping that child out because he would evaluate it, not who has 

the right to say what school the child goes to, but from the neutral viewpoint of, 

okay, here's two parents, this one says, A, this one says, B, which one is better. 

MS. KIERNAN: Just as you would have in a normal marriage situation when 

parents disagree and they have to come to some sort of agreement. 

MR. DANZIG: Sure. How many times does a kid run to his father when he 

comes home from work and says, "Daddy, can I have this and so," and Daddy is tired 

and says, "Oh, sure", not realizing that a half an hour before there was a battle 

royal between the child and the mother who said, "No, you can't have it." Then, 

the parents fight later that night after the child is asleep. It happens all the 

time. 

MS. KIERNAN: Thank you, Mr. Danzig. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Phoebe? 

MS. SEHAM: I agree that the situation that you are describing is a problem 

situation and I think I agree with a lot of your objectives. I'm not sure I agree 

with your methods. I think the problem is huge, that it begins in the way in which 

we handle divorce alltogether, that to try to resolve it just by tackling the custody 

question is insufficient and, perhaps, not even directed at the root of the problem. 

I would really want to look carefully at whether this is within our mandate and 

I agree with Greta that I'm not at all sure that divorce should be handled by the 

courts. I would like to get it out of the courts alltogether, into a different 

system. I've practiced matrimonial law. I have not done so for several years, 

but I'm aware of a case-- I won't say in what county-- in which the two parties were 

evaluated psychologically by a local public facility. The man had been beating 

his wife and there were a number of witnesses to that and the evaluation of him 

is, "Gee, he's really disturbed by the fact that his wife wants a divorce, but otherwise, 

he's fine." The evaluation of her was, "It's hard to believe the story she tells." 

Because her story was so extreme, it cast out on her credibility and therefore, 

on her suitability as a balanced person. I'm feeling so skeptical about all mechanisms 

that have been proposed and I really can't come down on one and say, "this is going 

to solve all the problems." I recognize the magnitude of the problems and my real 

question, I guess, is whether this Commission is really set up to handle this particular 

problem. I think we're going to have to think about it very carefully. How far 

it is a matter of sex discrimination and how far it is other factors that have to be 

studied, perhaps, by other bodies, I don't know. I have read, and you probably 
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have too, a book called "Beyond the Best Interests of the Child", which, from the 

point of view of the well-being of the child, comes to a completely different conclusion 

from yours. 

MR. DANZIG: That has been rejected time and time again and, in fact, 

is being revised by its authors to take away most of the horrible and absurd things 

that they said originally. 

MS. SEHAM: I think everybody recognizes that there are horrible things 

happening and I think there is a lot of disagreement about what the solution is. 

MR. DANZIG: I grant you that this does come on the very fringes of your 

mandate, but what I'm afraid of is that it is going to come on the fringes of everybody's 

mandate, so no one will do anything because no one has done anything for ages and 

I think, and I don't mean to charge you with a responsibility that you don't want 

to assume, but I do. I charge this Commission with the responsibility of, if it 

can find a way tc include this in its mandate, that it do so. You have listed a 

bunch of issues for today and February 26, all dealing with the divorce laws and 

I think that if your conclusion is, at the end of these hearings, is that you have 

no mandate to deal with the divorce laws, then the public is going to wonder why, 

and if your mandate is viewed differently by you and is only a mandate dealing with 

the dollars and cents of the divorce laws, then one segment of the public is going 

to wonder what happened to men's rights before this Commission and what happened 

to children's rights before this Commission. So, I think it is incumbent upon this 

Commission to try, if it can, to include this kind of thing in its mandate. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Danzig, since you have given us such a charge, perhaps 

we will have to talk to you again before making our final decision and if you have 

more statistics about how divorces break down and what is the proportion of joint 

custody cases now being granted, we would be delighted to hear it then. Until then, 

thank you so much for coming. 

MR. DANZIG: Thank you, it was a pleasure. (See page lX for statement) 

SENATOR LIPMAN: It was very innovative. Thank you. Mr. Anthony Gil? 
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ANTHONY J. G I L: Senator Lipman, members of the Commission, ladies 

and gentlemen, good afternoon. The views presented in our report to the Commission 

are those of members of the Family Law Council. However, we believe that these 

views are shared by thousands of people who have to resort to our judicial system 

in the hope that we can find some solution to family problems created in divorce. 

The litigant does not realize that we are going to be exposed to a very 

subtle form of sexual discrimination, as practiced by many attorneys in this state 

and the judiciary. This forum is very difficult to prove, but we hope that we 

can demonstrate that fe facto sexual bias exists, once we penetrate the written 

letter of the law. 

Let us examines what happens in the area of matrimonial law regarding 

spousal support and alimony. The issue of spousal support and alimony is a perfect 

example of judicial abuse of a statute, which in writing appears to be fair and 

non-discriminatory to either sex. Basically, the statute states that either sex, 

male or female, is entitled to alimony. This appears to be fair yet, in practice, 

alimony is an issue of bitter contention once the mother is brought before the 

court. The animosity and hostility which surrounds the granting of alimony is 

directly related to judicial practice. The law states that alimony is awarded 

at the discretion of the presiding judge, and it is here that inequity and sex 

discrimination is most evident. 

We know, presently, of only two cases in New Jersey where a man was awarded 

alimony, and in both cases extremely extenuating curcumstances were involved. In 

both cases, less than token monetary awards were granted. Therefore, the majority 

of alimony settlements are awarded to women. 

It is our contention that alimony be based solely on the need of the 

spouse, and a spouse's earning ability must also be taken into consideration in 

determining his or her need for additional income. Alimoney should be viewed in 

this way. It should be considered as one aspect of the spouse's income. Alimony 

should be considered as a means of augmenting the other spouse's income. 

The spouse's entire financial picture must be viewed by an expert who 

can accurately and ojectively determine the financial needs of the spouse. 

It cannot be awarded in token fashion by a person, or a judge, who has had no training 

in these matters and whose main consideration centers around expediency of the 

court. 

Another major problem area is that of the division of any property that 

may have been acquired by a husband and/or wife during the marriage. The rule 

of equitable distribution is supposed to be applied in any judicial decision, but 

it opens the door to the question of what is equitable. The practice of sexual 

discrimination by attorneys and judges can come into play in this distribution. 

We have had reports that women have been getting as small as 20 to 30 percent of 

matrimonial assets. There is little investigation of the original contributions 

by either party and of their intentions. The lack of proper guidelines means that 

a judge can make a decison based on his whim. Time after time we have been left 

with the question of what was fair about an "equitable" distribution. 

Marital assets can be used to inflame an already delicate situation when 

two people decide to divorce. At the time people are going through the trauma 

of a divorce, it makes no sense to add to the psychological impact by including 

long hearings on marital property. 

The preferred method of disposing of marital assets is to include a 
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provision for such an occurance at the time of acquisition. The question of whether 

property should be singly or jointly held should be settled beforehand. This is 

probably the best time to do so since both parties are amicable and do not have 

the pressures of a divorce on them. In the event that a couple did not think of 

divesting themselves of any assets, the matter should be left to financial officers 

on our proposed panel of experts on the family. The Family Law Council is advocating 

Lhis panel. A careful examination should be made by the officers and a proper 

financial plan be developed so that monetary damage is minimized to either party. 

Mr. Danzig, the speaker before me, went into great depth on child custody 

and we fully agree with his views. We have come to the same conclusions as Mr. 

Danzig. T would like Lo add a few more words on that issue. 

Again, the Child Custody and Support laws appear to be imminently fair 

and non-discriminatory. There are one or two obscure sections. Mr. Danzig pointed 

out the one where, in the event of a marital dispute or separation, mothers are 

to take the children with them whetever they go. Or, if the father leaves the 

home, the children stay in the home -- again, with the mother. To that end, we 

have pursuaded Assemblyman Saxton to introduce legislation which would eliminate 

that provision. 

Although the custody and support laws seem to give equal rights to both 

parents, we have found that in the vast majority of awards, childlren are put in 

the custody of mothers. Mr. Danzig said that it was approximately 90%. We believe 

it is higher, probably somewhere in the area of 95%. Very few contested custody 

awards are ever given to the father, very few indeed. Since most custody awards 

are to mothers, the courts seem to feel it is unnecessary to order mothers, specifically 

on support-- We have uncovered very few actual financial support orders given 

to mothers. Instead, the court seems to imply that any excess expenses not borne 

by the fathers are to be met by the mothers. This can take place in a variety 

of forms, such as providing a home, baby-sitting, and so forth. 

We have also arranged to have Robert Burns introduce another bill, which 

we feel will supercede the one that Jim Saxton has introduced. This is Bill No. 

A-3366, and which has been co-sponsored by Greta Kiernan and a good number of other 

members of the Assembly. If Bill A-3366 is enacted, custody matters would be out 

of the hands of the courts entirely. The only time the issue would be brought 

into court would be if the arrangement proved harmful to the children. Only at 

that time would the courts be consulted. This approach would go far in eliminating 

the trauma that children usually suffer in a divorce and stops the practice of 

parents using the children as pawns against each other. 

The states of Massachusetts and California are also making inroads towards 

establishing joint custody. Bill 1403 has been introduced in Massachusetts and, 

recently, California enacted AB1480. Last week I got further news that in the 

State of New York Bill 8629 was introduced on January 22nd. 

We have also received recent reports from the State of California that 

because of the passage of that law, the judges are convening to discuss means of 

subverting the intent of the law. We must be on guard that this does not happen 

to New Jersey. 

We seem to keep coming back to the fact that the laws appear to be imminently 

fair, as written, but they are not being implemented and the discretionary power 

of the iudges is subverting the entire intent of the legislatures. 

The last subject deals with traditional and non-traditional families. 
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We feel that the family problems that we are aware of, and have discussed this 

morning, apply to both kinds of families. What we are really seeking is some sort 

of aid to the solution of these problems, whether or not the family has a lifestyle 

that is similar to the others. The problems that families encounter and the relation

ships established are the same, whether males and females go through a ceremony 

or privately join. Any statute should be designed to recognize the biological 

fact of parenthood, and the responsibilities that people in general have to each 

other. We are asking for a new therapeutic approach to family problem-solving, 

applied to all those who need help and who cannot cope on their own, under certain 

circumstances. 

Briefly, we have some other reforms that we would like to see enacted 

and they are in the area of pre-marital counseling, counseling during marriage, and 

increased education at the high school and college level as to relationships of 

people in marriage. We would certainly like to see the creation of a panel of 

family experts in the Executive branch of government substituting for the present 

judicial system. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Excuse me, Mr. Gil, are you going to qive us a list 

of what you are now reading? 

MR. GIL: Yes, ma'm, I shall do so. 

SENATOR LIPM.Ai.~: Before you leave. 

MR. GIL: We would also like to see the recogniation of marriage contracts. 

And, we would like to see the elimination of alimony in favor of this new approach 

of really examining the needs of the spouses and the ability of the spouses to 

meet support requirements. 

Overall, we need a new humanistic approach, a more helpful method of 

handling divorce cases - a new mechanism, as was mentioned before. Only until 

that is in place can we really and truly say that we have gone a long way towards 

eliminationq this de facto discrimination that exists in our legal system. We 

need reform now. We cannot wait. We have been going on for years under this burden 

and it makes no sense to continue this way. 

I would like to add one more comment about the creation of this panel, 

or the mechanism by which family problems can be solved. One of the most important 

elements in all of this is to fix responsibility for the decision on the decision

maker. This is something that is really not done today. The judge comes in with 

an award, or an order, and at that point he walks away from the whole situation 

and he hopes, or believes, that it will work, but very often it does not work and 

this is the cause of court cases corning back time after time, months later, after 

an original decision was made. We feel that if the responsibility for the decison 

was fixed on the party that is making such a decison, more consideration and more 

due care would be taken by that party, knowing that whatever that person suggests 

must be workable, and will work. 

Thank you for this opportunity. We are at your dispoal for any work 

that you wish done on the Division of Marital Law or Divorce Law. Thank you very 

much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We think you have done quite a bit of work already. 

I truly would like to have - as I asked you before - those suggestions, especially 

the last suggestion about marriage contracts, all right? 

MR. GIL: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Clara, so you have any questions? 
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MS. ALLEN: No, I have no questions. You have given us a very concise, 

I believe, picture of your viewpoints·, and a lot of material which I would like 

to study. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: There is just one small question. In the legislation 

that Assemblyman Saxton put together for you, A-1872, I take it, is the old number? 

MR. GIL: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: It is about the law providing mothers temporary custody 

when there is a marital dispute. That, you say, is discrimination? 

MR. GIL: Yes, absolutely. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Would you have the two parents live together while 

the dispute is going on, or while the courts are deciding? 

MR. GIL: Well, technically, legally speaking - I am not an attorney -

from the way I understand it, no one is supposed to take any kind of action in 

a marital dispute. In other words, theoretically, both parties are to remain in 

the matrimonial home until such time as a decision is made that one party or the 

other can leave. Otherwise, the party that leaves can be subject to dissertion, 

and this charge often comes up. So, I don't advocate that they stay in the matri

monial home. I think it is horrendous to continue fighting. If something has 

led up to the possibility of a divorce, perhaps there might be a more expedient 

means of coming to a decision as to who could leave. Again, the mechanism should 

bP. there so that that particular problem, at that particular time, can be speedily 

resolved. Nobody wants to continue a bad situation for months until the court 

system gets around to hearing motions. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You said that there have only been two cases in New 

Jersey where a man has been awarded alimony? 

MR. GIL: We have only found two cases. I have one in the report, 

Rauto vs. Rauto. I am not able to come up with another. I have asked several 

attorneys to come up with more awards to males, and they have failed to do so. 

So, again, we come to de facto discrimination. The percentage of alimony awards 

to males is minimal in this state. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Greta. 

MS. KIERNAN: I just want to thank Mr. Gil for coming. It is a pleasure 

to see you again. Also, I would like to tell you that the bill you referred to -

A-3366 - which was introduced by former Assemblyman Burns I don't know if it 

has been reintroduced in the new session yet. You know, bills had to be reintro

duced this past January. Since Assemblyman Burns was not re-elected, I don't know 

if someone else picked up that legislation or not. I think you might want to take 

a look at whether that has been reintroduced. 

MR. GIL: It has been picked up. We know that it died at the end of 

the year. It was not pre-filed. But, I have it from Assemblyman Visotcky that 

it will be reintroduced. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Very good. 

MS. KIERNAN: Thank you. 

MS. SEHAM: I have nothing to add. Thank you very much. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: Thunk you very much. 

MR. GIL: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Emanuel Needle, Fathers United for Equal Rights. 

E M A N lJ E L N E E D L E: Good afternoon, folks. I am here not only on behalf 

of Fathers United for Equal Rights, but also I am here as a concerned attorney, 

who does quite a bit of practice in the area of family law. I am not getting 
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paid. I am not a lobbyist. I never acted as a lobbyist for anyone. But, I am 

talking to you today about something that I am very much concerned about. I want 

to express my concern. 

If I talk too long, it is because I may be too involved with my thoughts 

and I would ask you to please stop me, okay? 

SENATOR LIPMl'.N: All right. 

MR. NEEDLE: Because I don't know what the time frame is. But, there 

are a number of thoughts that I have to share with you. I am doing this from the 

persepctive of seeking some positive results for the benefit of the community at 

large. 

First, I am sure it is no secret that we are all concerned that there 

is a crisis in the family today. Our legislature has seen fit - back in 1971 -

to substantially liberalize our divorce laws. Perhaps it was a good thing. I 

am not passing a value judgment on it. Certainly, if people are unhappy, there 

should be some legitimate means by which they can separate and build new lives 

for themselves. 

The problem is, although the father and mother can get divorced the 

children are not divorced. They are still the children of the parents, and the 

parents still have a relationship with them. But, by opening the doors on liberal 

divorces, we have completely overlooked the concomitant problem of how to deal 

with children. What has happened is, the problem of custody and visitation has 

been magnified by the tremendous increase in divorces. Yet, nothing really has 

changed as far as the basic approach that the law has taken in dealing with children 

is concerned. 

One of the areas that I am concerned about has to do with this concept 

of custody. To just briefly review with you the way the pendulum swings, at one 

time it used to be that the father - this is going back well over 100 years ago -

was automatically the paterfamilias and he was the final word. If there was a 

divorce, it was assumed that he was the one who took over and was the custodian. 

Then, over a period of time, as social changes took place, we got involved with 

this concept of the tender years doctrine, that is,the courts began to swing the 

other way: When a young child was involved, the mother should be the natural custodial 

parent. We are now first beginning to realize that there is a difference between 

a biological parent and a psychological parent, and that it doesn't necessarily 

follow according to the sex of the parent, but rather the psychological makeup 

of the individual as to who can be a better parent. That, frankly, will apply 

whether we are dealing with an older child - a teenager - or even an infant of 

less than one year old. The father could still be the psychologically the better 

suited parent. It depends upon the circumstances of each matter. 

But, the problem we are facing with this concept of custody is that it 

has been thrust in an adversary arena, and I really think that is doing a lot of 

harm, a lot of harm, to the children. If both parents are desirous of having custody 

of the children, they each go out and get a lawyer and there is a battle royal. 

Now, obviously, there is no problem if one parent is clearly unfit - an alcoholic, 

on drugs, and so forth - and the other parent appears to be a decent type of person. 

There is no problem there. The problem really is - and I think one of the earlier 

speakers alluded to it - where we seemingly have two fairly decent people and it 

is a question of the judgment of Solomon: "Are we going to cut that child in half? 

How are we going to deal with this child, or children"? What happens is, by 
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putting it in an adversary situation, each lawyer is like a hired gun for that 

particular parent and has to do his level best to win custody. The parent is not 

hiring the lawyer to act as an impartial abritrator. He is not hiring the lawyer 

to sit as a judge. He is hiring the lawyer, and spending good money, because he 

wants results. He wants that child for himself, or she wants that child for herself. 

So, what happens then? We start digging. Dirt comes out. Exaggerations 

take place. Each one preys on the emotions of the child, and the child becomes 

a football. The tragedy is, the child becomes an emotional cripple in the process. 

Those are the kinds of things that I am concerned about. What is happening to our 

children? Because whether it is by agreement or by a contest in court - and it 

can be disastrous emotionally, not only on the parties, but I think the attorneys 

and the judges also; they suffer for it - what happens to the children? They 

are like chattel. They are like possessions. They don't really have a say in 

these proceedings. Yet, they perhaps have more at stake than anyone else. We 

can talk about money, and changing property, and support, but isn't it more important 

to talk in terms of the lives of children and how the twig is being bent and how 

they are going to grow and what their direction will be, and how their whole life 

is being distorted by being involved in the emotional upheaval of this divorce 

litigation? 

I don't know if, as a result of what I have been talking to your about, 

there will be specific suggestions I can make. I have several thoughts I am going 

to share with you as I summarize. But, one area I am very much concerned abut 

has to do with the entire procedure by which custody is worked out, and by which there 

is visitation rights. Invariably, under our system - the adversary system - the 

judge has to make a decision. One parent has to be the custodial parent and the 

other parent has to be the non-custodial parent, therefore the custodial parent 

is painted the "good guy" and the non-custodial parent, tragically, ends up being 

the "bad guy", and perhaps this is the subliminal message that is coming across 

to the children as well. I think that is terrible, but that is exactly what happens 

because the custodial parent ends up regarding their child as a possession - not 

as a child with all the emotional hopes, dreams, and emotional problems that a 

child has - that can be used against the non-custodial parent. That is part of 

the tragedy. 

How often I have come across cases where the parent has called me - the 

non-custodial parent - saying that they can't see the child because the mother 

or the father - I don't want to use the sex now; I am talking about custodial or 

non-custodial parent - will say, "I have other plans; you can't see the child," 

or, "The child is sick," and it turns out that the child is not sick, or, "You 

can't talk to the child on the telephone." Imaginative as the.mind is, those 

are the excuses that come up. 

Now, what does the non-custodial parent do? He is shut out from the life 

of that child. I find too many cases where the custodial parent has one object 

in mind and that is to discourage the non-custodial parent as much as possible 

from maintaining contact, and, hopefully, just getting them out of their lives. 

That is a tragedy, because again I say, they may be divorced from each other, but 

that child is entitled to two pa~ents. He is not an orphan, or she is not an orphan, 

but that oftentimes is what is happening. 

Now, as to how the courts make the decisions in our system, let's face 

it, we .1ave someone wearning a robe who represents his own peculiar bias. The 
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judges in our state are all hard-working judges, they are well intentioned, but 

each individual judge is the sum total of his own experiences. He was a lawyer 

before, or she was a lawyer before and have a parcicular perspective on a problem. 

Perhaps most of us, in the present or the older generation, take the view that 

the mother should be the custodial parent. Or, or to put it another way, why shouldn't 

the mother be the custodial parent? So, we already start out with a bias. It 

is true, the law says that they are equally entitled to custody and we have Lhis 

nefarious test: "What is in the best interest of the children"? But, that is 

interpreted -- as there are many judges in the state. So, this is also a problem. 

As to whether or not this type of deciso~ which is so important to our society 

and the future generation, should be made in an adversary area- should be made by 

judges who, perhaps, by training or psychological makeup may not be particularly 

suited to handle these matters - orshould be made in an atmosphere of bitterness 

and contest -- perhaps the answer should be that it should be done not in an adversary 

situation, but should be done in an impartial type of atmosphere - namely, perhaps 

in arbitration. Perhaps it should be done with a board, consisting of a reliqious 

leader, a social worker, a professional who is knowledgeable in the area -- I am 

just suggesting concepts now. I don't think the system has proven to be successful 

enough for us to continue to use the adversary system. 

Now, another area which is somewhat related and that I would like to 

express my concern over, has to do with this concept of enforcement of court orders. 

The custodial parent in nine out of ten cases, if not ninety-five out of one hundred, 

as the prior speaker has indicated, is usually the mother. She will get the child. 

She will also get an award for support. Now, unless the court orders otherwise, 

that support order will be enforced through the probation office in the county 

where the father resides. The father makes his payment through that probation 

office. They log the payments. The forward the money to the mother. They monitor 

the payments. If he falls behind, he starts getting threatening letters. If he 

falls behind more than a few weeks, he can find himself being hauled into court. 

It is a very debilitating experience. Regardless of what the legitimate reasons 

may be-- And, I am not trying to back or justify the father who may just be trying 

to squirm out of his obligation. I have no respect for that type of individual. 

But,! am talking about a father who may have, let's say, lost his job, or who has 

been ill for a few weeks - whatever the reason, it is a legitimate reason - and 

he hasn't been able to send support. It is not the probation officer that has 

to listen to the reason and pass a value judgment. He has no choice. He has to 

bring him before a judge and it is the judge that has to make the decisions. And, 

it is a debilitating experience, to be hauled before the court on an order to show 

cause why you should not be held in contempt. That is the frame of reference: 

"why you should not be held in contempt." Too often, a man comes in and he has 

the feeling of being a second-class citizen. 

There is something more basic that I am concerned about with this. Here 

we have the entire apparatus of the court system to enforce a specific type of 

order, an order for support. Perhaps that is the only realistic way to do it; 

I don't know. But, on the other hand, what about the concomitant rights - the 

father who has the right to contact his child, to speak to him on the telephone? 

If he goes through these one hundred excuses that I described earlier and can't 

get to speak with his child or see his child - basic visitation rights - what happens 

to that father? Can he go to the probation office? Will they monitor this situation 
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and help him? Absolutely not. He has to go out and hire an attorney, at no small 

expense. Papers then have to be drawn, he has to go back into court, and there 

has to be an argument. And, chances are, nine out of ten - maybe even a greater 

lH~rcenLHJC' - thut the judge will muke some admonishing remarks, will Wi.lrn the mother 

if, in fact, he thinks there is some merit or truth in what the father has to say, 

and that is the end of the problem. It is so rare that a judge will punish a woman 

who he knows is deliberately flaunting the orders of the court, that it makes a 

mockery out of the orders. 

I have had situations. I will give you one example of what happened 

last Summer. The mother, at that time, was the custodial parent. The father had 

made arrangements to take his son on vacation and the mother decided she didn't 

want the child to go on vacation with the father. This was after having hearings 

and discussions and the judge ~aking that decision. She ended up hiding the child. 

He want through thousands of dollars worth of expense, hiring investigators --

he is still paying this off -- and hiring me to help him to try to locate that 

child. Only by a stroke of fortune, the mother appeared in court on one of the 

return days of the order and the judge was very polite and very tactful to her, 

trying to explain to her how important it was for her to cooperate. The bottom 

line was that she was about to leave the courtroom and the father still didn't 

have the child and the order still hadn't been obeyed. I pointed out to the judge 

that if the roles were reversed, if this man had not been paying support, is there 

any question what would have happened next? He would have had handcuffs on him. 

He would have been led away. There would have been nothing to talk about: "Either 

you pay the money, or you go to jail." It is as simple as that. But, it is not 

that simple with enforcement of visitation rights. 

Finally, after quite a bit of urging, the judge did "detain" the woman. 

I didn't say he locked her up; he "detained" her. But, by using enough pressure 

in that direction - at first she didn't even want to reveal where the child was -

it took us all day in court and finally she revealed where the child was and arrange

ments were made for the child to be turned over to the father. But, why should 

the father have to go through all this expense and aggravation to get his rights? 

Why shouldn't there be some type of system by which we have an apparatus in the 

court to help him also? 

I know of another case where the man deliberately withheld making payments 

because he wanted to come into court. He had nowhere to turn. He couldn't afford 

a lawyer. He deliberately withheld making payments, just so he could be brought 

into court and explain his predicamentto the judge: that he was not seeing his 

child. He had not seen his child at that time for well over six months. When 

he explained the situation, the judge was very compassionate. He explained to 

him that it may very well be that the woman is not complying with the orders, but 

he has only one concern right now, and that is whether he is making support payments. 

So, he told the man, "You have to make the support payments, or I have no choice, 

I am going to put you in jail·" It is true. "I am sorry to hear what is happening 

insofar as your seeing your children, but you are going to have to get a lawyer." 

The man went into hock to get a lawyer. He had no other alternative Why should 

he have to do this? This is a rr;an who was making maybe $12,000 a year. He could 

just about make ends meet for himself with the amount of support he was paying. 

I don't know how long it is going to take him to pay off this legal bill, but it 

is just not right. 
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It would be easy for me, a lawyer, to sit back and say, "Well, that is 

business for lawyers," but I am taking an overview of the problem. We can't handle 

these problems on a piecemeal basis. We can't say that everytime there is such 

a problem, the man should have to see a lawyer and the lawyer should have to knock 

himself out to try and get enforcement. Even then, the end results are dubious. 

There must be some organized procedure to reduce the emotional tension, to provide 

an orderly procedure where the rights can be enforced as to visitation. We have 

no such procedure right now. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Can you please summarize now? 

MR. NEEDLE: I will. Okay. Now, to summarize, I would suggest the 

following areas for the Committee's consideration. Number one, I think there must 

be a mechanism by which the probation office should take on the responsibility 

to enforce visitation, and they should monitor the situation. They should initiate 

any appropriate action so that just as the woman shouldn't have to go to a lawyer 

to collect monies, the man shouldn't have to go to a lawyer to enforce his basic 

rights. 

Perhaps if there is a dispute or a question about what the problem is 

with visitation, either a probation office, or some type of administrative agency, 

should be set up to handle the problem, to informally interview both parties and 

discuss it. After all, we are not dealing with criminals, we are dealing with 

people who have their own emotional problems. It would have to be someone who 

is compassionate and understanding. 

I don't think calling someone into the arena of the court and having 

two lawyers playing one-upmanship on each other is really going to settle the problem. 

It is not going away. They will be back in court a few months later. That is 

one area of concern. 

Another that is a possible alternative - although I will share with you 

why I don't think it is really a better alternative - is to consider making support 

payments contingent upon compliance with the orders for visitiation. The problem 

there is, why should the children suffer from this terrible conduct of the parents 

towards each other? So, I give you that as an alternative. 

in favor of it, but I am trying to grasp possibilities. 

I am certainly not 

I think another area we should be concerned with is, it should be made 

crystal clear - there should be no ambiguities in the courts of our state - that 

both parents are equally entitled to custody. It is true, we have general laws 

that could be interpreted that way, but the fact of the matter is, the implementation 

of the law and the decisons made by the courts are what we go by. That shows that 

at least nine of ten cases where there is a question of custody - perhaps even 

a higher percentage - it is the mother who ends up with custody, invariably. To 

me, that reflects a built-in bias from another era. 

With regard to the question of alimony, I think that certainly our laws 

provide that alimony is according to the needs of the individual. So, we certainly 

have a mechanism by which alimony can be awarded to either the wife or the husband, 

depending upon the circumstances. Although, from my own experience, I know of 

no case - and I just learned something this morning - where there has been an awarded 

alimony to a father. 

I had one case where a man was suffering from a fatal illness - I think 

it was Hodgkin's - and it was just a matter of time. At that time, his wife was 

making twice as much as he was making, and it was just a matter of time when he 
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would no longer be able to work. I approached him about the possibility of arrang

ing for support. It was a legitimate circumstance, if ever there was one, and 

he should have been getting help. He was just too proud, just too proud to ask 

for it. so, that may be part of the problem: That is, the male ego that rejects 

geting alimony. 

In any event, there is this concept of rehabilitative alimony that should 

be explored by the LcgisL1ture. There have been some cases at the trial level 

where the court has awarded rehabilitative alimony, only to be struck down in the 

Appellate Court. The concept of rehabilitative alimony is one that provides that -

and we are talking about the woman, basically - she be given the opportunity to 

adjust, to make that transition from being dependent - perhaps because she has 

few skills - to independent. In that way she can get the training and be on her 

own and not have to be dependent upon the whims, perhaps, of the former husband. 

I think that is a:1 excellent concept and I know many women favor it as well. But, 

unfortunately, th::! way the present decisions are going, they have rejected that 

concept. Perhaps the legislation should deal with that. 

I mentioned to you the need for special training, perhaps, for our matrimonial 

judges. Not just any competent lawyer who becomes a judge is particularly qualified 

to deal with family law matter~ I think there is a great need to sensitize the 

judge as to the problems that are involved in decisions affecting the lives, not 

dollars, of children and the future of their parents. 

I indicated to you that it is important to discourage the use of the 

adversary system, and I believe I touched upon th.e concept of an arbitration panel. 

I spoke about rehabilitative alimony. I spoke about the different standards of 

enforcement of court orders. 

I have just two other brief points. One is the concept of joint custody. 

I know that it was very well covered by Mr. Danzig earlier. I havebeen attracted to 

this concept of joint custody for some time now. I think there is a lot to commend 

it. Certainly, we can't brag that the system we presently have is working out. 

So, I look at it this way: Considering all the possible benefits of joint custody, 

what would we have to lose to at least try it on an experimental basis? I think 

this really goes back to the concept that parents may be divorced from each other, 

but they are not divorced from the children. Joint custody would take that very 

concept into consideration. There would still be a relationship. 

To answer one of the questions asked by the panel earlier, joint custody 

doesn't mean sharing the child, fifty-fifty, in terms of their time. It is a concept 

of parental control. It is a concept where both parents feel that they are parents 

and they have something to say about the education of their children, the health 

of the children, their well-being, and the raising of the children, just the same 

as they would have something to say if they lived together. There are disputes 

among people who are married as to how to raise a child. All right, that is part 

of life. The same disputes can develop among the parents when they are separated. 

We are talking now about not permitting the children to be used as footballs. It 

would be a great stride forward to encourage this concept of joint custody. 

Finally, I would like to mention the rights of the child. We now have 

an adversary system. We have the mother hiring a lawyer. We have the father hiring 

a lawyer. Whether they successfully negotiate an agreement, or whether they fight 

it out in the court arena, it is those two principals who are involved. What about 

the ch~lJ? What does the child have to say about all of this? His life is being 
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affected by these agreements and these decisions, and he has absolutely nothing 

to say. Perhaps it is high time that we have some type of guardianship concept, 

some type of representation of the interest of the child. Because we might be 

surprised to see that the interests of the child differ from what the parents are 

trying to accomplish, and maybe what they are trying to accomplish is to use the 

child for their own alterior motives. That should be avoided. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Needle, can I ask you a question? 

MR. NEEDLE: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Are you saying that the child should have legal representation, 

as well as the parents? 

MR. NEEDLE: I realize this could be a very expensive proposition. But, 

I think there are circumstances where legal representation is very well merited. 

Perhaps as a step in that direction, we could have an on-going agency that is charged 

with the responsibility of looking into this every time there is a question of 

custody, to check into the ramifications and to see, regardless of how the two 

parents agree to handle it, whether, in fact, it is in the best interest of the 

child. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That would sort of be an arbitration panel. 

MR. NEEDLE: That would very nicely fit into the concept of an arbitration 

panel. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Needle, who would appoint this panel? The judge? 

The court? 

MR. NEEDLE: I really have no hangup as to the particular mechanism. 

I am more concerned with the concept. But, I can see where the judge could appoint 

this panel. We have plenty of precedent. We have condemnation proceedings. There 

is a panel that is appointed by a judge to make evaluations there. We have mal

practice problems, where panels are appointed by a judge - malpractice litigation. 

I am sure that if I thought further, there must be other areas of law where panels 

are appointed. We have the concept of standing masters. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I am not questioning the concept; I am just asking 

how it would come into being. 

MR. NEEDLE: Realistically, it would have to be the judge that appointed 

the panel. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes. Have you finished your testimony? 

MR. NEEDLE: Yes. I really appreciate your letting me talk like this. 

I realize that I have submitted written remarks, but I felt that I wanted to speak 

about what really troubled me and share my concerns with you. I am sure each and 

every one of you has concerns, and I don't envy the task you have before you. 

It really is quite a challenge because this, to me, what you are doing, is much 

more important than the question of budgets and finance. We are talking about 

the structure of family life. Really, the frightening part to me is when I consider 

that the statistics are one out of every three families are breaking up. How does 

this affect the children of these families? We are talking about millions of children 

now. How is their psychological makeup going to be in the next generation when 

they are parents? What happens then? There is no more family. We each go our 

own way. I don't know, but we have to do something about it now. 

MS. ALLEN: I don't have any questions, I would just like to say that 

this is the year of the child and I think that you expressed that concern very 

deeply. 
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MR. NEEDLE: Thank you very much. And, I want to thank each and every 

one of you for letting me ramble on, talking. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Theo? 

MS. TAM:BORLANE: Following Clara's comment, I would just say to you, 

as I tried to indicate to Mr. Danzig, I think that if the focus is on the child, 

we should stop continually pitting women and men against each other and begin to 

talk about custoriial versus non-custodial parents, as long as we have this system, 

prior to moving to a different system, perhaps. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Greta? 

MS. KIERNAN: I have no questions. Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Pheobe? 

MS. SEHAM: No questions. 

MH. NEEDLE: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Th;•;;1k you, Mr. Needle. 

It is ::retting towards lunchtime, but I think we will try and take one 

more witness before lunch, and then we will see where we are on the witness list 

before returning this afternoon. 

Ms. Pamela Kaufelt. Ms. Kauflet is from the American Civil Liberties 

Union. 

PAMELA C 0 P E L A N D - K A U F E L T: I am also a practicing attorney 

and a member of the New Jersey State Bar Association, Womens' Rights Section. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you for coming. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: I listened with great interest to all of the speakers 

here this morning. I was interested to see that so many male attorneys practice 

in this area because some of my colleagues call matrimonial law, "the womens' ghetto 

of the law." I know that it constitutes at least 50% of my practice. I have a 

very different perspective from what some of them are saying. My remarks focus 

on the area of matrimonial property, although I do deal with custody as well. I 

would first like to start with the queston of spousal support and alimony. Supposedly, 

the law, in an on-going marriage, states that a man is responsible for his wife's 

necessary expenses. However, the fact is that no court will interfere in an on-

going marriage. This effectively gives the husband a right of veto over any purchase. 

A graphic illustration of this happened to me recently. I staff an ACLU free clinic 

in Somerville, about once a month. A woman came in with what she said was a marital 

problem. She really didn't want to file for divorce; she felt the relationship 

could be saved if her husband got counseling for his drinking problem. She wanted 

to know what she could do about the fact that he had broken her nose when he got 

drunk and beat her up one night. He wouldn't pay for a nose job to fix it. She 

asked what she could do about this and I had to tell her that the only way she 

could get a court to say that he had to pay for this was by filing divorce papers. 

If she did not file divorce papers, there was simply no way that she could force 

him to do this for her. 

MS. SEHAM: What about tort action? 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: I suppose she could have brought a tort action. 

That is a good idea; I hadn't thought of that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You two are attorneys. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: We are speaking our own language. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You skipped a whole step in explaining that to us. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: A tort is a legal wrong and she could have sued 

him for the tort that he committed by hitting her, thus forcing him to pay for 
l. ,_ 

'-• 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: A short while ago, she couldn't have done that. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: That's right. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That is only a very recent action and that is what 

I want you to express. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: I see, yes. There is no longer any inter-spousal 

tort irrununity. Husbands and wives can sue each other for illegal wrongs. That 

is an excellent suggestion. 

At any rate, as you know, we have a corrunon law system of marital property 

in this state. The only exception is in a divorce where we have the concept of 

equitable distribution, where property is distributed equitably and fairly, regardless 

of financial contribution. The court takes into consideration non-financial contri

butions of a non-working spouse. The irony is that under this system, which is 

contrasted to corrununity law states, where the presumption is that spouses own an 

undivided half of all marital assets-- The irony is that in our present system 

women can possibly be better off divorced than married or widowed. If you are 

divorced, at least you can get the court to order support. If you are married, 

no court is going to step in and order something like this. You can drive yourself 

insane trying to collect on the support order, but that is another question. She 

would be better off divorced than married because there is no presumption in an 

on-going marriage. You are entitled to management of the family assets. It may 

work out that way. Your husband may turn over his paycheck every week and you 

pay all the bills, but under our present system, there is no presumption that this 

is correct. And, if you are divorced, as I stated, we do have equitable distribution, 

so the property can be distributed regardless of financial contribution. 

A woman would be better off divorced than widowed because until Governor 

Byrne signs into law the Uniform Probate Code - which I believe is still sitting 

on his desk - New Jersey is still one of only four states in the Union which allows 

a person to cut his or her spouse out of a will. The Uniform Probate Code provides 

for what is called the elective share, which permits a spouse who has been disinherited 

to take a statutory share of the estate. 

I alluded earlier to the fact that alimony and child support orders can 

be difficult, expensive, time-consuming, and frustrating to collect. I just heard 

Mr. Needle's testimony about getting the husband thrown into jail. I wish I could 

get some of these guys thrown into jail. I have tried so hard. My experience 

has been utterly to the contrary. The probation departments are so swamped with 

husbands - and usually it is the husband that pays the support order - who are 

in arrears_ that they simply can't deal with all the cases that come up. They come 

up to the hearing. They are dragged in, kicking and screaming, and they always 

manage to fork up just enough to stay out of jail. But, the worst thing of all 

is the fact that once these large arrears arc built up, you have no assurance, 

whatsoever, of collecting even a penny because there is retroactive modification 

of any support order. 

I would urge that New Jersey look into a system of vested support payments, 

which means that it is due the day it is due - just like any other legal debt. 

This puts the burden on the spouse with the support obligation to modify the support 

order if circumstances change, i.e., if you lose your job, if you have a prolonged 

illness, whatever. You then have to go into court and say, "I need relief from 

this order." Under our present system, the spouse who is supposed to be receiving 

support is forced to wait a sufficient period of time to build up enough arrears 

to make it worthwhile to go into court. You can virtually forget probation. It 
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takes them years to get around to this stuff. Women are just forced to hire private 

attorneys to collect these things. In the meantime, while they are waiting all 

this time to approve the arrears, often they have to go on welfare, having the 

former marital home go into foreclosure proceedings and they face all kinds of 

terrible consequences. I see no reason why that spouse should have to face the 

possibility that once they get into court, the arrearages are cut to zero. To 

my knowledge, the states that have such vested provisions in their laws are Connecticut, 

Illinois, California, Kansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota. 

What is even more shocking to me, however, is that I recently saw the 

results of a study of 226 matrimonial cases disposed of in Bergen County in April 

of 1978. Alimony was provided in only 20 of these cases. That is less than nine 

percent. Of those, half were in marriages of over 15 years duration. Now, this 

probably just recognizes that fact that, according to the Bureau of the Census, 

in 1975 only four percent of divorced or separated women received any alimony what

soever. So, perhaps the courts feel that there is no point in ordering something 

that will never be lived up to. Nevertheless, I find this whole situation disgraceful 

and would urge stronger enforcement provisions and penalties in the few instances 

where the alimony is awarded. 

As far as there only being two men - one of the other gentlemen referred 

to this - who have received alimony orders, in view of the earnings gap between 

men and women - no doubt, you have heard of that - I think that it is only reality 

that dictates this. In 1974, women 1 who worked at full-time jobs, earned only 57¢ 

for every dollar earned by men. This was a finding of the u. S. Department of 

Labor. They concluded that despite all of the various factors that go into that, 

there is still an earnings gap that couldn't be accounted for, only by sex discrimina

tion. As a practitioner in the area of employment discrimination, I can tell you 

that it is rampant. Just try getting relief; it is very difficult. 

The people who have testified before me have spoken at length about joint 

custody and child custody. I concur in their conclusions. Custody was becoming 

a hot item even before Kramer v. Kramer. We are seeing a lot of fathers who are 

demanding to be included in the child rearing experience. I am seeing more and 

more women who feel not a bit of stigma about voluntarily relinquishing custody 

of their children. Even the judges are starting to take account of this by ordering 

more joint custodial arrangements. 

I think the California system, which requires the judge to state specifically 

why joint custody is not awarded when it is not awarded is a good one. It is a 

presumption. Joint custody is a presumption and when it is not awarded, the judge 

has to state specifically why. I disagree violently with the proposition that 

the person who doesn't want joint custody should be precluded from having custody. 

I think that is a terrible idea. 

Something else that Mr. Needle brought up was the independent representation 

of children. I can tell you that having been appointed to represent a child in 

a martimonial situation, we already have this provision and I think it should be 

encouraged. I don't know of any specific legislation that could deal with this. 

I know that I have been appointed to represent children in martimonial cases and 

it has worked out very well. In fact, when I just did this one case, the parties 

fought like cats and dogs over absolutely everything, but one thing that we resolved 

and that was worked out was custody, visitation, and support of the children I 

was rc;:)resenting. I would like to take full credit for it. I think that the parties 

realized that they could fight over the Christmas ornaments, but they didn't really 
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want to wreck their kid's lives. So, I think that had a lot to do with it. But, I 

think my presence probably helped and I think that sort of thing should be encouraged. 

It has been my perception that it is not necessarily the laws on the 

books that are so discriminatory; it is the enforcement, or lack of enforcement -

the unequal administration of the laws - that is so difficult. As has been stated 

previously, the New Jersey Supreme Court is undergoing a sweeping study and, hopefully, 

there will be a revision of matrimonial law in the state. I believe that some 

of the recommendations that have been made are very worthwhile. I am particularly 

in favor of a system which removes the whole dissolution of marriage from the adversarial 

concept. I think Mr. Needle had sound suggestions along that line. 

I have submitted, along with my written remarks, a proposal from the 

Wisconsin Commission on the Status of Women, regarding marital partnership property. 

I believe it breaks very ovarian middle ground between the common law system that 

we have presently and the community property system, which some states have. It 

provides for certain instances of individual property - things that you bring into 

the marriage and things that you get by inheritance - but it presumes that 

marriage is a partnership, just as happened in New Jersey upon divorce, and only 

in divorce. This would legislate this concept of marital property, even in an 

on-going marriage. I urge all of you to consider this proposal very carefully. 

I think it is excellent. Perhaps you can write to the Wisconsin Commission for 

a copy. I think it is a very good proposal, and I urge its adoption. 

That concludes my remarks. Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you. It seems like somebody would like to ask 

you a question. Theo? 

MS. TAMBORLANE: Maybe in three sentences you can further define a little 

further the concept of vested support. Some of us have not heard this before. 

MS. COPELAND-CKAUFELT: Okay. Perhaps what I could do that would be even 

better is to duplicate this, or perhaps you could write away and get re-prints 

of this from the Womens' Rights Law Reporter. It is the June, 1975 issue, Volume 

Two, Number Four. It is a proposal regarding enforcement of interspousal support 

obligations. The concept of vesting is simply one where, just like any other legal 

debt that you incur, the support obligation is due on the day it is due. If you 

expect to receive $50 per week, then you get $50 per week. And, if you wait ten 

weeks and your ex-spouse ows $500, then that ex-spouse can't come in crying poor

mouth to the judge by saying: "But, Judge, I lost my job and I can't pay it." 

That obligation is due and you can get a judgment on the arrears for $500. There 

is no retroactive modification. The burden is on the spouse who has the support 

obligation to go into court when circumstances change and the obligation can no 

longer be met. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Greta? 

MS. KIERNAN: Yes. Ms. Kaufelt, I was very taken with your opening statement 

about the "women's ghetto of the law." Not being an attorney, but being a former 

member of the Assembly, I found that all the phone calls I got that would reach 

outside of the area of my expertise were from women who were going through divorce 

proceedings. I never once had a phone call fran a man. Men cal led me about men' s 

rights in the divorce proceeding, but never about exactly what to do next. Women 

are very much affected by the proceedings and the law. They have no background 

and they don't know quite where to begin nor what to do next. So, the phrase itself 

really intreagued me. 
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You also mentioned that the Uniform Probate Code hadn't been signed. 

If there is any way that anyone in this room, yourself included, can write to the 

Governor and give him the logical and important reasons why he should sign it, 

I wish you would do so. I think your point was well taken, that you are better 

off if you have a terminal illness to divorce him. 

MS. COPELAND-~AUFELT: You absolutely can be better off. You can have 

more property rights. 

MS. KIERNAN: Absolutely. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: I was shocked because I was doing this in the 

course of preparing a speech last week to be delivered before the National Association 

of University Women. I was asked to compare the legal status of women, regarding 

marital property, in an on-going·marriage, in divorce, and in death. It simply 

never occurred to me before that this was the case, that you can be better off 

divorced under our present law. This strikes me as a terrible irony. We are trying 

to preserve the family in these days of change and something has to be done about 

that. 

MS. KIERNAN: It is very important and the Governor has until the end 

of the month to make his decision. I am under the impression that he is not leaning 

towards signing it. Therefore, I think we should bring out the importance of this 

bill, not for women's rights only but for people. It is very vital and any way 

that anyone can help us with that would be appreciated. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: It absolutely affects men just as well as women. 

MS. KIERNAN: Thank you. 

MS. SEHAM: I have nothing to add, except _thank you for your ovarian report. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I think we would all like to hear from you again. Ms. 

Kaufel t, we would like to ask you to return to talk to us again at another time and 

explain some of the ideas you have. 

MS. COPELAND-KAUFELT: All right. If you can tell me in advance what 

you would like me to elaborate on, I would be happy to come. These remarks were 

prepared in some haste. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I think we will now have a break for lunch, which will 

only be for about one hour. There are lunch facilities next door. We will 

return in about one hour. 

(lunch break) 
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AFTERNOON SESSION: 

MS. TAMBORLANE: I am going to begin the hearing. Senator Lipman 

will be with us just as soon as she can. I am Theo Tamborlane the Vice-Chairperson 

for the Commission. Unfortunately, Clara Allen who was here this morning has 

a prior commitment this afternoon. She will not be returning. Greta Kiernan 

will be back. She also has calls to Trenton that she is dealing with right 

now. So, Phoebe and I would like to welcome you back again to the afternoon 

meeting. 

Is Ms. Sally Cann Purrazzella here? (No response) 

Next we have Ms. Sylvia Kordower from the Organization of Women 

for Legal Awareness. Thank you for waiting. 

S Y L V I A K O R D O W E R: My pleasure. We printed up something for 

the Commission, and I will hand them to you at this time. 

It is my pleasure to be here. As I said, I am submitting the written 

text and I will try to make it short, because we were told that it should be 

limited to ten minutes. There is so much to talk about that we have given 

you supplemental material that is probably two hour's worth. 

I am proud to be taking part in this innovative action on behalf 

of New Jersey women and in addition I am proud to be a constituent in a state 

that I feel is a forerunner in bringing attention to the plight of one group 

of displaced homemakers - divorced women. 

New .Jersey's leaders have proven themselves to be attentive to the 

needs of these women. As far back as 1973, 1Y74, 197~ and 1976 OWLA wrote 

many letters, articles, newletters and made phone calls on the varying problems 

particular to divorce litigants and particular to female divorce litigants. 

The organization felt that the problems were for the great part 

created by the legal and judicial societies. We thereby then suggested a 

statewide committee be instituted to study the matrimonial courts and we further 

suggested public hearings be instituted. When Governor Byrne was running 

for re-election we wrote him letters requesting the formation of such a committee 

and requested that when he continued his role as state leader he institute 

the hearings. I am pleased to say that this is the one instance wherein a 

politician kept his word by fulfilling pre-election promises after being elected. 

I think you probably know that last year a committee to study the 

matrimonial courts was established and chaired by the Honorable Justice Pashman. 

Justice Pashman assisted by Justices Mountain and Schreiber completed phase 

one of the study with a 51 page report - "The Interim Report of the Supreme 

Court Committee on Matrimonial Litigation." It is a worthwhile report reflecting 

most of the experiences of matrimonial litigants. The report is of such perception 

that the ranks of the legal and judicial societies have found it necessary 

to become defensive. Rebuttive articles appear in the Bar Journal publications, 

newspapers and the like. The trend of these articles has been to say that 

the emotional state of litigants in divorce is for the most part responsible 

for their dissatisfaction with the courts and their matrimonial lawyers. This 

is and has always been the ploy by which professionals brush aside the layperson's 

criticism of the legal or judicial society or the members of these societies. 

The second theory is that laypersons don't understand the legalities. 

The records of OWLA confirm that the~e exolanations of the source of 

J.aypersons criticisms of the legal and judicial societies are generally without 
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basis - founded on the emotional anger of the legal and judicial professional 

who don't understand or accept - or don't want to - the perceptiveness of many 

litigants. It is hard for them to accept laypersons as sohpisticated members 

of our society who demand performance from the lawyers they pay and from the 

judges whose salaries they also pay via taxes. OWLA records atfirm the legal 

and judicial society's resentment of intelligent and demanding litigants -

and especially of intelligent and demanding female litigants. 

These litigants do become emotional but not due to the divorce -

but due to the denial of that which they are entitled to - usually the assets 

of a marital partnership. 

It is the numbers that anger the female litigants - the disproportionate 

size of the fees which the lawyers demand for far too frequently what is inferior 

services, the disproportionate percentage of the marital estate awarded them, 

the disproportionate time it takes merely to stipulate what percentage of 

their assets they should receive, and tinally the disproportionate pcrccnlagc 

amount they actually receive, it they ever receive anything at all. 

Finally, too frequently they find themselves before JUdges who lack 

proper training or experience, who have a lack of objectivity or who lack the 

emotional stability to deal with the issues. 

It is apparent that both the legal and judicial societies are concerned 

about the OWLA study and Justice Pashman's forthright comments. This concern 

may be one of the motivating factors prompting the expansion of Justice Pashman•s 

committee to include l~ to 15 judges and lawyers. In effect, a legal and judicial 

army is being placed between Justice Pashman' s committee and the public. '!'he 

reality is if those who are in the position to effectuate court reform, legislation, 

and changes, were truly interested in the litigants complaints - they would 

turn to the same litigants for data and suggestion. 

I commend our leaders for terming the Supreme Court Committee on 

matrimonial litigation, for forming the commission on sex discrimination in 

the statutes and for conducting public hearings on sex discrimination in marriage 

and family laws. I challenge the results by the lack of - until today - input 

from matrimonial litigants. It is mandatory that the Supreme Court Committee 

and Commission conduct more substantial outreach for information from those 

who have personal experiences with the legal and judicial societies - the litigants. 

You will then hear, as OWLA hears each day, stories from women of 

their suffering and trauma equal to stories of the victims of World War II's 

holocaust. These stories are told by a society of the hidden oppressed - displaced 

homemakers. In New Jersey, there were 29,0UO divorces filed in 1979 in comparison 

to 52, OUO marriages. 'l'he national statistics are 1 million divorces to 2 

million marriages. Approximately 9~% of the tamilies on welfare are headed 

by females. These statistics do not include the women, who because their 

children are emancipated are ineligible tor weltare, or the women who work 

for welfare or the women who work for income of poverty level which make them 

ineligible for welfare. This does not include the women who live on charity 

and handouts from members ot their families. 

It is up to our legislators to provide laws to protect the rights 

of these women. It is the job of the judiciary to implement these laws. It 

is unconscionable for any group, as the legal society, to enrich itself upon 

the misfortunes of those who turn to them for professional representations. 
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The records affirm that this is the present situation. It is the responsibility 

of all to see that no member of a society is unfairly taken advantage of. 

It is unfair to expect women to provide services in a marital partnership 

during their productive and prime years - with the probability that if the partnership 

ends and thereby so does their "job," they will then be delegated to poverty. 

Their plight can be overted when we reach the plateau of a truly egalitarian 

society whereby each person, male and female, travels parallel roads throughout 

their life, developing equally their capacity as money earners and sharing 

equally the daily tasks of spouses, homemakers and parent. 

Until such time we must act to protect the inalienable rights of 

those who by their own choice,by circumstances or by request of their spouses, 

have chosen to provide services in the ranks of homemakers. 

OWLA's study citing the problems encountered by matrimonial litigants 

and citing the solutions to these problems is respectfully submitted to this 

commission to supplement our testimony. In addition, we request the commission 

acquire and consider Justice Pashrnan's committee report. 

I have also attached to the statement from our organization a shopping 

list, so to speak,of 18 issues we feel need attention by the Commission, and 

by everybody in this State. If you want me to, I will read them. They are 

rather short, and you may want to ask questions about them. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Fine, you may read them to us. 

MS. KORDOWER: The first, which we felt was the most important,was 

the fact that perjury, tax fraud, collusion, non-compliance of court orders 

are overlooked by the courts without any actual penalization - matrimonial 

courts. Orders are meaningless. 

Two, the court's non award of pendente lite legal fees denies the 

women equal representation. Non award of legal fees to women's attorney throughout 

the case denies women equal representation. 

Three, pendente lite support orders are either non-existent or 

inadequate. That pertains to temporary support. 

Four, fragmented court systems - lack of a family court in New Jersey. 

Municipal court handles atrocious assault and battery complaints; Juvenile 

court handles the problems of children who act out; Domestic Relations handles 

support of women with children who are recipients of welfare; Superior Court 

handles all issues of divorce, and has the power to remove battering spouse 

from home. The municipal court does not have that power. 

Five, unethical, incompetent lawyering overlooked by the courts 

and all divisions of the court system. Ethics complaints whitewashed when 

lawyer has an established position in the community. 

Six, court house step settlements. 

Seven, motions used as harrassment - due to nonresolution by the 

court - recommend mail in motions. 

Eight, rules and laws not adhered to and non enforcement by court -

150 day rule for discovery, et cetera. 

Nine, judges have too much discretionary power - deciding percentage 

of support, distribution of assets, et cetera. 

Ten, judge's have no tax, accounting, family law training or experience. 

Eleven, matrimonial attorneys are such by self-designation. 

Twelve, bifurcation needs law prohibiting such. 
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'l'hirteen, tax consequences of female litigants awards are not considered -

while net income of male is considered. 

Fourteen, too frequently support awards and percentage of equitable 

distribution aftirrns the court's inability to view the homemaker contribution 

as being financially equal to the money earning spouse - usually the male. 

Fitteen, mandatory tinancial disclosure should be a statewide requirement 

one week prior to trial. 

Sixteen, court powers are presently not used to enforce thorough 

discovery. 

Seventeen, legal fees should be determined by the judge - in open 

court on all cases - in all instances. 

Eighteen, battering spouse left in the home - during litigation, 

until divorce and in some cases after the divorce. We have one case where 

a husband broke the wife's back, literally broke it, and he was in the house 

tor eight months after the divorce. He just said he had no place to go. 

These eighteen points are an outline of what we have in our more 

extensive report and also what you will find in Justice Pashman's report. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. Theo, do you have any 

questions? 

MS. TAMBORLANE: I would like to lead off with a statement. I 

have been aware of your organization since its inception. I think you are 

providing very important services to women during very tr0umatic times, and 

I congratulate you on the work your organization has been doing, including 

the kind of service that you are doing, because that is one of the requisites 

for effecting any change. without statistics, nobody listens to you. 

In terms of the statute that you mentioned before the Governor, 

would you like to speak briefly about that a little bit more? 

MS. KORDOWER: That is a bill prohibiting bifurcation. Bifurcation 

is the granting of the divorce without deciding what the woman is going to 

receive, such as support, custody, equitable distribution. Everybody has been 

aware of this. In fact, Chief Justice Hughes prohibited bifurcation, and Wilentz 

did also. Last year there were 7,0UO cases biturcated, so prohibiting the 

judges to do it, is not effective. You have to have a law, and this bill is 

before Governor Byrne. He just has to sign it. 

There is another part to the bill which is important and that is 

eliminating gitts and inheritances from equitable distribution. I wasn't going 

to talk about that, because I think that is not an element particular to divorce. 

The ramifications there affect everybody. I have two daughters and if I were 

planning an estate and wanted to leave them something, I would have to know 

that right now in New Jersey if they were married and got divorced, their spouses 

would get probably half of what I would leave them now. So, that is another 

part of the bill that is very important. As to equitable distribution, if 

a woman has an inheritance, I will tell you, the only way that it is used is 

they deny her the marital assets. We have another woman who was married 38 

years who received one-third of the marital estate, but half ot the one-third 

was her inheritance from her mother. And, her husband received the bulk of 

the estate, about two-thirds of the estate, but in effect it is really five-sixths. 

Y8u know, the figures are interesting. If that is not a case where you should 

get 50-50, I don't know where you should. That is a lifetime, 38 years. 

MS. KIERNAN: I don't have any questions, thank you. 
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MS. SEHAM: I don't have any questions, either. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you for your assistance. This morning 

we heard from Mr. Danzig about the interim period in which children should 

be left in the home. You obviously do not agree with that if it is a case 

of battering. 

MS. KORDOWER: I know Mr. Danzig very well. He has come to OWLA, 

and he wanted OWLA to work with him. I know about his own situation and so 

forth. As far as custody, if you notice, in our statement, we really didn't 

go into that at all. We don't see it as a problem because last year--- I 

wasn't going to talk about this, because maybe there are others who were going 

to --- But, last year there were L9,000 divorces filed. Out of the 29,000 

divorces, I think, 450 fathers filed for custody and out of the 450, 400 dropped 

their custody suits when the wives gave up money. Only 50 out of 29,000 actually 

followed through to the end. 

Frankly, OWLA tells the women, or we try to share with them what 

we feel we have picked up, and that is, perhaps it is time we let the fathers 

have custody of the children, because we can develop our own abilities, earning 

abilities. We are not against fathers having custody and we are not against 

joint custody. So, we are in concurrence with him on that. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. We will ask you to return 

if we need you at the end of our deliberations. 

MS. KORDOWER: I would be glad to. Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Ms. Betty Hutchinson, Vice-President, Organization 

of Women for Legal Awareness. 

B E T T Y H u T c H I N S O N: Good afternoon. I thank you for having this 

Committee meet, and having women come here to talk about what their problems 

ar~. r am not qoinq to be lengthy, because my associates have brought forth 

all the points that we have spent a long time getting together. However, many 

women who have talked to me were not able to come to this meeting, and they 

asked me to bring forth some of their problems and some of the things that 

they have been ~onfronted with. 

Now, we have heard a lot of talk today about discrimination, and, 

is it discrimination for one judge to allow something in one court and if it 

is a woman in another court, the other judge deny it? Is it discrimination? 

We don't know if that is it, but judges have certain discretionary powers that 

we see many times as discrimination. There was a case of a woman who went 

to court to amend her complaint after three months and she had filed on another 

course of action, and she wanted to amend it to adultery. Her husband happened 

to be a lawyer, and the judge denied her the opportunity to amend that case. 

There was another case, after the parties had been apart for four 

years, the husband went back into court to amend his complaint to adultery. 

This businessman, who advertises very extensively on television, was allowed 

to amend his complaint. So, there we have two cases where in one court a 

judge denied it to a woman, and in another court, the judge allowed it for 

a man. 

There was another case where a woman had written a diary during a 

period of time when she was undergoing depression and shock treatments. Her 

dia '~ ies had many things in them. The diary was asked to be entered into evidence 
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during a matrimonial course of action, and it was allowed. In another case, 

there was a very prominent minister who had diaries, and there were a lot of 

things in those diaries that would show him to be a mentally disturbed person, 

and also in this case there was a $600,000 estate of marital assets, jointly. 

This diary was not allowed to be entered into evidence. He was a minister 

who was very prominent, and the woman, out of this twenty-four year marriage 

was given $20,000 of the assets. The husband got $600,000 of the assets. 

Now, is this discrimination, or is this discretionary power causing some appearance 

of discrimination? 

There was another woman whose husband has a business on Dunn and 

Bradstreet worth $19 million. This woman was given $300,000 in equitable 

distribution, and it was over a twenty-year marriage. In fact, the $300,000 

in equitable distribution was to be paid up over a twenty-year period. This 

is not a settlement. This is a judgement, and the twenty-year period, the 

judge states, at the end of this period this woman should have a good job and 

be able to support herself. She will be 72 years old at the end of this twenty

year period. 

We have the case of a woman who was married for twenty years, and 

the husband was the sole owner of a corporation, over a million dollar corporation. 

The divorce action began in 1974. The financial issues are still going on. 

This family is also a family of a businessman, a very affluent businessman, 

ended up on welfare. Now, how did that happen? Right in the same county 

where he had this big business, and yet these three children and the wife ended 

up on welfare. People who talk to me wonder how this happens. The man had 

over $100,000 in expendable income coming in. The woman right now is going 

through the part of her case where she has not gotten the final decision on 

her share of the assets, six years later. She is not on welfare now, but 

that is through no help of the court or the system. She has tried to represent 

herself, because this man who owns the corporation can pay for all his legal 

fees out of the corporation. How does the system allow this to happen? Can 

we call it discrimination? It is like whoever is in control of the money has 

the upper hand, and until the women get the control of the money--- That 

is why I think we have to look at community property, and I don't know if anybody 

has brought it up, but community property is a partnership, and it is an equal 

partnership and why then, if we are going to have equal custody, can't we get 

to the money part and have equal partnership where the assets are gained during 

that marriage? Certainly the woman, if she has control of some of the assets, 

will not be in the position where she ends up on welfare, and that is one of 

the things we are going to have to correct. 

I am sure today when I heard these people, the fathers are concerned 

about their children, and certainly we see thousands of cases at OWLA, and 

I wonder why they aren't that concerned about the support to keep these children 

in braces and things that are needed, paying the dental bills? We heard talk 

about having some sort of penalization. We see penalization of a Puerto Rican 

man who comes in and has to pay his support. We see him being taken to jail, 

but we don't see a lawyer being taken to jail who is $8,000 in arrears. We 

don't see the doctor being put in jail who is $12,000 or $20,000 in arrears 

and has let the house go into foreclosure. There has to be specified carried 

out penalization when it comes to support. That's it. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: Are you suggesting that some sort of guidelines 

be l'Stabl ished for judqcs to use in makinq these judgements? 

MS. HUTCHINSON: Absolutely. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Or less discretionary power? 

MS. HUTCHINSON: Yes. I know they will be relieved not to 

have that. I think a lot of the judges will be relieved. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Right. 

MS. KIERNAN: I was just interested in what you said about community 

property. Would that not include the gifts that we were speaking of previously 

that Ms. Sadow mentioned? 

MS. HUTCHINSON: Yes. 

MS. KIERNAN: So, in other words, the gifts would become part of 

the 50-50 settlement. 

MS. HUTCHINSON: Well, unless we have the law A-762 passed which 

would eliminate gifts from both sides then, so as parents you would be able 

to know that your children were going to get the inheritance. So, we could 

eliminate that. 

MS. KIERNAN: Without that, that would be part of the community 

property. I see some kind of a discrepancy in the positions that you are both 

taking from the same organization. 

MS. HUTCHINSON: Community property? Well, no, because if we had 

the A-762 and we have community property, it doesn't matter. 

and gift would not be part of the pot, if A-762 were a law. 

MS. KIERNAN: And if it is not? 

The inheritance 

MS. HUTCHINSON: If it is not, I think it should be. It is on the 

Governor's desk and it is sitting there for some reason. I don't know why. 

MS. KIERNAN: From time to time he has been kna,.m to do that with 

legislation, at the end of the session, as someone who has a bill there as 

well in the same pot. 

MS. HUTCHINSON: We didn't talk about another thing which is very 

important and that is medical coverage. Most women are not covered after the 

divorce. If they were joint owners of that policy during the marriage, then 

they would not have to worry about their husband dying or if they split up, 

she would be able to continue that same policy. 

I know there was a bill A-1101, and I don't know what happened to 

it, which would allow a spouse to pick up the coverage, and that would mean 

any insurance coverage. If the company has a qroup policv, she would 

be allowed to pick the coverage up. So, that is another form of discrimination. 

You are knocked off as a person who is covered by medical insurance, usually 

at a time of your life when you are going to maybe need some medical care, 

and you are going to spend a great deal of money for this coverage. 

MS. KIERNAN: Don't the courts sometimes use that as part of the 

settlement? 

MS. HUTCHINSON: They don't say that he has to pay for it. Very 

seldom do the courts do that. 

settlement, they will do it. 

The judges don't do it. If it is part of the 

MS. KIERNAN: Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you. Our next witness will be Elizabeth 

Rott, a member of the Organization of Women for Legal Awareness. 
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E L I ~ A B E T H 1{0T1': Good afternoon. I was asked to appear before 

the Commission on behalf of OWLA to relate my personal experiences before the 

Chancery Division of the Superior Court of New Jersey in a divorce action 

which I instituted in 1977. The Organization of Women for Legal Awareness apparently 

feels that my experience was not unique, but is a recurring problem before 

the courts. 

I am a resident alien residing in New Jersey and a citizen ot Austria. 

My former husband was also a resident alien and citizen of Austria. Prior 

to the divorce, we both had been living here for fifteen years as a result 

of my husband's emp1oynwnt in the United '-itates. Wh1l(• t:he matt0r Wi1S pendinf]' 

before the Superior Court, my husband was discharged as Senior Vice President 

with European American Bank. Before my filing for divorce and during the 

divorce action my husband made repeated threats to leave the United States 

and permanently return to bis native Austria to escape the jurisdiction of 

the New Jersey courts. He threatened to remove all our liquid assets as well, 

which could be easily accomplished, since our assets consisted of intangible 

personal property in the torm of cash, stocks and a lump sum pension distribution 

in the total sum of $350,000. Furthermore, there were considerable assets 

in Austria which were already outside the jurisdiction of the New Jersey court. 

In view of these tacts, my attorney specifically requested that 

my husband be ordered to post a bond to insure compliance with the court order 

enjoining and restraining him from leaving the United States. Despite my 

attorney's exhaustive attempts in this regard, the judge refused to require 

a bond. 

My husband subsequently fled the United States with all the intangible 

property previously described by me. As a result, it was impossible for the 

Superior Court to properly comply with the equitable distribution statutes. 

I was left with the marital residence in New Jersey, a condominium apartment 

unit in Florida, both with substantial outstanding mortgages, and three unimproved 

lots in Florida. I was forced to sell the condominium to support my dependent 

child and myself and I had to transfer two lots in Florida to my attorney in 

partial satisfaction for his fee. In effect, I was left with a marital residence 

and one lot in Florida which represented less than one-third of our total marital 

assets. 

The limited assets remaining within the court's jurisdiction were 

further seriously dissipated by the time I was able to obtain a job to support 

myself and my daughter, which was not an easy task since I had not been working 

during my marriage of twenty years. 

The posting of a bond would have given me a chanc_e to a tair and equitable 

distribution and a better chance to start my new life with dignity and without 

fear in at least a similar style to the one I had been accustomed . 

I hope that my story demonstrates the urgent need to modify the 

statutes and court rules for requirments of bonds, in cases where there is 

a strong likelihood that a spouse could tlee the jurisdiction of the court -

and even more compelling so,if the suspected spouse is the breadwinner of the 

tarnily. 

Thank you for permitting me to express my views. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: 'l'hank you very much. Ms. Loretta Snook. 
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L 0 ]{ E T T A S N O 0 K: My name is Loretta Snook. I come before this 

Commission wearing two hats, if that is possible. First, I would like to address 

women's problems when dealing with or in Chancery-Matrimonial Court. I will 

address the issue of spousal support and alimony, child support, child custody 

and the relationship of parents and out-of-wedlock children. I teel I can 

address these issues because of my experience of having two divorces and having 

been subjected to many decisions of the court system. 

Let me explain that I received my tirst divorce under the old 

divorce statutes where one of the parties must show fault. My second divorce 

was a no-fault and much easier to handle emotionally. However, let's examine 

the difference in what happened to spousal support and alimony, child support, 

~nd child custody. 

First, spousal support and alimony - I received no support of any 

kind from my second husband. I received from my first husband $20 a week for 

ninety days. I firmly believe that women that have had the primary responsibility 

of homemaker should receive some type of rehabilitative canpensation, or in other 

words, money, so that she may resume training, or schooling, or something. 

Consideration should be given to the ages of the children and if 

transportation is available and the emotional state of the woman. Because 

some women need it and some somen don't. 

husband. 

Child support - I received no child support for my child by my second 

I received $20 a week from my tirst husband, which he paid until 

I became pregnant by my second husband. He stopped paying, and no court, probation 

department, or welfare agency has tried to extract the money from him. It 

has been almost ten years, and at $20 a week, he owes me, $20,0UO or $30,000. 

I don't know. I gave up counting. 

Child custody - I have custody of my two sons. 

had many problems with the courts regarding my oldest son. 

However, I have 

I would like to 

explain that I was granted full custody with visiting rights granted to my 

first husband. Problems began when he started to refuse to return the child 

at the specified time granted by the court. What can a person do if your 

child is not returned? Let me tell you. Nothing - not very much. The police 

won't help you, nor will any law enforcement agency. All you have is a piece 

of paper that states that you have custody of your child, subject to visiting 

rights of the father. All I can say is, big deal. That piece of paper is 

worthless, and I know this for a fact, because my ex-husband took my son for 

three months, and I didn't get him back for three months and no court in the 

State of New Jersey would help. It was a very trying ordeal, but I got my 

kid back because of me, not because of any judge or any law enforcement agency 

in the State. 

I guess you are wondering how this relates to discrimination? Well, 

you try to go in front of a male judge to explain the problem of custody, or 

that support is not regular. Your "ex" brings up issues not related to the 

problem before the court at that time. He accuses you of abuse or child neglect 

or whatever. That starts a process of investigation by DYFS or the Probation 

Department or the Prosecutor's Office, or whoever will listen. The "ex" goes 

before the court and gives the performance of his life, and the male judge 

starts giving the female in this scenario the shaft. The judge has helped, 

tho0gh. I encountered probation investigators that wrote a report that was 
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one lie after another. I was told to appear at the otfice. I went. I was 

supposed to go for some kind of testing. I went. I couldn't afford the testing, 

and the judge ordered my "ex" to pay for it. He didn't pay for it. J: went 

on the date specified, and because I couldn't pay, the woman investigator said 

I was uncooperative. The judge believed the official crap and with the acting 

of the poor concerned father,everything my "ex" wanted he got. He even got 

to talk to the judge while when I tried to state that. the report was a 

lie, I was told to shut up or be held in contempt. I never had a chance, and 

my lawyers told me so. It appeared that someone's hand was greased with green. 

At any time, all I wanted was an unfamiliar word that the court 

has never heard of, simply,justice. The dictionary defines justice as moral 

rightness, equity, fairness, good reason, fair handling or treatment. 

Even when my "ex" took my son, which I call kidnapping, and refused 

to return him for three months, I never felt I received justice. The courts 

were powerless to: One, prevent a child from being removed from the custodial 

parent; two, have the child returned to the court's jurisdiction. 

The biggest problem lies in the fact that some stranger now has 

the power to decide important issues in your life. You lose total control 

of your life and now must start to please this unknown judge. He has the power 

to interpret any act that you do either favorably or unfavorably. You are 

now subject to a judge's whim - yes, whim. If he gets up in a foul mood, someone 

that day will suffer and justice is not considered. Hopefully with the passage 

of the Uniform Child Custody Act, maybe justice will prevail, but somehow in 

the pit of my stomach I know someone in one court in this county or another 

county is getting the shaft. 

Out-of-wedlock relationships - I can relate the experience of a 

friend. She went to court to ask for support and custody of the child. What 

she got was temporary custody and no support. She has since gone back to court 

at least twice for the same request and has been refused the request. Is this 

justice? A man states that he is unemployed, yet he collects no unemployment 

checks, but has money to pay rent, buy food, gas, and clothing. Doesn't that 

seem strange? He receives no public assistance, SSI or disability benefits, 

yet all he has to do is tell a judge that he has no money or job and he doesn't 

have to pay for support. I have seen other cases where the unwed father is 

paying through the nose. Does justice rely on who can lie the best or who 

is the better actor? I hope not, but sit in the courts and you will watch 

the most outrageous decisions being handed down from the bench. What most 

people want is fairness, something that is equal to both parties. The problems 

lie with the written law, who interprets the law - mainly judges, outside agencies

probation, DYFS, welfare, et cetera, lawyers, either p<trty's lawyer, they 

should be told to go sit some place. 

The one thing that is difficult to prove to anyone is that in the 

court system you were discriminated against because of your sex. Judges scream 

that they are following the letter of the law, and that they favor no party 

in a dispute, but go listen in a court. What you hear is a different story. 

Go check the appeals that are tiled because of stupid decisions by the courts. 

The written laws are one thing, and the way the court system carries them out 

is another. The two sometimes never get together. 

If you listen to people that have gone through the system, men will 

tell you the courts favor the women. Women will tell you the system favors 



the men. I say it is a toss up. It depends who hears the case, his mood, 

and any other factor that is unknown. Most of the time the system stinks. 

Why? Money. If you have enough of it and use it productively, you can accomplish 

exactly what you want by using the written laws. You can also do some shady 

dealing and come out on top. 

Now I will put on the hat for the man's side. Some men feel the 

shaft when they come into the court system for a divorce. Case in point, a 

man divorced in Florida returns to New Jersey after having lived in Florida 

for years and recieved his divorce in that state. He is complying with the 

terms of the Florida divorce to the letter. Ex-wife comes up here, starts 

a court case here. The shaft starts. She gets the Florida divorce amended 

to the point of unequal justice or in other words by taking the man to court 

every three months she gets another decision that almost grants her a New Jersey 

divorce. The guy is a working stiff and doesn't have a lot of money, but the 

"ex" decides she wants as much as she can get and goes after it. She uses 

the system and uses it well. 

The man wants to know what can be done about, one, letters that 

are sent to the judge hearing the case without the opposing lawyers knowing 

the contents; why are accusations allowed in court without benefit of evidence 

being allowed to the contrary, i. e., he is not sending support checks, yet 

he has all cancelled checks, but he is not allowed to enter them i~to the record, 

only her word is taken; why should a man be publicly humiliated with arrest 

when he can prove all support has been sent - i. e., arrested, handcuffed, 

driven over nine miles out of the way and put in the workhouse. The car was 

driven past ex-wife's house when it didn't have to be done; Judges that threatened 

to rule unfavorably if you didn't settle out of court; why can't a reasonable 

50-50 settlement be reached; why are the bookkeeping procedures always behind 

in the probation department; it becomes very difficult to prove your payments 

are up to date if that is the only method the judge will accept. Why can't 

a man go to the probation department and ask questions and get answers? If 

you go there, they refuse to talk to you and they won't even deal with you, 

and yet your life lies in these strangers' hands; why is the probation department 

given so much power? One word from them and a guy gets carted off to jail 

on their whim. 

I am not sure if you understand what I am getting at, but all I 

can say is that most people that are involved in family law only want the elusive 

word, justice. How can they get justice when the person deciding is not qualified? 

My biggest gripe is that one person called a judge decides. What qualifies 

him for that position, the biggest campaign contribution, who he is friends 

with, who he went to law school with? For me, none of the above shows me 

that the man is qualified. The system that allows men to be chosen judges 

must be examined and changed. 

I recommend that: One, the people be allowed to speak in the courtroom 

when it pertains to their case, as to the facts of the case; two, limit the 

role of lawyers; make sure investigations of agencies are done properly. I 

can't see how you can have an investigation when no one goes out of the office 

and your friends and relatives and people you work with and deal with are not 

questioned. I can't function unless I go out into the community and know what 

is going on, and the investigators should do the same thing. You have to get 
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off your duff and get out where the problems lie. Also, when an appeal is 

won, it should be reversed to another judge. Why give the case to the same 

judge that screwed it up in the first place? Write laws that are understandable 

to the lay person so they can use the pro se method. 

some uniform justice for everyone. Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. 

And, above all, find 

MS. SEHAM: On the agenda it says, "Women Helping Women." Is that 

an organization? 

MS. SNOOK: Yes, that is an organization within the county. It 

is located in Edison and it does work with battered women and other women. 

I have no affilication with it, per se, but I do know them, and I support their 

battered women shelter and the work that they do. I primarily work within 

the New Brunswick community with minority clients and I am on the Board of 

Legal Services in Middlesex County. 

MS. SEHAM: Thank you very much. 

MS. TAMBORLANE: I just have a statement to make in response to 

your very fine lengthy testimony which I know, putting testimony of this kind 

together, takes something of one's energies and emotions to do. The one statement 

that you made in there that I think we can respond to right away is that what 

this Commission is about is changing the letter of the law,which you mentioned, which 

is where the judges go first when they are inclined to justify their decisions. 

It is the laws of the State of New Jersey that this Commission has been empowered 

to look at and to recommend changes within, and you can be assured that your 

testimony today will be given not just our attention in a cursory way, but 

will become part of the work that we do to try and make that letter of the 

law less discriminatory. 

MS. KIERNAN: I just wanted to comment. I think this is a very 

excellent presentation. You are a very articulate person and you write very 

well. I just wanted to say that I agree with Theo who said there certainly 

was a lot of emotionalism in this presentation and maybe that is why it is 

so strong and why it affects us so deeply. 

However, I do think that we ought to go on record in our public 

hearing as saying the members of the Commission, although we want to hear what 

you have to say,do not necessarily believe that judges' palms are being greased 

with green, 

bad people, 

I think for 

or do we think they are totally incompetent. There are good and 

males and females,on the bench in the State of New Jersey, and 

the most part they are good quality people and they have a very 

difficult job to do. I am sure that in your strong presentation here, you 

may not have meant to be quite as offensive to a certain group of people because 

we are against discrimination of all kinds, including discrimination by lay 

people against people in the legal profession. 

MS. SNOOK: I also didn't mean judges necessarily get their hands 

greased with green. I have seen lawyers sell out to clients and per se, I 

know from experience because of my friend, his ex-mother-in-law must be greasing 

every lawyer he has had, because they are for him, and they will help him one 

minute, and the next time he goes to see them, they are totally against him, 

and money talks, and he doesn't have it. You can tell that in every decision 

that has been made. 

So, it is not necessarily the judges, but lawyers are in cahoots 

in giving money and not really working for the clients by missing appointments 



and filing dates and other things, and believe me, it does happen. No matter 

what you say, it docs happen. The only thing is, you can't prove it. 

MS. KIERNAN: Well, I think that if you can't prove it, you shouldn't 

say it. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I would like to thank you for your testimony. I 

would like to find out, all in all, you think the laws are not so unjust, it 

is the implementation of the laws. 

MS. SNOOK: The administration, the way the judge handles the case. 

You can get couples coming in there with the same facts with everything right 

to the letter and you get two different decisions, one in left field and one 

in right field. There is no middle ground. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We are discussing one more time the discretionary 

powers of the judges. 

MS. SNOOK: There is too much, and it should be limited in some 

ways. If you can do it, good luck. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. May I just say, we have one 

gentleman who didn't get on, Mr. Schneyder. 

E U G E N E S C H N E Y D E R: 

Fathers United for Equal Rights. 

My name is Eugene Schneyder, and I am trom 

I am homeless right now. I live out of my 

car. If you are in need of my services, I will drive my office right up to 

your door. 

I have been made an indigent through the courts, and I wish to impress 

upon you the fact that I am a sixth grade graduate. I have had very little 

formal education, and T am a product of the depression years, and going to 

court as a pro sc didn't help me at all. I have gone through fifteen motions 

to try to claim back the assets that the court had taken away from me. I must 

give you a little bit of the history of the divorce itself, although I don't 

want to rehash my divorce case and make decisions on it. It just turns out 

that when I returned home from an educational group of people in the Middlesex 

County College, I found my house emptied of every single thing that I worked 

for over sixty years, including furniture and creature comforts of all kinds. 

It was done by my former wife and her boyfriend and she brought my children 

into it as well. 

Unhappy with the situation as it stood, I left the country and went 

down to Mexico and later came up to San Diego and the California coast, and 

at which time I heard news that Gene Schneyder had chain-sawed his house in 

half and there was a warrant for my arrest. I couldn't find any peace without 

returning and answering those charges because they were false. During the 

days when this could have taken place, I was on the west coast, and I had a 

credit card for telephone calls, which were many, to establish the fact that 

I was not that person. I surrendered to the police and trom there on it was 

a bunch of hell for me. I was charged with malicious damage. It went to 

grand jury, and the grand jury refused to indict me, because there was no reason 

for it, and there were no witnesses. 

Shortly after that my divorce case did come up and there was a no bill 

before my case did come up that I could take into court. However, there 

was no need for the no bill because there were no questions ever asked for, 

against, why, where or when. There was no need for it, as far as I was 

concerned. The judgement reflected tne fact that indeed Mr. Schneyder did 
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destroy his house, and because of it1 all of his assets were taken away. Well, 

if you don't go along with the court's decision, you are ready for the Appellate 

Court, which I had absolutely no knowledge of, and I had no Fathers United 

to help me, or no where to turn, so I had to leave. 

I lost my rights, and I filed 15 or more motions to try to get back 

my assets. The court had turned a deaf ear to me. As this young lady was 

saying that judges are on the take and everything, whether they are or not, 

we know the judges are appointed, and they are not elected to their office. 

I recommend to this Commission that there should be election of judges rather 

than appointments. 

To help a person such as myself, there must be some legal course 

for me to take. There is absolutely none. When I returned, I returned with 

~66 at the beginning of my indigency. I went to 27 different organizations 

for legal assistance. I went to ~rs. Nelson and I was given a flat refusal 

from her. I went to Perth Amboy and talked with a Mrs. Chester, and I was 

given a flat refusal from her When I was in jail, there was a man there 

that she had aided in a divorce case, and they did take it. She said they 

did not. Since I had a mobile home in Union County and I tried to seek aid 

from them, and I got the same thing there. You have to realize that the situation 

I am talking about is where women were in the driver's seat. I want to make 

no discouraging remarks. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You are referring to the lawyers, now. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: Yes. And some of the other organizations I went 

to,. such as Rutgers in Newark; I talked to the Dean and asked for advice so 

I would be able to defend myself and be able to get back the assets that I 

had lost and it was no-go. I talked to the Veterans' of Foreign War, the American 

Legion, and nobody was going to represent me. That is a crime right there 

in itself. I am an indigent. I cannot fend for myself. The courts have 

taken away all my assets, and if that wasn't bad enough, they found $6000 worth 

of assets that did not exist, and when I brought it in under a motion to prove 

that they don't, they did not even want to hear me. So, armed with this, my 

wife has a chain to put me down the drain any time she wants to, and she has 

done the same thing several times, and I have been in jail. I suffered a trauma 

in jail. A man of sixty years old cannot take that, while a man of maybe 

eighteen could. I was in there for three days, and I felt like I was doomed. 

I was ready to cry out but my masculinity forbid it, and I fought until I could 

fight no more. It brought back to me the days I fought in Germany and I 

remembered seeing the Jews and Poles and dissidents thrown in the baker's ovens, 

and I put the same kind of justice behind me to think that this is no different; 

a country that I fought for is not giving me my rights. 

I would say the court of New Jersey and Middlesex County in particular 

is the last place a person should look for justice. I would go out in the 

street and face muggers before I would face the court. I fear the court any 

day. Still it exists, and I can go to jail. Mrs. Chester did represent me 

in getting me out of Jail for which my former wife's mother says, "Look, if 

we don't get this man stopped with his motions, we are going to put him away 

for good." Mrs. Chester said, "Yes, they can do it." Well, that is how I 

interpret the law. 

Going down further, I don't believe in alimony, and I don't believe 

in talking out of both sides of my mouth. When you got married, you entered 



into a contract, and if the woman breaks that contract, that should be the 

end of it, pay the two dollars that you paid to get into the marriage to get 

out of it. That is the same way. There are certain circumstances that prohibit 

the fact that a person is not permitted alimony, and I suppose they are few 

and far between, and since I don't believe in talking out of the same side 

of my mouth, I went tor alimony. I went before Judge Furman, who I think is 

a magnificent man, a judge who cannot be bought and I swore that I would stand 

by his justice, but again, the justice that I see is that the man makes things 

pliable for himself. He builds his home and his livelihood and this home 

is his retirement plan for which I did retire, and they managed to take it 

away from me. Somebody has to make some kind of restitution. Somebody has 

to give. They can't keep on taking. I am under the assumption that I want 

to live in the same manner which I have become accustomed to; why should I 

not get the same. If that i.s not enough, I became totally disabled through 

a heart condition and my doctor says so, and her doctor says--- I must assure 

you that he doesn't say I don't have a heart conditon; he just clouds the issue. 

So, I have lost out on being able to live in the manner that I have been living 

in in the past, and Judge Furman, as just as he is, left the door open for 

me. I can come in and re-argue this in ninety days. I think I have a good 

right, but will I be granted it on the same conditions that women get alimony? 

I fear not. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Which county is this? 

MR. SCHNEYDER: This is Middlesex County. I went before another 

-judqe with the same motion, and this judge didn't even hear a word I said. 

He just dismissed it. ::;o, if people don't hear what is behind it, then there 

is not much use for the court. 

Now, being arrested is not a pleasant thing. It is dehumanizing 

to be handcuffed in front of your children, marched in front of your neighbors 

and live in a condition that 1s not befitting to you, and you have doctors 

or ministers corning into the jail such as in Middlesex County, and they have 

the two commodes in the middle of the floor, one for urinating and one for 

deficating - in front of everybody. Isn't that even more humiliating and dehumanizing. 

Well, I heard Mr. Needle dwell on the issue of 3366. It has been 

a dead issue since Assemblyman Burns is no longer in office. I think it should 

be revived. I think it is a very good bill, and I say this because God has 

given the children to two parents, not one or the other - yet the Judge makes 

the supreme decision among these people who can have the child and who cannot. 

If we do pass 3366, it would be the supreme right of every parent to walk in 

that court knowing that they both have equal rights to that child. The only 

difference is that there are drugs or any other reason to complain about 

it; it certainly is right. 

We met, Fathers United and rnysel~with a couple of young ladies 

of the OWLA and we find that our needs are not that far apart. We are fighting 

for the same thing. I bring you my case, I am talking about individual cases 

and how people are dealing with certain areas and certain conditions. 

Now, one of the things that I would like to mention is that the 

women's group - and I am not sure which one it was - had received a $5 million 

grant. Father's United and organizations for men, they don't have this same 

type of grant. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Do you know who that is? 
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MR. SCHNEYDER: I don't know. 

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: It was for all the state territorial conferences, 

and the national conference in Houston. It panned out to be 5¢ per woman. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Well, that is not exactly an operational expense. 

I don't--- What were you going to say? 

MR. SCHNEYDER: I think the men's groups should be able to avail 

themselves to some kind of grant where they should be able to consider it themselves, 

and be able to find lawyers who would fight for indigents and so on. I see 

for the Organization of Women for Legal Awareness, under advisory board and 

officers, the total combined are more than we have members. 1'he ladies here 

may have a lot ot time on their hands, or they may be hard working people, 

but they sure are in the group. And, here, today on this board I see only 

women. Where are those other four gentlemen or five? Where are they today? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Well, one had to give up his duties, and we are 

waiting for another man to be appointed. One is a professor who had classes 

and schedules to be re-arranged, and the other one, for some reason,did not 

get here. He said he was corning. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: Thank you for the explanation. I stand corrected, 

but still and all, I am JUSt trying to make the point that we don;t get very 

much representation as men. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: There are men on this Commission, and they are equally 

represented here. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: All right. I am sure your views are not prejudiced. 

So, I give them to you knowing this. I think I have covered most of what 1 

wanted to say. I just believe that alimony, even though I asked for it rnyselt, 

should be eliminated. It should not exist. It is a violation of the constitutional 

rights, the 13th amendment. A judge says the marriage is dissolved. I think 

that is the word, or finished, one way or the other, and I think that is the 

way it should stand. A man marries a woman and he doesn't make guarantees 

and he doesn't furnish her with so much money and let her use this money against 

him in the divorce court---

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: I would like to say that I do not have dislikes 

or distrusts for the ladies who are fighting for their own cause. Our goals 

are very much similar. It is just that they don't all seem to turn out that 

way. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, I think Fathers United for Equal Rights is 

a lot newer group than OWLA, and so,for that reason, they are established and 

they know how to go about grants. I expect that the other group will catch 

on to that pretty soon. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: Well, I will tell you just how bad off we are, I 

am a sixth grader, and I am their vice-president. That is how bad off we are. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You have a lot of experience, Mr. Schneyder. I 

believe we have one more gentleman here who wishes to speak. 

M A R S H A L L R E S N I C K: Yes, I am Marshall Resnick. I am the past 

president of the Fathers United for Equal Rights in New Jersey, and I am going 

to be very brief. It is not the quantity of what one has to say, but the quality. 

When I listened this morning and this afternoon, I heard both the 

men's organizations speak and the women, and two important points were brought 

out, one, everyone seemed to be dissatisfied with the judges and, number two, 



with attorneys. Arbitration panels were mentioned. Now, Gene Schneyder, the 

previous speaker, brought out a very important point at the end, and that is, 

we are not that far apart. I spoke with both Sylvia and Betty and you are 

going to see something come about that is going to be dynamite, and that is, 

women's organizations and men's organizations getting together. You will read 

about this in the newspaper very shortly, believe me. We are going to strike 

out as a common cause against the injustices of judges who are incompetent 

and who should be relieved of their duties and also giving an arbitration panel 

set up, and take it away trom the attorneys and put it in the hand of a social 

worker, psychologist, and an accountant. That is one of our proposed forms. 

Three people should be placed on this panel, a social worker, psychologist 

and an accountant, so you can get the money distributed--- These people can 

handle things much better than a judge - who was mentioned previously - who 

has in his own mind that he is going to give custody to either the husband 

or the wife. Justice must be served, and I will tell you, it is going to 

be a revelation. 

Personally, I think both the men's fellowships and the women's fellowships 

should unite and by conditioning - as was mentioned by both Betty and Sylvia -

we are going to air our views together, through trustees of both organizations 

and then bring it out to the floor where they will get together---

SENATOR LIPMAN: You will have to intorm us about this, too. 

MR. RESNICK: Yes, we will get back to you. But, there is a common 

cause, and we shouldn't be going against each other. We should tackle the 

main issues and, again, I will repeat, there are too many judges on the bench 

right now who are not doing their job properly, and I would like you as part 

of the Commission in doing your job properly to get the ball rolling immediately 

and start doing something. Whatever investigations have to be made, let's 

let it be done, or let's get them off the bench, and let's start doing something 

about an arbitration panel to replace attorneys when it comes to child custody 

and things of that nature. That is all I have to say. 

S~NATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. I am so happy to hear that 

you are going to have a united effort. It would be a movement which would 

help this Commission most, I can tell you that. 

I know that there have been complaints made about the judges to 

the Chief Justice, to the Assignment Judges in each county, and it has been 

said that the most experienced Judges were to be assigned to the matrimonial 

courts, that is, the ones who have the most experience. 

But, so often no such judge is available to sit in a certain county 

at a certain time. Some of the appointments have not been made, and some places 

are left vacant and some other judges who have no experience are serving. They 

are short. The Governor has not appointed the number of judges he should 

have. And, in the cases where he has, the appointments may not fit the situations. 

So, that is the point we were trying to arrive at, having the right judges 

in the right courts. 

MR. RESNICK: You will have to work quickly, because isn't it a 

shame where attorneys have said to me, that judges have made up their minds 

already. Months are spent with children involved, and they have made up their 

mind who they are going to give the custody to, without looking at all the 

information. They have already said, "I have made up my mind. This is the 

way it is going to be." One person decides this. This is intolerable. It 
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is terrible to have someone sitting in that kind of position with a robe on, 

and they are delegating all the authority - forget testimony, forget everything. 

One supreme person in his own mind, this is the way he sees it without taking 

all the facts and he is going to do what he pleilses. Again, it wils brought 

out that we have an awful lot of good judges. Let's not take away from them, 

but there are too many who are making the wrong decisions which affect a lot 

of children, the woman, the man, and because of that decision of that person, 

which may be a wrong decision, so many people are affected. 

do something and do something right away. 

So, we have to 

This testimony that is being brought in front of you should be acted 

upon and we are relying on you to take the necessary steps. ,Just by having 

this panel discussion today, it was a step in the right direction. Let's move 

along as quickly as we can. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. Greta, did you say that 

you had a question? 

MS. KIERNAN: I JUSt wanted to comment that I think what you have 

said is most interesting, and most everyone who has spoken today was interesting, 

but perhaps our mandate, which is to deal with statutes and court decisions 

that are sex discriminatory,may not encompass the kinds of persons that are 

appointed to the bench. However, if there is some evidence that there is sex 

discrimination in the pattern of decisions, which I think is part of what you 

are saying, we might want to take a look at how the courts are handling this 

kind of area directly from the top. 

MS. HUTCHINSON: One thing should be kept in mind, and that is, 

there is sex discrimination in the appointing of judges. You know, we only 

have a few female judges. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, that is what we have been talking about. Thank 

you very much. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: I wonder if I may make a further comment? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, sir. 

MR. SCHNEYDER: I have one suggestion, and Mr. Needle hit on it, 

but we differ on some things. I should imagine that we could have the court 

system revamped to a position where we would have tive persons of the scholarly 

type, whatever, engineers, college-bred, and they would be taken on the same 

way that jurors would, to hear the case. I would like the judge to be the 

moderator, and I would like the appointment of two lawyers, either self-appointed 

or by the court, and no man would ever be given legal representation if it 

was a matter of money. A scale could be put on the earning power, or the amount 

of money that the lawyer could ask for it. In other words, it would be a separate 

entity of legal family law, and the represenation would be a lot greater. 

I would also suggest that computers be brought in, and bits of information 

could be put on the computer, so when a person decides that more money could 

be had through child care or alimony or whatever, they consult the computer 

and the computer says, will not compute, and you keep on going down to a lower 

figure to find out just what that man can take out of his earnings and pay 

a person. 

That is pretty much it. Jt has to be somehow rcf1nc•d, but too c•ltcn 

we don't get the type of representation, because this divorce law business 

is a shambles, and there is a half a billion dollars invested in it every year 

and the lawyers dealing with these cases have little or no compassion, and 
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no feelings for human frailty, and no feelings for human misery that goes with 

it. It is just a matter of nickels and dimes and too often they discuss the 

case with the adversary, and you feel like you are alien to your own cause 

and you are paying this man. I know all this time I had a fool for a client, 

but it was better than having a lawyer who is a fool and pay him, and I should 

hope that something could be done in changing the structure of the matrimonial 

court. I also hope that A-3366 becomes reactivated. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yes, I understand that Assemblyman Visotcky is 

going to re-introduce that and we will try and give it a push from this Commission 

if it is re-introduced. We also endorse legislation that is pending to try 

to get passed and try to get the Governor to sign it. 

Thank you so much all of you for coming. 

MS. KORDOWER: I just wanted to make a comment about the bill A-762, 

gifts, inheritances and community property. In our newsletter that we handed 

you which has the panel also set up, we do state that we are for the community 

property and there is no diversion in our outlook. A-762 would eliminate these 

gifts from equitable distribution, but we still say what is left gets divided 

equally, 50-50. And, community property should be split in half. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Did New York just recently pass a law that divided 

what was inherited. Wasn't it New York State? 

MS. KORDOWER: No, New York has a bill tor equitable distribution 

and it didn't pass. There was protest. They wanted it with the presumption 

of equal and equitable distribution and then the bill died. 

a problem. 

So, this is 

I also wanted to comment that it was interesting to note, through 

my observation of those who testified, that contrary to propaganda, it was 

the women today who testified about money and the men testified about the intangible 

things, equity and so forth. Maybe we have to start viewing differently. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. It has been a very interesting 

hearing. We have heard some innovative comcepts and certainly we have all 

gotten a pretty good picture of how dissatisfied everyone is with the matrimonial 

court. I just hope that you will all stay with us, as long as we are in these 

deliberations, and help us come to some good conclusions. Thank you so much. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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TESTIMONY OF HOWARD DANZIG BEFORE THE 
COMMISSION ON SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE STATUTES 

My name is Howard Danzig and I am an attorney in the 

State of New Jersey. I am a member of the American Bar 

Association Family Law Section and the Custody Committee 

and a member of the New Jersey State Bar Association Family 

Law Section as well. My practice is mainly in the area 

of divorce and child custody. 

I am here today to testify with respect to the custody 

statutes specifically N.J.S.A. 9:2-3 and 9:2-4. At present 

those statutes make no mention of the concept of joint 

custody and if the former is read carefully there is a 

presumption apparent of custody in the mother. 

R.S. 9:2-3 reads as follows: 

When the parents of minor children live 
separately, or are about to do so, the Superior 
Court, in an action brought by either parent,shall 
have the same power to make judgments or orders 
concerning their care,custody, education and main
tenance as concerning children whose parents are 
divorced. The minor child when in the actual care 
and custody of the mother in such cases, shall not 
be taken by the father of such child forcibly or 
against the will of the mother from her custody, 
and the court having jurisdiction in the premises 
shall have authority to make such orders and judg
ments as will protect the mother in the maintenance 
of such control and custody until otherwise ordered 
by the court having jurisdiction. 

If the minor child or minor children have not, at 
the time of the commencement of the action, reached 
the age of sixteen years, and if it is represented 
to the court by affidavit or under oath that evidence 
will be adduced involving the moral turpitude of 
either parent, or of such minor child or children, 
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or that evidence will be adduced which may reflect 
upon the good reputation or social standing of the 
child or children, then the court shall admit to 
the hearing of such case only such persons as are 
directly interested in the matter then being 
heard. The records of such proceedings, including 
all papers filed with the court, shall be withheld 
from indiscriminate public inspection, but shall 
be open to inspection by the parents, or their 
attorneys, and to no other person or persons 
except by order of the court made for that 
purpose. 

R.S. 9:2-4 provides: 

In making an order or judgment relative to the custody 
of the children pending a controversy between their 
parents, or in regard to their final possession, the 
rights of both parents, in the absence of misconduct, 
shall be held to be equal, and they shall he 
equally charged with their care, nurture, education 
and welfare, and the happiness ~na welfare of the 
children shall determine the custody or possession. 
If a child is of sufficient age and capacity to 
reason so as to form an intelligent preference as to 
custody, the court shall consider and give due weight 
to his wishes in making an award of custody or 
modification thereo. 

The court may make the necessary orders and judgments 
from time to time in relation to such custody or 
possession, but the father, as such, shall not have 
preference over the mother as to the award of 
custody of such minor child if the best interests 
of the child otherwise may be protected, and in no 
case shall the court having jurisdiction in this 
State over the person and custody of any minor permit 
such child to be removed from this State where the 
mother or father resides in this State and is the 
suitable person who should have the custody of such 
child for its best welfare. 

It is recommended that these statutes be amended as 

follows: 

Each parent of a child has a full and equal natural 
right to joint custody of the child. "Custody" means 
all the rights of parents with respect to their 
child under common law as declared and modified by the 
courts and under statutory law, and includes the rights 
to control and direct the activities of the child, 
to guide and discipline the child, to have association 
with and access to the child, and to have the services 
and earnings of the child. Each parent is fully and 
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equally responsible for the support, care, 
protection, education and welfare of the child. 

R.S. 9:2-3 is amended to read as follows: 

9:2-3. When the parents of minor child live 
separately, or are about to do so, the Superior 
Court, in an action brought by either parent, shall 
have the :;ame power to make judgments or orders 
concerning their custody, support, care, 
protection and welfare as concerning children whose 
parents are divorced.(Unless the parents agree 
upon arrangements for physical custody of the child, 
the child may not be removed from the dwelling 
place which is the family home at the time one of 
the parents moves to another dwelling place to 
live separately, until the issue of custody, of 
the child is determined as provided by lawJ If 
the minor child or minor children have not, at 
the time of the commencement of the action, reached 
the age of sixteen years, and if it is represented 
to the court by affidavit or under oath that evidence 
will be adduced involving the rnoral turpitude of 
either parent, or of such minor child or children, 
or that evidence will be adduced which may reflect 
upon the good reputation or social standing of the 
child or children, then the court shall admit to 
the hearing of such case only such persons as are 
directly interested in the matter then being heard. 
The records of such proceedings, including all papers 
filed with the court shall be withheld from 
indiscriminate public inspection, but shall be open 
to inspection by the parents, or their attorneys, and 
to no other person or persons except by order of 
the court made for that purpose. 

It is suggested that R.S. 9:2-4 be entirely deleted 

and that in its stead the following be enacted: 

In any proceeding where the custody of a child 
between its parents or the responsibilities of parents 
to a child are to be determined, the rights of both 
parents to joint custody and their responsibility to 
the child as they exist under law in the absence of 
controversy over them shall be preserved to the 
fullest extent practicable, unless one or both parents 
are proven to be grossly unfit to such an extent and 
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in such a manner as to cause immediate physical 
or emotional danger or damage to the child or 
unless one or both parents abandon the child or 
voluntarily relinquish joint custody. When a 
proceeding involves or results in parents Living 
separately, both parents shall share equally 
temporary and final legal joint custody, physical 
custody, visitation and support. The determination 
by the parents of arrangements for physical 
custody of a child is binding upon the court 
unless it finds based upon clear and convincing 
evidence that the arrangements for physical custody 
are not in the best interests of the child. The 
arrangements for physical custody are determined 
by the court when the parents fail to agree on the 
arrangements or to a significant change in them. 
Visitation shall alternate in accordance with the 
arrangements for physical custody. If a child is 
of sufficient age and capacity to reason so as to 
form as intelligent preference as to custody, 
the court shall consider and ~jve due weight to 
his wishes in making or moditying an award of 
custody. 
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Courts routinely incorpor~te separation agreements in 

uncontested divorces where the parties have agreed as to 

which parent shall have custody of minor children. Similarly 

routine are court determinations in contested cases where only 

financial issues are litigated, the parties having agreed on 

custody. In these cases, the court makes no inquiry af; to the 

fitness of the custodial parent or the wisdom of the parents' 

decision on custody. Thus, consensual joint custody in the 

above settings should stand on no different footing than should 

an agreement granting sole custody. 

The real issue to be faced by our courts :i.s how to resolve 

custody disputes between two fit parents, both of whom want 

custody. 

Our present system of awarding custody to one of these two 

fit parents is not a viable method of dealing with the children 

of divorce. This is especially so where one ~arent is willing 

to share custody but the other insists on sole custody. 

Judicially imposed joint custody, rather than judicially imposed 

sole custody, is the logical alternative. The purpose of 

this article is to discuss why. 

Joint custody is not easy and it may fail in some 

circumstances. But no worse failure than the result of our 

present method of adjudicating child custody disputes can be 

imagined. Research has documented the abnormally high rates 
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of agressive, antisocial and unconb::-olled behavior )n 

children of divorce, 1 and their tendency to feel 

abandoned and rejectea.2 It must Uf' :.dqnif:icant 1.hat: 

their rate of psychological examination at outpatient clinics 

is twice that of other children.3 

Removal of the non-custodial parents• parental r:igh.Ls 

and obligations frequently creates a new post divorce 

battleground - over support and visitation. The-! courts 

are jammed with the result of this fallout.4 The final 

result is that the non-custodial parent feels emasculated 

and cheated. He may ignore financial obligations and 

often fades out of the lives of the children. Or the 

battling continues for years. Or, as is happening with 

greater frequency, the non- custodial parent kidnaps the children.' 

The real losers, of course, are the children. They see 

a father who has little or no authority and a mother who 

may subtly or overtly disparage the father and undermine what 
t: 

little relationship is left between father and child.:> Feelings 

of guilt and abandonment, yet conflicts between love and ha~c 

for the father emerge. Needless to say, his eventual dropping 

out from their lives6 or, in the event of kidnap, the 

removal of mother from their lives, becomes the most cruel 

and final blow. 

c:.v 
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There is a way to avoid these problems. It is a 

method to preserve a father's sense of self worth, of 

parenthood. 7 This in turn will cause him to contl:-ibute 

more willingly to the support of the children and make 

him less critical of mother's decisions~ 8 This attitude 

of cooperation of his part will negate a good deal of the 

hostility on the part of the mother. The stage wi11 then 

be set for more responsible action on the part of both 

parents in fulfilling their obligations in "the best 

interest of the child." 

Give the children both of their parents after divorce 

by preserving both fatherhood and motherhood albeit the 

familial home is broken. 

Joint custody, split custody, or shared parenthood, 

as the method for preserving parent child relationships 

is variously known is the way these goals can be accomplished. 

Shared parenthood does not mean that the children 

necessarily divide their living time equally between father 

and mother. 9 Rather, shared parenthood is primarily a psychologi

cal and legal concept, not a logistical one. For it is the 

psychological or emotional devestation that creates the post 

divorce turmoil which is scarring all parties to divorce 

and threatening to create in our army of children of divorce, 

a new lost generation. 
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To turn that negative psychological or emotional 

response around and make it work positively is the goal of 

shared parenthood. The first positive effect is that in 

joint custod:y there is no "winner" and no ,..loscJ:". Both 

parents are awarded joint custody, assuming both r>r:e fit 

parents and both want custody. 

The father no longer feels beaten by his former wife, 

nor cheated by a system he otherwise sees as unfair. 

Parental rights as well as financial obligations are both 

his. The mother no longer can use her "title" as custodian 

of the children against the father and further deprive 

him and the children of the love,affection, nurturance and 

companionship that the law dictates is each child's due 

from both parents. Both parents are put on notice that 

they both have mutual obligations and rights and ·that 

cooperation between them will be looked upon favorably by 

the courts - and that lack of cooperation will be punished. 

Shared parenthood means that the psychologically 

damaging phrases such as "I have custody, you don't" 

and the term "visitation" will be discarded. Both parents 

have custody in shared parenthood. Each one has physical 

custody at different times, but they both always have 

legal custody. 

... 



Most importantly, the emotional impact on the children 

is positive. Since they know that they still belong to 

both parents, their feelings of abandonment will be diminished. 

They will be more secure in their knowledge that both parents 

love them and want them. They will grow up knowing both 

father and mother as authority figures~ Idealization or 

rejection of one parent will be minimized. 

There is opposition to the concept of awarding joint 

custody over the objection of one parent. The thesis is 

that if one parent objec'ts to it, joint custody will not work~ 

Presumably, so that theory goes, since you can't force 

cooperation upon an obj.ecting parent, don't bother to try~ 

Yet where that objecting parents is the mother, the chances 

are nine-to-one that she will wind up with sole custody.lo 

Thus, there is no incentive for her to settle and where she 

prevails, the Court will be awarding custody to the very 

parent who eschews cooperation. 

The belief that joint custody should not be imposed upon 

a parent who wants sole custody emanates from the belief 

that divorced parents can't make decisions together. The 

conventional wisdom is that since the parents couldn't 

communicate with each other while married, mutual dealings 

after divorce should be kept to a minimum. Let them go 

their separate ways and make new lives for themselves is 

the theory. 
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The inescapable fact, however, is that judges who, 

espouse this theory are ignoring the public policy of this 
11 

state. The law is that the welfan: of the children i.s 

paramount. Certainly divorced parents should rriake new lives 

for themselves, but not at the expense of the innocent 

victims of divorce - their children. 

The welfare of the children demands both parents after 

divorce. The law also diet.ates that there be cooperation 

after divorce between the parents. But it pays mere lip 

service to this concept by refusing to set the emotiona]_ 

stage for cooperation that shared parenthood presents. 

Instead, the court seeks cooperation in the winner take 

all roulette which, by its very nature, stifles cooperation. 

Why it is assumed that joint custodial parents will 

fail to cooperate, that the required contact will cause 

more, not less bickering? Why is it assumed that just 

because two people couldn't handle, while married, and 

while locked in combat in court, the myriad issues that 

need resolution in marriage, when relieved of all but one 

issue, the children, cooperation will be just: as elusive? 

Certainly the litigation posture forced upon the parents in 

effort to prevail is not a fair test of their ability 

to cooperate. Yet, routinely we hear judges comment that 
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the parties have demonstrated through the lit:i.:gation that 

they can't cooperate. 

Married parents disagree as to their children. They 

learn to compromise. Divorced pa:rents can too. One will. 

get his way on one issue in exchange for the other 

prevailing on another. Finally, there is always the court 

to whom the parents can turn to resolve their cl:i.sagreements .. 

and the penalty to the loser 'should be that he must pay both 

his fees and those of the other parent. Will joint custodians 

really go to court to ask the judge to decide what summer 

camp the children should go to, knowing that one of them will 

have to pay several hundred dollars for that decision? 

The other argument is based on the belief that joint 

custody creates instability for the children. This agrument 

is grounded on outmoded hypotheses concerning child rearing 

and is not based upon any empirical evidence that joint 

custody does not work. 

This argument against joint custody is based on the 

belief that the children need roots.12 They can't: have two 

homes. This argument is an idealization rooted in happier 

times when families didn't divorce and remained in the same 

neighborhood, indeed, the same house, for generations. It 

fails to recognize that the American family has changed. 

That divorce is all too often a reality. That over 3 million 

divorced mothers with children under the age of three hold 
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full time jobs. That fifty percent of all American women 

work and sixty-seyen percent of all divorced woman 

work. 1 3 ~ That in our mobile society the entire country 

picks up and moves once every seven years. That mental health 

experts have discovered that there is a substitute for a 

mother's love. 

The new roots for the children of America are their 

relationships with their parents. They are often the only·-

roots that our children have today. Yet in refusing to 

provide our children with both parents, the courts are 

destroying the very concept of roots which they seek to pre-

serve! 

This objection, the roots, or logistic objection also 

fails to come to grips with the fact that shared parenthood 

is primarily a psychological concept, not a log~stical 

one at all. And that the logistics are incidental and 

changeable, depending upon the needs of the people involved. 

Joint custody does not pretend to foster love and 

affection between divorced parents. Rather it seeks to 

minimize custody battles and post-judgment motions by defusing 

this sensitive area. Most of all, it seeks to improve 

the well being of children of divorce. 

Why should a parent be compelled to accept joint custody? 

The answer is simple. Cooperation post-divorce is the goal 

of all of us. If litigants knew that the courts (1) encourage 

cooperation (2) penalize lack thereof (3) award joint 
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custody as a presumption (4) will award sole custody as 

between two fit parents to the one who desires joint custody, 

and cs'> will remove joint custody from one parent who proves 

uncooperative after divorce, the "winner" and "loser" 

atmosphere in custody cases will lessen. Litigants will 

have more respect for the system. Backlogs will shrink. 

Fathers will more willingly pay support. Judges will not 

have to make hair-splitting decisions as between two 

fit parents, and most importantly, we may help the children 

of divorce who are being ill served by our outmod~d methods. 

Joint custody may not be for everyone. Both parents 

must be fit and both desirous of having custody. Those 

are the sole prerequisites. The mere fact that one parent 

ref uses to agree to joint custody voluntarily should not 

automatically result in a court refusal to award joint 

custody .. Nor should the predivorce bickering result in a 

conclusion that postdivorce relationships will remain poor. 

The courts have an obligation to our children to attempt to 

ameliorate the postdivorce situation. Joint custody must be 

given a chance. 
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N.0.1.S.E. Abused Children of America, Inc. 
12 W. 72 St., New York, N.Y. 10023 

Address Correction Requested 

FIRST CLASS 

PLEASE FILL IN THIS FORM FOR A CONSULTATION 

We take this step very seriously and promise to be truthful in our 

statements to the Family Evaluation Panel. 

We are enclosing a statement dated ----··------- ____________ _ 
Date 

by 
lfusband's full name 

Husband's full aJdrPSS 

and a statement dated 
Date 

by------------
Wffe 's full name 

----- -----------------------·--· 
Wife's full address 

Husband's phone: 
Business Home 

Wife's phone: 
Business Home 

Enclosed is a money order or certified check in the 
amount of $100.00 payable to N.0.1.S.E. Abused Children of America, Inc. 

We have read your brochure and understand that the ~;urn is not refundable 
but will be credited towards our registration if we are £,nrolled for the 
Family Evaluation Plan. 

Husband's signature 

Wife's signature 

.... 1 
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Another Way 
1 o Approach Divo1ce 

Separation and divorce are by t~ir very nature wrenching 
and traumatic experiences. Sadly the adversary nature of most 
divorce proceedings make the pain and dislocation even greater. 

There is another way, mediation. Many couples can work out 
fair settiement5 of all issueS involving their chlldren, their finJnCes 
and property, and their future security by sitting down with an 
experienced coumellor who will help them to do the job. 

His task is to help you understand each other's needs and 
concerns, and to organize and analyze the financial and tax 
consequences and other factual considerations in such a manner 
that you can best find the sC'lution which fits your situation. 

Theodore Sager Meth 
744 Broad St.. Ntwar~. New l?xsl'y (201) 6l2-5530 

Th~~oq;-S-aSler ,,,.,,,_. t g'~:h.:1!'9 of Prlncetor"I Un1VPi'tity Union Th•iclog~,:.,..;n,.,.'J 1nd the Hir,,~-~ L,.w 
Schoof. ti.as. 11ucfirU1'IJ'1rrrtfi.~~f"4d..a!.brn1~yl.":.~l'} -...i~it~ to h•vL,9 p'3<.t1lJtd 't"' r:·vvui 1~n 2.5 yaars A 
rrwm~r ot n ... Now Jer~v O•wr~lilr'Sw.d,y rommlnl:Jn ht wn ln:.(\'rnor'ltll In tt:-e c!ttvctio:iment of rht 
prew,,I New J-.rwey d1vo1c• 111~1 

--------------
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ASSEMBLY, No. 3366 

ST ATE OF NEW JERSE'f 

INTJWDUGl~D MAY 21, 1979 

By Assemblymen BUHXS, .'.IIAH'J'IN, VISOTCJ(Y, J\.ssombly

woman KIEH;\AN nnd Assemhlyman BAJ~R 

Referred io Committee on Jnstitutio1rn, Health and \Yelfarc 

AN ACT cow:erning the rights ancl rcBponsibilities of parents with 

respect to tbcir children, mid ;rnwnding R. S. 9 :2-3 and 9 :2-4. 

1 BE IT EXACTED by the Senate mid General Asscmbl!J cf the State 

2 of Ncic Jersey: 

1 1. Each p::in,nt of a child lws a full and equal natural right to 

2 joint eLbtody LJJ' ! lie cl1ild. '' Cn"Locly" rn":u1s all lh' riglih of 

3 parents witli respect lo llwir d1ilcl under common Ltw ac; dccbrccl 

4 and moilifiocl by tho courts 1mcl micfor statutory htw, and inclucles 

5 tlie rights to control aml direct the activities of the child, to gnirlo 

6 ancl discipline the cliild, to licwo ctssodation witli and access to the 

7 child, :lllll lu kffu 1111' s"n'i<'cs and l'arni11gs oi' Uic l'liilcl. T<~acli 

8 parent is fully :rn1l 1!q:1:Llly r1spu11silil1' for !111' Slljljllll'I, can', pro-

9 tection, education and y;elfarL: of the child. 

1 2. H. S. 9 ::?-3 is amcrnkr11.o read ns follow: 

2 ~):2 :1. \\'lll·ll !lie p«rr·nfs of 1t1i11or cl•ildren li\'<' sci•:nai.cl.v, or 

3 are about to do so, !Le Superior Court, in an action lironght by 

4 either parent, shall have tho :oamc power to make judgments or 

5 or<lcrs couccn~i11g; thc:ir [care,] custody, [c(1ur_·ation and rnain~ 

G tenance] s11pzlorf, care, 71rolccfion, education, and 'ircliore as con-

7 ccrning cl1ildrm ,,·hose parents are diYorccd. [Tlto minor child 

8 when in the ndual can; and custody of the mother in such cases, 

D shall not be taken b/ ilie fall,cr of such child forcibly or against 

10 the "-ill of the motlier fron1 lier ou:;tody, arnl the conrt lmving 

11 jurisdiction in 1.lic premises shall have the anthority 1o nmke such 

12 orders aml jm1gments :is will protect the motlier i11the1naintenanco 

13 of such control mid custody nn1 il otbcrwise orclcrct1 by the court 

H having jurLrlidion] Unless Ilic varcnls agree 11/Jon arrangements 

lf> for vhysical cnslud!J of Ilic cliild, the child may 11ot be rcmove,z 

lG irum the clu:e/liJ:g piucc iul; iclt i;; the family home at f/;e time o;ie 

EXPLANATIO:-t-:'11ntt~r cnrlosccl in bold-fo<'ccl hrackets [rhua in the above bill 
i§ Jiot enm:teJ nu<l is iuteu<led to be omitterl in the law. 
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17 of !lie Jdu·cnl s 1110Hs to anol her dwclliug 71/ace lo live separately, 

18 until Ilic issue of custod.IJ of' I/in chilrl is determined as provided 

19 b,11 /all'. If the minor child or minor el1ilc1he11 ha\·o not, at the time 

20 of tl:c comrncnl:ernt;nl of !lie adion, rcachcc1 !lie: age of ] 6 years, 

21 aml if it is rqm,sc11tt>d 1o tlll' ('ourt hy al!ithvit. or under oath that 

22 evidence will he adrlnccd inrnh·ing the moral turpitude of either 

2:: parent, or of such minor cl1ilcl or cl1ildrc11, or that evidence will he; 

2·!· adt1m·r·r1 \1·hich mny rd!ct-l 11 pon 1lw goorl reputation or social 

23 stnmli;1g· of 1lw •·hilc1 or childl·e11, (hem the court shall admit to the 

21) hearing of such case only such pcrnons us are directly interested 

27 in the matter then lwiug 11ean1. The rccon1s of such proceedings, 

28 includin;; all impt>rs filed wit11 tlw court, shall be withheld from 

2:J · indiserimi;i:1fr )JHlilic insprdion. hut shall he open to inspection b;· 

:;o the pan·1:ts, or their :d(onwys, :11111 to no other person or persons 

:n execpt I·:· ordn of llu' conrt made for that )'lll'[J0.';8. 

1 :!. H. S. :J :2-·i j,, <tnwmled to re;1d :is folhnvs: 

2 :J :2-·L [In m:1king :rn onler 01· ;judg1ncnt rclali,-e to the custody 

.'} of tl1e el1ilt1rl'n )'Cm1i11g a controyersy between their parents, or in 

~ rcgan: tr, tlicir final poss(>,osion, tl1c rigl1h of both parents, in the 

" alJse11c" of miseomlnct, slrnll he held lo he equal, and they shall be 

ii ct1ua.lly chll'.'.;Tt1 with tl1•·;r l'an,, nurture, edu~atiou and welfare, 

7 :rnrl th» Li ppi1wss an cl \1-c!fn rl' of tlie el1ilcl rcn ,ob all dctenninc the 

8 e;ustoJy or po,session. If a cl1il1l is of sufficic11t age and capacity to 

9 rca~ol! so as to form au intelligent preference as to custody, the 

10 court ,]i,<]] <·onsilkr and gin~ chic weight to hi,o: wishes in making 

] I an ;rn:1nl of C'llstqdy 01· 1nodifi!'aticn1 thereof. 

1'.: 'l'l1l' c·oud rnay makt, tlll' lH'!'es,.;ary ord0rs aud judgments from 

l:l lime 1o 1irnr: in n·l:1tio11 lo such custody or pt>cScssion, bnt the 

14 fatlwr, :•s slH·11, sl:all not lia\'l) preference over tlie mother as to 

l'i lht• a1'. <Lr.!,,:· '"md.ody of snclt minor child if tlic• Ji,._,[ intacsfs of the 

Iii 1·l1ild 1>ih·n,·i-;;1 l11:iy be prot('elet1, and in 110 "'1'-'C sl1:1ll il1" eourt 

17 having ,illri-;didion in tbis Stale over the person :rncl custody of any 

JS mi11or r.;·11nit sucl1 child to bt, removed from tl1is St:itc whore thE> 

l~l 111oi11t·r or f:dli1'r resides in this State anc1 is thl' suitable person 

~O who :-;l:u11ld l1avc Urn custody of such child for its best welfare.] 

21 In 'iii}! proceeding where the cnstody of o child between its 

22 parents 01· the responsibilities of parents to a child are to be 

23 detcrminPr/, flu; ri,qlds of both parents to joint wstody and their 

:~4 rcs;wnsi/Ji/;ties lo tlie child as they exist wlflcr law in the absence 

2:i o/ coufro?'('rsy over flrnm .,hall be 7wcservcd to the fullest extent 

2(). prncfica/Je, 111des .. 1· 01/C or !Jofh parents arc prov."n fo be grossly 

'!.7 unfit lo snch cw e::vtent and in sur:h a manner as to cause immediate 
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28 physical or emolioilal drlllger or damage to the child or unless one 

29 or both parents abunr/on the child or vo/1111/arily relinquish joil!t 

30 C'ustody. 1r71cn a procccdiu.!J inrnll'cs or rCc''Ulis i;1 parents lii'ing 

31 separate!!), both parents shall slrnre equally temporary and ft1•,zl 

32 legal joiul custodv, tJhysical custody, visitatioll awl support. The 

33 defenniirntion liy the parents of orrangemcnts for physical custody 

34 of a child is biurli11g 11J!Ol1 the court uuless it fiu,/s /;used upon clc,:ir 

:J5 and coni-incing evidence that fl,c arrangem€1:!s fur physical, cus-

3G todv are not in the best ,interests of the child. Tl•c orrangemenls for 

37 vhvsical wstody arc dclcrmined U.1J the court 1r)wn the 2wre11fs fo;l 

38 to a.!Jrce on the ar.•'!lilf/C111e11ls or lo a sig11i,ficu11t chrzngc in ihcm. 

39 Visitalio11 shall alternate in accnrdaucc icith f]!,; urrant1ements for 

40 JJl1ysical c11s!n1ly. Tf 11 child is of s11f]icie111 llfJC a!!tl Cllpacity to 
•11 reason so as lo forn1 us intcllit1cnt prcferc11cc as lo custody, tl1e 

42 court shall consider ul!ll gii:e due weight lo 7'is 1risl1cs in nial"iug •n 

43 modifying an award of custody. 

1 ·1. 'l.'l1is ad shall take effect immec1btcly. 

S'L'c'l'E\U<}N'l.' 

The purpose of !his 1iill j, t<i rnnkc join! l'u,-tody arnl full and 

equal rc~pons!lJi!ity for n d1ild liy lioth ri:in·uh thr_, standard in 

proceedings \dicre cuotoLly or pareninJ rc,;pOli>ibilitics are to be 

dctennine:J, unless om; or lJoth parents are grnody unfH, or abandon 

or relinquish custody oyer the child. 

Under cuneut statutory law, there is no gC'neral proYision con

cerning the rights and nispousibilitios of pa!'Onts '\'ith respect to 

their child. There is n vrovisio1i which makes both 1Mnrnls equally 

entitled to the services anLl earnings of a child (R. S. 9 :1-1). There 

arc a number of provisions \\·hic·l1 concern problems in the family 

rolationsliip, sticb as scpara!irrn Ol" divorce of p~1rcnts, unfitness of 

parents, or !Prmi1rntion r_,f parcn1al rights. In :;q1aration or diYOrC'e 

proceedings, the rit,:'hts of lioth parents with respect to custody of 

a child are equal. hi sitn:iii"ns where parents are li.-ing apart hut 

are not legally separnier1 or L1irnrccd, and the mother has actual 

custorly of a d1ilt1, a faiLcr may not take custody of the child 

forcilJly or ng-ainsl !110 will of tl1c mother until custody is docidccl 

by the court (RS. !l :2-3). 

In praciiro, the conrts have consiclernble discreti1in in cnstody 

detennin:i,tions anLl lb· st:rndnnl that i8 npplil'ahle is "the best 

interest:> of the child." Tho conds have tcnclerl to favor the mother 

of a child in custody determirnttions. Custody of a cl1ild of tender 

years is ordinarily awarded to the mother if she L5 a fit and proper 

person. 

.. 

.• 
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J oiut custotly is permissible under current law and there ha Ye 

been such award::;. lio\n'ver, the conecpt of joint custody is rela

tively 11cv: nnd thPrc is disngreemcnt mnong courts and commen

tator:-> on~r it. 

'l'his bi!l wo•ikl proYidc i11 statntory law that each parent has a 

fnll and equal natural right to ;joint ctrntody of their child. Both 

pan~uts wonld lJP fully and equally rcspcmsiblc for tlie support, 

care, protC'ction, education and welfare of the child. In proceedings 

where custody or parcI1tal responsibilities arc to be determined, 

the equal rights and responsibilities of the parents ·would have to 

be preserved to tlw fulkst extent practicable, miless one or both 

parents :u-•· grossly mifit, or ll.baudon or relinquish joint custody 

over tlte ehilcl. Whc11 a }H'ococtling iuvolvcs or results in parents 

living separately, tlrny would lJOth share equally temporary and 

final legal joint custody, physical custody, visitation and support 

of the chil<1. 'rhc parents' determination of arrangements for 

physical custody wouW be Lincling upon the court unless it finds by 

clear and conducing c\·idcncc thnt the arrangements are not in 

the best interests of the cltild. Tho com·t would determine the 

anangcnwni': for lil1~·si(·al enstoc1y if t]w pnrcnts could not. agree 

011 them 01· to a sig;11ifwnnt chnHgc in them. In situations wliere 

the par;'nis are livinp_· :1.part but nr0 not legally srparatcc1, a child 

(·oul<l Hot 1Je rcmo\'<:t1 from the family home unless ihe parenis 

agrc~e 011 a rr:1 ngm11<~111.~ for p]1ysif':tl cnstocly, until Uie issue of 

custody ol' ll1(· <'1til<l i:.: d('knni.1w(l as pro,:ickd by law. 

'l'ltis l1ill \\"Cl\tlcl rnal'(' joint c11stoc1y aml full allll ctpwl rcsponsi

hility fo1· n chihl hy hoth parents the standarrl in custody cases in 

New ~Jcrs0y, provicfod hoih parents are fit nnd devoted to their 

chilc1. 'l'hC' "uest interests of the child" standard would still be 

applical1Jc., lmt 1h0 riglits and responsibilities of pa.rents would be 

more el0arly r0cog11izcd. 
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Cr.e of the bittereat problem~~ J.n 2.ny divorce3--th.:1t o?: ~1ho 

qeta tha children--may finally be settled. On M~y 21 a Joint Cu~tody 

Bill ua3 filed in New Jera0y, th~ third of itn kind in the nation. 

It was ·tntrcduced by As3em.bly::n.···.~1 1<.6b:!::-t Burns a~ A~rnembly Jill 336G. 

Over the years th·.". tradi t to·1:J 1 m;,ti1od for awi'.'trdinc1 custody 

Up to the beginni_n:; of t'•'"" 

parents had with their children prio- to a divorce. (Parents divorce 

each other--not their children.) 

from c:;_;o.:h othe!." does not n:e.-:!n 1 .h::i.~. th~ roles of each should be diMin:lf;hed 

in the eyes of tha children. il~ll 3266 cncouragea pw.rents to 1./ork o'...lt 

priv3t~ arrangements so that bot~ will continue to be interested in 

and r·~soonsiblc for the rai::iinQ of t}1eir childr-:~n. 

Tht~ Court will continu-2 to help t::ose who h;;oe problems with 

their 2'.rrangements !?y the car0fu1 exu.:ntnation of the childn~n who F.1ay 

suff ~r by irresponsible act:3 of t:.he pdr;-~nts. 

Thi;-.; Sill it1 a victory for children who no lonqer have to go 

throu<?,h t.he traumatic efff:~Ct of "losing" a parent throuqh a divorce 

unde~ the present syRtem. 

~; , ... -

Anthony Gil 
201-861-2592 
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MARITAL 
PARTNERSHIP 
PROPERTY: 
A PROPOSAL 
FOR REFORM 

V HY MARIT Al PROPERTY Rl:fORM? 

\\ 1-.l on-,111\ prt":.ent '>l'fl.Hdl(' property '>Y'>ll'm J> l'mbod
ied in >I.Ill' propt•rty Jnd tdx >ldtute> Jnd < d>(' IJw i-, in
l'qu1tdlilt· ,i-, dpplied to propt.>rty acquired during mar
riagt' bt.>cause: 

• >eparate property fails to reflect the basic partnership 
nature of marriage and the widely held belief that 
property a( quired during marriage b "ours" and not 
"hi-," .ind "hers"; 

• '>L'p.irdte property fails to recognize the numerous, 
important, hut non-monetary contribut1om oft-a< h 
~pou-,e, p.irl1tularly thme of the traditional 
homemaker; 

• -,cp,ir.itl' prop('rty fails to provide ,my r('nwdy during 
thl' u11go1r1g rn.1111.tgl' for th<· failure of thl' brl'Jdwin
rwr to provide tor tlw support of tht· nonwage earn-
111g spous(• lil"vond thJt of a subsiqence level, even 
whl'll therl' 1s a< ieJrly demomtratt>d ability to pay; 

• prl's<'nt case law refuses to recognize a broad right of 
rnar itdi partners, either before or during marriage, to 
vary the terms of the state imposed marriage contract 
through enforceable individualized marriage agree
nwnts applicable to the financial aspects of the ongo
ing marriage as well as to dissolution of the marriage 
.it divorce or death. 

1. ... 

... 

On the following pages, side-by-side, are a summary of 
present Wisconsin law as it deals with marriage and 
property, and the outline of a proposed reform system, 
called marital partnership property.~ 

--------·------------------~----·----~ ----- -------

I llr ilw pJ>t thrl't' year,, .in Pxtem1v1• rP't'drth proje( ton marriage and 
pr<>pt·1t\ i.iv., h," hn'f1 undertJkt•n undt'r the 'P'H'"'"hip ot the Gov
Prn1>1·, ( 011rn1">1on un ttw '>t.itu' ol Women: Mu< h ul tht> ba;ic legal 
\I\~ 11 k \. ... ,1·, dorH' bv l J rnver 'lit y ol V\· 1..,l on'1.1n l JVv ~< hool ..,11;dent~ who 

'-it'I \ 1·d .i..., ( l1nH .ii 1111<'1 n~ .it tht' ( ( i111rt1h..,1011, t.•nr oil Pd in l .tw ~rhool 
<.,('llllll.tr.., lln "lt'>.-b.i'>t'tf d!'.-.t r1rn1n<lt!Oll, .1nd WrOlt' Jirt•( tt•d fl''learc h pd

f•l'f> 1 lw ba>1C re't'arc h >ources whrch were carefully explored were: 
th<' l nit.nm PMtro«r1h1p Act, tht· law1 ol the eight community prop-
,., II q,1t<» IA11zona, Cahtornia, Idaho. Louisiana, New Mexico, Nev.ida, 

T"'"' .ind wa,hrngtonl, tbf• IJw> of tlw 1ix common law property 
't.itt» (11H ludrng Mich1g.in Colorado. Pt>nnsylvan1.i) whKh adopted 
< ommurnty propt'r ty lt'~"ldtion for J brief period in the 1940'> .ind 
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vMious comprPhl'n'"''' rnJr1t.il propf'rty rt'forrn propos.il' d"'"l"p•·d '" 
the Candd1an pruv1m •». 

An .id ho< ( omn11tte(' ol lt>g"IJtor,, l.iwy"''· Jt1d rl'l"''"'lltdt1Vt'> of• 1t
i1t•n g1oup' w.i' tornwd 1n 1975 to 1·v.1lu"1,, rht· """"·"' twd ~l11·rn.1l1vt·, 
and to make 11•ntdll\l' polr< y dee "1orh •" '" wh,11 ,tiould I"· rr11 l111ft-d 
in a reform propn>al. A b1part1san bill rntorpurdt1n~ hJ'1l rn.mtdl prop
erty reform in the form of a new property sy1tem (bJsed on commu
nity property principle\ and callt•d mJr1tal partnership property\ I'> t'x
pected to b" comrdered by the Wisconsin IPg1>l,1tu1<· dunng 1t' 1979-
80 se1s1on. This bill should <,Prvp as J model l(lr m.irit.il pJrtrn·"hip 
property reform legislation 1n thP otht'r 41 cornrnor1 law prup•·rty stall", 



"With this ring I thee wed1 with my 
body I thee worship1 and with all my 
worldly goods I thee endow. 11 

Book of Common Prayer 
Solemnization of lvfatrimony 

Prcsenr 11 iscori-1n l.J;\ 

A \Voma11 b\ lav. i-, not e11t1tlt>d tu economi( c rui1t tr om 
any labor peifu111wd .ha wile hl'r hu~h.md i'> er1t1tl(·d to 
all profit irom her wnrk in the home or in a tMrnly farm 
Of bU')ine~~ (t ;P_' rn-.ly d~.rt~l' in pay ner f,.H her 

work in a bu>irH"1>). 

Traditionally, only financial co11trihut1om to t.imdy J'>Sf'ts 
have l1t·1·n countPd: th1• unpaid labor of the honwmaker 
h.io give11 her 110 kg.ti owner.,h1p of her honw or o!he~ 
f.1111il) a~<,l'h. 

There'' no >UL h thing J> marital property. Everything 
belong' entirely to the one who is given or inherits it, or 
<'arm it 1n p.iid C'mployment. Traditionally, when prop
erty Wd' held jointly (in .1oint tenancy or by tenants in 
cornmo11J, tlm did not mean t:-qual ownership in every 
re.,~w, t. For tax m inheritann' purposes, ownership was 
apportioned strictly according to who contributed finan
cialh Recently, th1'> finanual contribution ruie has been 
t hanged with regard to real property {land or buildings) 
held 1n jrnnt u·nan(y by married couples, but there is 
qili no recognition by ft'dt•:·,11 and .,tate tax authoritie\ of 
equ,11 owncr~hip of joint chl'cking and savings accounts. 

...... ---------· 
11Marriage never will cease to be a 
wholly unequal partnership until the law 
recognizes the equal ownership in the 
joint earnings and possessions." 

Susan B. Anthony, 1820-1906 

Propo~.J!: /\1.iutal P.11tn<·r~h11! /'10111·111 

/\,1arriagP will lw a< ont1.it t h<·tw<·<·11two1·q11.JI pdrt1H''' 
lor mutual Jt':,po11-,1hil1ty ,rnd '>11ppo1 t. 1 lwv will h.1v<· 
equal owrwr.,hip of thl' mar it.ii pMtn<·r<,h1:i propl'rt), 
and wi!I shari· equ,illy ttl(' rq . .;ht tu rn.illdf',• ,ll\d contrul 1t. 

WHAT WILL B~ MARITAL PARl NI R'>lllP PROP! R l Y / 

1 All wages earned by eith<·r p.irtrwr (111 rP< ognition 
that both contribute to the marital partrH'rship through 
labors paid and unpaid) . 
2. All property that is not demonstrated by de;ir aml 
convincing evidence to be' separate propPrty. 
3. All profits, interest, divid<·nd'> and r<'nh hJ'>t·d on 

either partner's separate property during the ye.tr'> ol tlw 
marriage (this provision will allow one partner a mod(''' 
interest in the '>Cparate µropcrty of th(' otht•r, gr.idt1.it1·d 
according to the duration of thl' rnamag'" partn<·r.,hipJ. 
4. The natural nP! increa.,e in the value of any '>Cpar.itt· 
property during the years of the marriag'l' (this provi'>1<H1 
will help avoid legal disputes a' to what part of any in
crease is due to the partner's labors, what part is profit'>, 
and what part rs due to inflation). 

WILL THERE BE ~EPARAH PROPERTY? 

Yes. Property acquired beforP marriag<', ,iftl'r l<·gdl '><'!Jd ~ 
ration or divorce or during marriage by gift or inh('[1-
tance will be separate property. So will ,rny other prop
erty that is designated as separate property liy a 1 ourt or 
by a valid agreement betwpc·n rn.irriage partn('r~. 

WHAT ABOUT MIXED PROPERTY? 

When property has been acquired partly liefort· and 
partiy during a marriage, or with sonw '.cpar.ite and 
some marital partnership a'sets (including l.ibor), and 
there is need to determine who owm how much of thl' 
property in que.,tion, thl' propPrty will lw d1v1dC'd d< -
cording to tht• ar1101mh of sc·p.ir.tt<' .ind 111.irrt,il p.11t1w1 · 
ship rontributrons and nor a<< <nding to who'><' 11.11111· 1\ 
on the titl<· 
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//If you would marry wisely, marry your 
equal." 

Ovid, 43 B.C. - A.O. 18 
Heroides 

Pr· 'ent Wisconsin Law 

Since all wages are the separate property of the person 
who earned them, tht>y are entirely at the disposal of 
th.it pt>rson A honwmJking spouse hJs NO lcgJI right to 
· ,.;1 c in thl' rn.inagernent or control of the wage-
( '.trrwr\ income. In effect, tlw wJge earner has complete 
ti1-,l 1 t•tion to detl'rrnim· th<'<'< onomic level at which the 
f.imi!y 111.1y live, to make Jll the family financial de< isiom 
,Jlld to '>JH'lld thl' inc onw as he or ~he chooses. Th<' 
wJgc cJrrwr's dis< retion is subject to only one limita
tion: that his or her "dependents" not become welfare 
c hargl''>. 

Couple-, who marry today do not sign any agreement. 
Mo;t couples do not know their legJI rights and respon
sibilities in a marriage rPlationship. People usually only 
d1-,cover how the state enforces its interpretation of the 
m.irriage Jgreement when thl' government steps into 
their marri<1gP,, u-,ut1lly ,1t a time of rwrsonal crisis: when 
a partner dies, at separation, or divorn'. 

The rights and responsibilities of marriage have been de
termined piece-by-piece over the years through specific 
court cast's and scattered statutes. The state's terms and 
conditions are not set forth anywhere in any single writ
tl'n document 

Individual agreemenh, Pven whl'n writtC'n, ~igned, and 
notJri1cd have rarely b<'en uphPld. Marriage is generally 
regarded a~ a contract between the couple and the state 
which <an only be changed by law or the death of one 
p.ir trwr. Onlv one narrow ( ategory of contracts has been 
uphPld -,011w Jgrt•t•nwnh tu limit the inlwritance rights 
ot the sur• 1v111i-; p.irtner. The-,p ,tgreenwnts have often 
!wen m.ide b('IWet•n m.iturt• pt>oplP who havC' entered a 
'><« und marri,1ge and wl'>h to keep property avdilable for 
inlwrit.mu· by 1 hildren of an earlier marriage. 

lnform<1I mutu.11 und<'r'>tJndings between harmonious 
<ouple'>, that they operate a fdrm or business iointly as a 
m.irital p.irtn('rship, for inst,ince, have been overruled 
and th1 own out by the courts. 

0 Modern inventions have banished the 
spinning-wheel, and the same law of 
progress makes the woman of today a 
different woman from her 
grandmother." 

Stanton, Anthony and Gage 
History of Woman Suffrage, 1881 

Propo~al: Marital Partnership Property 

WHAT DOES EQUAL MANAGEMENT OF 
MARITAL PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY MEAN? 

Both partners must give consent in any transaction in
volving IJnd or buildings (real property) which belong 
to the marriage partnership and both must approve a 
gift made from marital partnership assets. Otherwise, 
either partner may independently manage and control 
marital assets so long as the basic requirement is abich•d 
by: that each operates honestly, in good faith, without 
intention to harm, obtain advantage ovN, or defrt1ud th(' 
best interests of the partnership or of the other. 

MARRIAGE CONTRACTS 

All couples who marry will sign that they have read, un
derstood and agreed to the essential incidents of mar
riage as codified in the statute'> and summarized on the 
marriage application and certificate along these lines: 

Marriage in Wisconsin 

• Marriage is a legal contract between two equal part
ners. The partnership lasts as long as the marriage, and 
cannot be dissolved by the husband and wife as long 
as they are married. Husbands and wives may not em
ploy each other for marriage and domestic services. 
Both husband and wife share the responsibility of 
heading the household, 

• Marriage means that husband and wife agree to re
spect each other and support each other in whatever 
way they can, whether by earning money, caring for 
each othC'r's personal needs, or mJking a home for 
each other. Both husband and wife h<1ve th1· right to 
manage and control the income and prop('rty of their 
marriage partnership <1nd agree to exercise it carefully 
and prudently, so as to protect and conserve the 
income and property in the best interests of the 
marriage partnership and each other. 

• All of this is part of the law of Wisconsin. No married 
couple may alter or abridge these essential wrms 
when making an agreement or contract between 
themselves about their marriage. 
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11 matrimony (_ u1JS1sts in an 
inseparable union of minds: a couple are 
pledged to one another in faithful 
friendship. The end is the begetting and 
upbringing of children through 
marriage intercourse and shared duties 
in which each helps the other to rear 
children. '1 

Prc>'>('nt 11 ;_,u>noin /.111 

"A world-without-end bargain. n 

~hJ~l',llt'dl l' 

l 01 <' ~ L.1li1 i.,1 .. 1 l)'' 

CRI I >11 

On!\ \\.1i..:1·-t·.i1 rlt'r'> 01 111div1du,tl' with l.irgl' d'>'>Cb th.it 
m.t\ lH' thl'd d' ~t·t urit\ Ml' con.,1dereu credit-worthy in 
tlwir m\11 right A fu!l-tinw honwrndker (who is not in
d1'1n·11d1·11tl\ V\t·.iltfl\I <.tnrwt get credit unless her hus

li,111d ,\~I l't'' tu l('t lwr u~c h1> 

Dl H 1" 

"rn< 1· .1 p•·• ">n 1\ hu ,ign' for ,, loan is responsible ior its 
1•·1>.1111w111. t r1·di1or' U'>LJ.111' require that both married 
p.11t1ll·1, ,1g11. 1u m.1k1· both ot them liJblt>. The ~epar.itc 
pr op1·111 ol 1 lw one whu did not ~ign for d debt Cdnnot 
lw 1.1~-<·•1 lt• llH'l'l ,1 dd>t in< urr 1·d by one• who did sign. 

St. Thomas Aquinas 
Summa Theolo1-:ica, 13th cent. 

Proposal: Marir.il P,Jrtnership Propertv 

INDIVIDUAL MARRIAGE CONTRACTS 

Any couple mdy enter into any propt'rty or fin.incial Jr
r,mgement it chooses and that Jrrangement will be en
forced by the courts so long JS: 

• it does not violate public µolic y; 

• < PrlJin formdliti<''> havf' l)('l'n c 0111pl1·t1·d (put1111i.; tlll' 
lOlltrJ{! 111 wri1111g, '>i1-:11i11g ii, h.ivlllJ.: !Ill' '>1g11.1lt111·" 
witnesst'dl, 

• each piH ly hJd k11owll'dg<· of hi" <H lwr l1·g.tl rii-;lil'>, 
and under~tdlld'> tlw < h,ing<·s in 1h<''><' right'> rn<1dc· liy 
the agrel'rnenl; 

• there has been full and fair disclmure; 

• agreement between the spouses WJS not obtained 
through undue influen<-e, fraud or a materidl mistdkl' 
in fact; 

• there are no changed circumslanccs which would 
render the contract very opprl'~~ive or impo~'>ible to 

fulfill; 

• the contract involves a reasonJbl<' ex< hangC' of good'> 
or services (consideration) to emure thJt the partie~ 
to the c·ontract do not dis.,olv<' tlw /hlftner~hip ch.ir
acteristi< of thl' m.1rri<1gc n·l,1tion.,liip. 

CREDIT 

A full-time homemaker will be abll' tu obtdin credit 
based on her (equal) right to mdnJgl' and< 011trnl th<' 
marital earnings and property. 

DEBT~ 

Either or both of the partner~ will be liJble for mo'>I 
debts incurred after a marriage. The ~eparate propert) 
of the one who doe., not .,ign for a deht will not lw 
available to rnl'ct .i d<"ht inc urr<'d by ttw 111,11ri.1g1· 
partnt•r. 
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"While in most states the divorce laws 
are the same for men and women they 
can never bear equally upon both while 
,ti/ the property earned during marriage 
belongs wholly to the husband." 

~usdn B. Anthony, 
The Arena, 1897 

DI\ OR Ct 

Tht· 1978 Wisc unsin divor( (' reform ,Ht embodies bJsic 
marital partnPrship principles. At separation or divorce 
.ill .Mets held by hu-,hand or wife (except for inherited 
propl'rty) are split fifty-fifty, The courts may vary this di
vi>1on to makl' it more l'quitable after consideration of a 
numlwr of factor> such .is the length of the marriage, 
th!' contribution by Pither to the marriage or to theed-
11< .it1on, training or increased earning power of the 
otlwr, ,ind sour< e of the property. Inherited property is 
t'X( luded from comideration for division unless its 
t•xdus1on can be shown to create a hardship. 

DI '\ 11 I 

It tfw h1J1111·111.1~1·1 dw~ ht'>!, .,11i1' '' 1 u11s1der1·d to own 
nothing '>O (,in will rw1h1ng, other th,m propt•rty that 
\\.ts owned lwtort• rn.irr iJge or th.it WJ'> received as an 
111lw11t.im e or .is a gift, 

If the wage earner diP'> fir-,t, everything coming from 
1hmt' wJges is viPwl•d .1s part of thl• estate and is subject 
10 feder,11 estatt• tdX(''> ,ind Wisconsin inheritance taxes 
10 bt' paid by the survivor. 

TAX 

l lwrl' ,., .i <on fusing differl•nn• between federal and 
... 1.1t(' 1m 01111· t.ix l.1w: the lt·der.il system favors couplt•s 
\\ 111·11· 0111· p.11 t1H·1 t•.1111'> mw h mort• th,m tht• otlw1 
In'< .ni~t· < ouplt·., 111,1y 1111011w-'>plit on 1twi1 101111 rl't111n\, 
I h.11 ..,, < oupl1·., 111.iy tot.ii ,di rnconw 10 t'itht'r or both, 
.111d l1<1vt• l'd( h p.11 t1wr d\\l''>'>l'd on h.ilf thl' gr.ind tolJL 
lrH onw-.,plitt111g i~ not c1llowed when computing state 
1nronw tdx li.ibiltty: l'a<h person is taxl•d on hi~ or her 
1•arning.,, Tlw tull-t1111e honwmJker is rated 1ero, sinn• 
.,he c.irn~ no rn0ney, 

l his difil'rt>nu' in fed(•rJI and state laws creatl'S particu
lar problems and additional work for couples who 
op1·r .ite bu~inl''>SPS in Wisconsin, because preparing two 
dtl ierl'nt '>l'I, of tax forms and separating and attributing 
inl orne to one partner or to the other is very 
burdensome, 
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0 We,, one/ must part in two: 
Verily,, death is this: 
I must die." 

Christin~ Rossetti, 1830-1894 
Wife to Husband, 1861 

Proposdf' AIJrit.il Parrner.,htp Ptoper fl' 

DIVORCE CHANG!<; 

As at present, all as'>eb held by hu-,li.ind or wife would 
be split fifty-fifty, but this division< ould be v<1ried tu 
make it more equitable after court <omidPration of .i 
number of factors, All sep.irdte property would be 
treated in the same manner, however: inherited prur
erty would be treatl'd in thl' c,.irnc way as gifts or <1ny 
other separate property brought to the marriag!', 

WHEN THE MARRIAGE 
IS ENDED BY DfA TH 

I vt>ry rn.irri1·d rwr~on will Ill' .1hl1· to di.,IH>'>(' of hi., or 
twr own "'p.11.111• p1op1·1ty .ind lw. "' lll'r own h.ilf 1.t 
lhl· m.iritdl p.irtnPr.,hip prop(•rty by wilL 

The survivor will continue to uwn outright hi> or ht·t 
own separate property and one half of the marital p.nt
nership property. If there is no will, the ec,tate of tlw 
one who has died will be distributt·d in an ord,11H 1· with 
Wisconsin's existing laws on the division of propl'rty 11ot 
covered by a will. 

TAX CHANGES 

Wisconsin income taxes would bt· compu11·d 111 thl' s.11111· 
f.ishiun JS federal inc:omf' taxP~: .111 of .1 < oupl1·'., in< 0111• • 

may Ii(• t ornbined and both p.irt rwl'>, wlwt lwr w.ig1, -
l'cHni111-: or honwrn.1ki111-:, would ht• 1r<.,11t·d hy till' 
Rt•v<'nlll' l>Pp.ir trn1•11t d'> th1Jugh <·.11 h t·.i11wd h.ilt 

Couple~ oper<1ti11g .,m.ill liu'>ln<·'>~t·'> .ind l.J1111' V\ rll h11d 
, mdking out state incom<' t.1x rl'turn' to ht· gr1·.11l1 

simplifi!'rl, 
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